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HOW YOU MAY HELP TO make new etude friends
CONDIT1^s“^^

own except when stated otherwise.

teresting and valuable paper most heartily to my students.”
The little phrase “You ought to take THE ETUDE” backed by the enthusiasm
of an ETUDE friend has made our thirty years of existence an unbroken record of
regular progress.
Notwithstanding the abundant value in THE ETUDE itself—the unusual offer
upon the next page places a premium—a just and dignified reimbursement—upon
a little extra time and energy spent i'n extending the needed work THE ETUDE is
doing in the field of musical education.

POPULAR HOME COLLECTION
This volume of over SO pages is one of the best collections ever offered. It con¬
tains 46 pieces for the pianoforte, the compositions being carefully selected from the best
works of standard and popular writers.
,
,
The pieces are of various styles—caprices, waltzes, songs without words,jeveries,
idyls, etc. Just the volume for recital work or self amusement
Either the Popular
Recital Repertoire” (No. 178), containing 31 pieces, not so difficult
Piano Players
Repertoire” (No. 151), or “Singers’ Repertoire” (No. 163), can be substituted.
OR

HAND PAINTED FRENCH PILLOW TOP
This Pillow Top is tinted in colors on Aberdeen crash, size 17x22 inches, with back
of same material, and six skeins of colored cotton for working. The pillow is to be
worked in the long and short stitch.

From a myriad of new ideas and features we select just one as an indication of
the practical interest and high character of coming ETUDE “events.”
In the December ETUDE the distinguished English pianist, Katharine Goodson
presents a full analytical lesson upon Mendelssohn's masterpiece, “Rondo Capriccioso,” accompanied by the piece itself marked to indicate just where Miss Goodson’s
directions come in. Thousands of students and teachers will profit by this one
feature in one issue alone.

No, 962—1 Subscription!

FOR TWO YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE ETUDE
ONE OF THESE SUBSCRIPTIONS CAN BE YOUR OWN RENEWAL

SOLID GOLD BAR PINS
It is not possible to show in the illustrations the unusual value of these bar pins.
are solid gold of very attractive design. Size 2J inches; safety catch. No. 48 1 in old rose finish; No. 980 is brilliant finish; No. 981 is all chased design. Select any one.
OR

They

Remember—THE ETUDE value has always advanced as its circulation has
increased. It is making new friends faster now than ever before.
The 1914 ETUDE will mark a distinct progress in musical journalism. There
will be sixteen per cent, more space devoted to pieces of music. The musical world
has virtually been ransacked to supply its columns with the most notable articles
THE ETUDE has ever printed.

-—

FOR ONE NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION TO THE ETUDE

SOLID GOLD LAVALLIERE.

No. 981—2 Subscriptions

Lavallieres are the most popular articles of jewelry at present in vogue. The de¬
sign shown here was selected for its simplicity and attractiveness.
It is sohd gold, with
large amethyst and four small pearls and one large baroque pearl. The pendant
measures one and one-quarter inches.
•

FOR THREE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE ETUDE
ONE OF THESE SUBSCRIPTIONS CAN BE YOUR OWN RENEWAL

GOLD BANGLE BRACELET
This Bangle Bracelet is of the exceedingly neat and chased design that appeals to all women. It is not sohd gold,
but of the very best gold filled stock, being warranted for five years. About one-quarter inch in thickness.
OR

STERLING SILVER PICTURE FRAME
Beautiful rich oval pattern, 3fx6£ inches, ati easel. Entire front
is handsomely engraved; back of frame and easel covered with plush.
This is one of the handsome articles found only in first-class jewelry n.joi
No. 470—3 Subscriptions

stores.

Additional Offer for Three Yearly Subscriptions Sent at One Time
To-day, to-morrow, whenever the opportunity comes, it will only take a few
moments to secure a new ETUDE subscription—a new ETUDE friend who cannot
fail to be grateful to you for introducing THE ETUDE. Hundreds send in from five
to ten subscriptions a year.

SET OF TWO SOLID GOLD SHIRT WAIST PINS
To anyone sending a single order for three yearly subscriptions to THE ETUDE at SI.50 each, we will forward,
in addition to a selection made ffiom the articles listed above, the choice of a solid gold Eavalliere (No. 985) or
gor__
a set of two solid gold Shirt Waist Pins (No. 984). The Lavalliere has a brilliant amethyst and baroque pearl. ^ GoM .
The Beauty Pins, as shown in the illustration, are in a very popular chased design that will appeal to all.
Lavalliere

THE ETUDE PREMIUM CATALOG

THE ETUDE, Theo. Presser Co., Pubs., Philadelphia, Pa.

'';■

Mr. Henry Holden Huss, the distinguished American composer,

pianist and teacher, in a letter just at hand, writes: “I constantly recommend your in¬

— * —

1

the greatest teachers in world music centers, as well as from unknown students in
remote villages.

Canadian subscriptions,

contains illustrations and descriptions of over 900 useful articles.
send postal for copy.

CHRISTMAS AND BIRTHDAY GIFTS
ETUDE premiums offer an economical method of making up your
Christmas list.
list.
Christmas

THE ETUDE, THEO. PRESSER CO., PUBLISHERS, PHILADELPHIA, PA

_
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Consider the following selected from hundreds of letters we have received from

; -:1

The Secret of ETUDE Success Lies in the Loyalty
of its Splendid Friends

Substantial Rewards for Those Who Assist Us
in Obtaining New Subscribers
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THE ETUDE

SAVE MONEY

BY ORDERING A

|
On this page are given carefully selected magazine combinations costing much less than
| the regular prices of the magazines. These special prices are possible only because of the
| close co-operation of other publishers, and are as low as those quoted by anyone. All
|J orders are given immediate attention.
Prices are for subscriptions of one year. Subscriptions can be new or renewal (unless
otherwise stated), and can be for different addresses. Remit by check, money order, ex¬
press order or registered letter.

CLUB OF

MAGAZINES

Canadian and foreign
roreign P^*'®gcna.^tts'
Fu»“*e~-■—0nap:oreEnnK)stagr)cm^rHE
• „ nn,tace
ETUDE,^7iPce'nt8^
ents;on other magazines about 50 cents. Foreign postage
n other magazines about $1.00.
^These clubbing offers supply a ready solution of the gift problem.
Magazines as A‘an'nual
nsrea here
..ere makes
muses
„ annual subscription to one of the magazines listed
Holiday Gifts a holiday or birthday gift that will be appreciated during the enWhen requested, gift cards will be sent to recipient.

THE ETUDE Woman’s Home Companion

THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

The Quickest Mail Order Music Supply House for
Teachers, Schools and Conservatories of Music
The best selected and one of the largest stocks of music. The most liberal “ON SALE” plan.
in our stock or published by us sent freely on inspection at our regular low
Professional Rates. The best discounts and terms.

Anything

THE MOST MODERN TEACHING PUBLICATIONS IN MUSIC
FOUND IN THE STUDIOS OF EVERY PROGRESSIVE TEACHER

PRIMER OF
FACTS ABOUT MUSIC
By M. G. EVANS
Price, 50 Cents
This little work is more than a primer; it is
a compact musical encyclopaedia, the subject
matter being presented not alphabetically but
progressively, beginning with the rudiments of
music and ending with a tabulated summary
of Musical History, each subject being ex¬
plained through the medium of a series of prac¬
tical questions and answers covering the
Elements of Music, Notation, Tiirife, Scales,
Intervals, Chords, etc.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON ELEMENTS OF MUSIC

Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS
10 Grades
10 Volumes
$1.00 Each Volume
A complete course of the best studies selected for every purpose. The
Graded Course idea is original with the Presser house, but imitated more
than any other system or work ever published. This Course is being im¬
proved constantly. It combines the best elements of all schools, the
greatest variety from the best composers. It is simple and practical;
easy to teach, always interesting. We invite comparison.
MORE THAN A MILLION COPIES SOLD

BEGINNER’S BOOK
SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE
By THEODORE PRESSER

Price, 75 cents

A book for the veriest beginner planned along modern
lines, proceeding logically, step by step, making everything
plain to the youngest student. All the material is fresh and
attractive and full of interest. An extra large note is used.
Special features are writing exercises, and questions and
answers.
LATEST AND BEST INSTRUCTION BOOK

A SYSTEM
OF TEACHING HARMONY
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
of Unioenlty of ‘Pennsylvania
PRICE, - $1.25
The standard textbook of musical theory.
The object kept in view is how to enable the
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most interesting
and comprehensible way, the mass of facts and
rules which make up the art of harmony. For
class or self-instruction.
Key to Harmony, Price 50 Cents
CONCISE AND EASILY UNDERSTOOD

FOR THE PIANOFORTE

STANDARD HISTORY ofMUSIC

TOUCH AND TECHNIC

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.25
This work contains all the necessary prac¬
tice material fully written out, carefully
graded and explained, also very extensive
new and original material, making it the
strongest, clearest work of its kind for the
very young beginner, as well as the highly
advanced student. It may be used with
any student, at any age, with any method.
A REAL NECESSITY FOR TRAINING SUCCESS

In Four Books
Price of Each, $1.00
PART I—The Two-Finger Exercieee (School of Touch).
PART II—The Scale. Rhythmicelly Treated (Gchool of Bril¬
liant Passages).
PART III—Arpeggio. Rhythmically Treated (Passage School).
PART IV—School of Octave and Bravura Playing.
An original system for the development of a complete
technic, from the beginning to virtuosity; embodying all the
ripened musical experiences of its distinguished author.
GREATEST TECHNICAL WORK of MODERN TIMES

By DR. WM. MASON

BEGINNERS’
PIPE ORGAN BOOK

By EMIL LIEBLING
In Three Books
Price, 90 Cents Each
A noteworthy addition to the technical literature of the pianoforte. In
practically every volume of Czerny’s works will be found some gem.
Mr. Liebling’s selection and editorial work are masterly. All the popular
Opus numbers and many less known are represented, compiled in an at¬
tractive and convenient form for general use. These are the studies that
contributed to the making of all the world’s great pianists.
THE INDISPENSABLE STUDIES

By ISIDOR PHILLIP
Price, $1.50
The last word from the great living authority. M. Phillip
is the leading professor of pianoforte playing in the Paris
Conservatoire, and this work embodies the result of years
of experience both as teacher and player. M. Phillip is ad¬
vanced in thought and methods, thoroughly abreast of the
times. This work may be used in Daily Practice.
COMPREHENSIVE, EXHAUSTIVE, PRACTICAL

ROOT’S TECHNIC
AND ART OF SINGING

A Series of Educational Works in Singing
on Scientific Methods. By FREDERIC W. ROOT
I. Methodical Sight-Singing. Op. 21.
tt
Jhree ke,yseachm Voice
' Culture
- ' ®0-50
II. rIntroductory
Lessons
1.00
III. Short Song Studies. Three keys, each .50
IV. Scales and Various Exercises for the
Voice. Op. 27
.60
„
Twelve Analytical Studies. Op. 20 - 1.00
VI. Sixty-eight Exercises in the Synthetic
Method. Op. 28 .75
VII. Guide for the Male Voice. Op. 23 - 1.00

By GEO. E. WHITING
PRICE, $1.00
This volume may be taken up after one year’s
instruction on the pianoforte. The exercises
progress by easy stages through the keys.
Pedaling is treated in a clear and exhaustive
manner. There are no dry exercises or, studies.
Genuine musicianship is developed from the
very beginning and a foundation is laid for
practical church playing.
PRACTICAL PIPE ORGAN INSTRUCTOR

THE MODERN PIANIST
By MARIE PRENTNER
Price, $1.51)
The author was a graduate of, and the ablest assistant for
many years to, Theo. Leschetizky. This edition issued with
his unqualified endorsement. The Leschetizky system has
made more great artists than any other: Paderewski, Essipoff, Hambourg, Gabrilowitsch, Bloomfield-Zeisler, Prentner,
Slivinski, Sieveking. It forms a complete, comprehensive
and extremely practical treatise of piano technic.
Fundamental Principles of THE LESCHETIZKY METHOD

m HJ
-H
\'H1 A T O
C of
any class
of_publications
musical pub
1 rtLiv/VjiJ free upon application. We have, and a
... constantly making real “Teachers’ Aid’"
italogues. Our specialties are Piano Compositions and Studies, Songs
and Vocal_ Studies, Works on Theory and Musical Literature, and Collections of Music.
The Presser “System of Dealing’ s thoroughly explained in all of
our general catalogs.
Special suggestions and advice are freely given by private corres¬
pondence by the best authorities on the subject.

P

Accounts Are Solicited

By D. BATCHELLOR and C. LANDON
Price, $1.50
A concise, prac .cal manual, a logical exposi¬
tion of the art c.
’-mg music to the young
in a pleasing and atti active manner.
This method use
> ious devices to awaken
and to hold the inte. esr of the little child. The
aim is to develop the ^ - :ect in conformity with
the natural bent ot u.c Jiild's mind, largely in
the spirit of play. T ’.ere are a number of rote
songs ; also music for marching, drills, etc.
ONLY COMPLETE MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN METHOD

MASTERING THE
SCALES AND ARPEGGIOS

SELECTED
“CZERNY” STUDIES
Revised, edited and fingered, with copious annotations

COMPLETE SCHOOLbF TECHNIC

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.25
A thoroughly practical textbook told in story
form. So clear a child can understand every
word—so absorbing that adults are charmed
with it. All difficult words “self-pronounced.”
150 excellent illustrations, map of musical Eu¬
rope, 400 test questions, 250 pages. Strongly
bound in maroon cloth, gilt stamped.
Any
teacher may use it without previous experience.
PERMANENTLY ADOPTED BY FOREMOST TEACHERS

BATCHELLOR MUSICAL
KINDERGARTEN METHOD

STANDARD GRADED COURSE OF
STUDIES FOR THE PIANOFORTE

THE VOCAL INSTRUCTOR
By E. J. MYER
Price, $1.00
Designed to be the most direct and helpful
work of its type and scope.
Mr. fe: J. Myer
has embodied in his new work the experience of
a lifetime. Practical exercises a feature of this
work. It contains also numerous ijuts made
from photographs taken especially for this
work. These illustrations make the work of
the pupil much more simple and secure.

Headquarters for Everything

needed in the teacher’s work—
Metronomes, Leather SStchels
and Rolls, Musical Pictures and Post Cards, Blank Paper
Pap and Books, Record Tablets, etc.

part of the trade of every teacher and school is solicited.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

Please mention T E ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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ETUDE
HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

I Assembly Hymn&Song Collection

The Willis Music Co.

SCRIBNER’S
Musical Literature List

NEW CHRISTMAS MUSIC
MATERIAL FOR THE STUDY
OF PIANOFORTE PEDALS

BUY ENTERTAINMENTS

Etc.

Important Announcement
to Music Teachers

THE MORNING STAR A CHRISTMAS ORATORIO
A Christmas Cantata for

SOPRANOS AND TENORS
W.P. SCHILLING, Tea

For Solos, Chorus an

THEMATIC CATALOGS

mUSSpac^does not permit us to lirt toe our novejtie^ for^the

SERVICES: WITH JOYFUL
SONG,—JOY OF CHRIST¬
MAS-GLAD TIDINGS
SANTA CLAUS’ PARTY

MATERIAL FOR THE STUDY
OF PIANOFORTE TECHNIC

MUSIC

,n wh*‘ depar^°“,

>nty-third Street, New York

"-UCST-

Philadelphia

18 W. 37th Street, New York
PEDAL STUDY AT THE PIANO
By EDOUARD MAYOR

THE MOST POPULAR BOOKS IN WHICH
YOU ARE INTERESTED

TEACHERS!

Send for • complete list of Chri.tma. Mu.ic. Selection. »ent ON SALE. Gien chancier, foicea.
_and grade oi difficult? de.ired
__
_
_

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St.,

MATERIAL

G«rtnD.n,o^BATCH^.lfphU.NpSenM.

The B. F. Wood
„rS,

Wm. A. Pond & Co.

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

; I Efg and^ve3wil^arrange^t^hav^a'package^f'^mr^new

TIEPKE MUSICAL
WRITING BOOKS
the merit, of Tiepke I

READ
Our Special Offers to
YOU

Church Choirs
and Choral Classes

i osn
2

s201

GORDON’S GRADED
PIANO COURSE
In Nine Grades—50 Cts. Each

Novello’s New Songs
PRICE, 60 CENTS EACH

STUDY OF BASS NOTES FOR
BEGINNERS

COMPLETE LIST OF TITLES AND LIST PRICES
The Bold Gendarme
By Ernest Newton
Suitable for Baritones or Basses

Song of the Pilgrims
By Emmeline Brook
Suitable for All Voices

Gentleman John
By Herbert W. Wareing
Suitable for Baritones or Basses

Love in the Meadows
By Percy E. Fletcher
Suitable for Sopranos or Contraltos

Two Lyrics: A Prayer and a Question
By Emmeline Brook
Suitable for All Voices

Galloping Dick
By Percy E. Fletcher
Suitable for Baritones or Basses

Song of the Fugitives
By Howard Carr

The Songsters’ Awakening. Vocal
Waltz
By Percy E. Fletcher
Suitable for Sopranos
Some Perfect Rose
By Percy E. Fletcher
Suitable for All Voices
On a Summer’s Day
By Cecil Engelhardt
Suitable for All Voices

Longing
By Henry Coa
Suitable for Baritones or Basses

Songs of the Sea
By Coleridce-Taylor
Suitable for Baritones or Basses

LITTLE ETUDES FOR LITTLE
H. S. GORDON^ 141 rW. 36th Stree

■sssms-CISES WITHOUT OCTAVES

In two volumes—Price, 75c each_

Musicians

IN UNFAMILIAR KEYS'

Bead the contents and note the Instrumentation.

HARMONY STUDY AT THE PIANO

THE WILLIS PRACTICAL
GRADED COURSE

With All My Heart
By Walter Earnshawe
Suitable for All Voices

HINDS, NOBLE & ELDREDGE
31-35 W. 15th Street

::

New York City

New York: THE H. W. GRAY CO.

Sole Agents for Novello & Co., Ltd.

Nat C.I

CASH ^Hsr°ZER PRICES
2i£j35 tfijasft ™.

'^ssr/sztS

London: WEEKES & CO.,

ANYiiSs
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This Selected List of NEW SONGS
Will be Sent on Approval
CHARLES S. BURNHAM

EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Voice of the Dove, The.
3'keys..... .W
Crossing the Bar. 3 keys. .50

The Musicians

Der Fichtenbaum. Me¬
dium Voice.50

Library

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN
Call Me No More. 3
keys.50

The Masterpieces of Song and
Piano Music
66 Volumes
125,000 Sold
Includes most important compositions of Bach, Beethoven,

Sleep Beauty Bright.
High Voice.50
Valentine, A. 2 keys.50

MERLE KIRKMAN

WILLIAM LESTER

I Hear A Thrush At Eve.
3 keys.
60

As a Perfume Doth Re¬
main. 2 keys.50

I Found Him on the
Mesa. 3 keys..60

To Phyllis. 2 keys.. .50
Echo. 2 keys.50
Compensation. 2 keys.50

Brahms, Schubert, Schumann,Wagner and
the other Masters of Music

G. H. FEDERLEIN
One Day. 2 keys.50
Music of the Marshes.
2 keys.50

, <1 Every college and public library, every music
I teacher, every earnest and ambitious music
student should have these matchless volumes

JOHN ADAMS LOUD
Flower Rain. 3 keys.50
Home-Longing. 3 keys. .50
In My Garden.

3 keys. .50

E. C. HAMILTON
Angels Guard Thee. 2
keys...50
Douglas Gordon. Low
Voice .60

OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN BRINGS
THEM WITHIN YOUR REACH
WRITE FOR IT TO-DAY

LOLA CARRIER WORRELL
Eternal Love. 3 keys.

.50

Song of the Chimes.
3 keys.50

For Sale by Theodore Presser Co.

WHITE-SMITH MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

particulars5, free 0S7eque‘sVdeSCriptionS> Por,raits of edi,ors and f

BOSTON: 62 and 64 Stanhope Street
NEW YORK: 13 East 17th Street
CHICAGO: 316 So. Wabaih Avenue

Ba BOSTONdiellOikN EW YORKcS

appropriate practice.

Lover’s Fancy, A. 2 keys. .50
By the Silver Sands.
Low Voice.50

What did you practice to-day? Was it something that has
an immediate bearing upon your progress just now. Or was it
something that you may use only once or twice during your whole
musical career? We have often thought that a vast ™lnt of
time is wasted in musical education by practicing work that re
lates but sliehtlv to the real needs of the student.
Henselt made this mistake by devoting hours to cultivating
the ability to stretch his fingers over needlessly long intervals.. T e
literature of the piano recognizes that the hand of the pianist
limited. The damper pedal enables the student to ^t effects o
wide stretched intervals without torturing the hand. True, certain
pieces of Brahms, Rubinstein, Chopin and others do demand a
very wide stretched hand but there is no real necessity for culti¬
vating this until the obstacle is reached In fact, unless the stretch¬
ing is done right much injury to the hand may result. Certain
materials are used constantly in the construction of musical composi¬
tions. One may economize by the study of two-finger exercises,
chords scales, octaves and arpeggios. Other arbitrary forms may
lead to abuses. The only advantage of very great velocity work,
for instance, is that it makes one’s playing more secure when per¬
forming slower passages. One may never need to play at the ra
of 1000 notes a minute, but the ability to play at that rate make
it possible to play passages of 600 notes a minute far more fluently
I and surely.

LEIPZIG

Moszkowski’s Latest Study Work
DEXTERITY AND STYLE

^

Q Children's c

COusical Kaleidoscope

Twenty Modern Studies for the Pianoforte by

neYERB

M. MOSZKOWSKI <o».ti>
Two Books. Price, 75 cents each
Schmidt’s Educational Series, No. 117 A.B.
The latest addition to Schmidt’s Educational Series is a notable
collection of modern studies by the world-famed composer,
Moritz Moszkowski. Every player knows the grace and ele¬
gance of Moszkowski’s pianoforte compositions and the studies
embody many of 'the technical principles which make this com¬
poser’s writings so thoroughly pianistic and attractive. The
work offers a liberal selection of studies in pure technique,
interspersed with some numbers designed for the practice of
sustained melody, etc. Each book consists;of ten studies of not
more than two or three pages in length. . Book I is suitable
for the later second and earlier third grades. Book II is
particularly adapted for medium grade work.

IN THE PRESS

FIRST YEAR COUNTERPOINT
Professional
Two- and Thfee-part writing only are presented in these lessons. The
text is simple. Every musical reference is amply illustrated. A wide
variety of examples from famous contrapuntists are given to acquaint
the student with the best types of the various orders of counterpoint.

Price,

::

By Thomas Tapper

75 cents

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
First Year Musical Theory
First Year Melody Writing
First Year Harmony
Second Year Harmony

musician’s sphere larger and nobler.

I

The trouble with this editorial is that it must go to just those
people who need it least and we are publishing it for the sole reason
that we hope that our friends will carry the thought to those who
will be benefited by it. You take The, Etude with prospect of
keeping constantly in touch with what the progressive music workers
of the world are doing and thinking in the field of education.
Perhaps vou have never thought of it, but all that we are physically
is a sum of the food we have consumed, the air we have breathed,
the exercise we have taken and most all that we are intellectually
is a sum of the aural, visual and other sensory impressions we have
received. Some psychologists even deny that man creates anything
that is not the direct result of his observations of the world at
large
As a matter of fact very little comes from within,.despite
the fine frenzies of the poets. Most of our progress m life is a

NEW YORK: 11 West 36th Street

I series of steps from experience to experience.
Many musicians are far too prone to shut themselves away
from the world about them. This more than anything else ,s the
cause for musical failure,-musical failure that is otherwise pre¬
ventable. A pilot on a Mississippi river steamboat heard one of t e
officers taking soundings. “Mark Twain” called the officer and
“Mark Twain” became the pen-name of that very pilot when he
decided to become an author.
Just as this external experience
decided S. L. Clemens in this matter so did many other hings i
his life. At the end, his literary executors revealed that he had
written a philosophical dialogue between an Old Man and a Yowng
Man which has startled the world of thinkers by its remarkable
keenness. In this Mark Twain shows with wonderful force how de¬
pendent all thinkers and workers are upon outside impressions fm
their progress. He insists that nothing is ever created or invented.
All our great achievements are solely the result of a clever applica¬
tion of natural principles evolved from a highly intelligent observa
tion of the happenings in the outside world.

769
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The musician of all people must continually contrive oppor¬
tunities for placing himself in touch with the world in the broadest
and most modern sense of the term. Yesterday the world was
limited by the immediate range of our senses. To-day steam, elec¬
tricity, photography, and the printing press literally bring the world
to our doors. The musician’s first duty to himself is to keep
actively in touch with the progress of his own art and then he must
employ every method within his means to notice with the most
sympathetic alertness all that is going on round about him. While
The Etude keeps him in touch with the musical advance of the
times, we strongly advocate earnest, serious, persistent reading and
study in other lines. Get a “hobby” in some other art or science
and ride it fast and hard. It will help you in your musical work by
making vou think more broadlv. Magazines of the order of “Cur¬
rent Literature,” “The Literary Digest,” “The Geographical Maga¬
zine,” “Hearst’s Magazine” or even the very human and delightful
“Life ” which shows the wav of the world through bright sunlight
and comic contrast-all these and many others may make the
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FIND TIME TO PLAY EVERY DAY.

Did you think that we were going to echo the old platitude
a day without a lineD Quite to the
contrary. Etude readers are all schooled up to the necessity for
constant daily work. By play, we mean PLAY real play. Educa¬
tional psychologists for the past twenty-five years have been finding |
more and more importance in the subject of play. Play after all
is the flower of life. When a plant ceases to bloom, when the leaves
commence to fall, the plant is dying whether it is one year old or
one hundred years old. If you would know how old a man or a
woman is you need only look to the amount of time spent in play.
Who has not seen the man of sixty or seventy who is really younger
than the man of thirty who has lost his instinct for play ?
j|
Teachers of music devote far too little time to play. Healthy ,
amusement is just as necessary a part of success as work. Grinding
through a day from eight o’clock in the morning to ten at night
and repeating this for ten months of the year may mean a large
income, but it does not by any means signify complete success.
One hour a day spent in walking, romping with the children, games,
gardening, etc., means not only larger life prospects but longer

nulla dies sine linea,—never

years of useful service.
No matter how dignified you may think you ought to be, don t
be ashamed to play. William Henry Pyle in his excellent Outlines
of Educational Psychology says of the play of adults:
“The Dlav of adults Is not essentially different from that of children. . . . .
Modern man has gone mad. He thinks he can spend his life in vain pursuit of
illusory wealth and suppress tile functioning of his older, and therefore most leal,
self. He forgets his wife, he forgets his children, he forgets to play.
grows
old before his time. He is dead long before he ceases to walk around before his
fellows. If we continue to play and associate with children and youth it wil>
us young and keep joy in our hearts. We must revive the social custo
of ancient
Greece. It is no accident that the Greeks, the greatest of all men, played most ot
all men. The annual fesHvals and Olympiads, bringing all Greece together in
mental and physical play, had much to do with her glory.'’
We find in King Henry IV the famous line, “If all the year
were playing holidays, to sport would he as tedious as to work.
Music teachers actually seem to be afraid to part from their work
for even a moment or two with the fear that they may be neglect¬
ing their duties. There is no danger of the teacher “playing holi¬
days” all year. Necessity guards him against that. The main thing
is to get a little holiday in every day of our lives,—a little harmless
fun, a little healthy entertainment, a little pleasurable excitement.
When you are seventy or seventy-five you will comprehend the
wisdom of this.
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Musical Thought and Activity
Over the Seas
By ARTHUR ELSON

LISZT AT THE LESSON.
In Die Musik, Siloti gives a number of reminiscences
of Liszt. He could be caustic enough when he wished.
On hearing an acquaintance remark, “I don’t know
anything about music,” Liszt at once replied, “Then
you must become a critic.” To a poor performer who
came recommended by royalty, he said, "You had better
study, and not beg letters from queens.” When an overambitious composer, who had imitated the “Faust”
symphony rather closely, brought his score for Liszt’s
inspection and autograph, the latter wrote, “To Herr X,
who can write like this, and better.”
In his teaching, Liszt would apparently make very
few adverse comments to the pupils; but in reality he
expressed much. He could say a simple “Gut!” with
more varieties of expression than the average student
was aware of; and only a few were satisfied that his
accent meant approbation. If the .performance was only
moderate, he would say, “I know half a dozen who play
like that, and as many who do it better.” For rather
poor work, he would exclaim, “Even the Princess
(Elizabeth) plays that better.” Only once or twice a
year would he have occasion to get really angry at
wretched playing. Then he would ejaculate furiously,
“I am no washerwoman, take your dirty linen to a Con¬
servatory.”
Liszt was usually the best of companions, though
occasionally, he would become nettled over a game of
cards. Personalities sometimes made him lose his
temper, too. Once a pupil, and one who has since
become world-famous, imitated Liszt’s peculiar, hissing
laugh behind his back; whereupon the master turned
and gave the offender a solid box on the ear.
INSTRUMENTS OF BYGONE DAYS.
In the International Society’s Quarterly, Curt Sachs
writes of an old German poem, entitled “Der Minne
Regel,” and quotes from it a list of early instruments.
Of these the Flegil was a form of flute, and the
Schachtbret an elementary spinet, while the Medicinale,
which sounds more like a surgical than a musical in¬
strument, is at present unknown. The other names,
according to the writer, need no special explanation;
but American readers may think differently when they
see these names. They are “Cymbel, Harffe, Monocordium, Portitiff, Psalterium, Lute, Clavicymbalom,
Quinterna, Gyge, Videle, Lyra, Rubeba, Phife, Floyte,
Schalmey and Horn.” How many , of The Etude
readers can describe these instruments without further
information?
Cymbals and harp are clear enough, and the rote
was a small square harp. The monochord (tromba'
marina) was a single-stringed affair suitable for the
unskilled. Clavichords were probably more primitive
among the minnesingers than in Bach’s day. The
portatif (like the regals) was a small portable organ.
The psaltery was ’a species of dulcimer, the Oriental
precursor of the piano; and the clavicembalo had an
actual keyboard. Quinterna may be a form of gittern
or guitar. Gyge suggests geige, the German name
for the violin, and videle gives the same idea; but the
instruments of the poet’s time must have been of the
flatter and smoother-toned viol type. Rubeba (rebab)
was the.Arabian precursor of.the violin. The schalmei
was an early clarinet.
The minnesingers and troubadours had instruments
enough, and their music was a much more pleasing
affair than the crude efforts of the early contra¬
puntists. Adam de la Hale’s thirteenth-century work,
“Robin et Marion,” was really an effective comic opera,
in which the over-boastful hero shows much unexpected
cowardice when called upon to defend his sweetheart
against the advances of a nobleman. The old lyrics,
as shown by the songs of Gaucelm Faidit, King Thibaut,
and others, were bright enough in style, and far more
attractive than the puzzle-canons of later centuries.
The life of a troubadour, too, was not always unpleas¬
ing. When spring came, he would issue forth from his
home, with a train of pages and jongleurs, to visit some
neighboring castle.
During banquets, the jongleurs
would play various pieces, including whatever works
their master had composed. In some meadow bower,
or while taking the air on the walls, the troubadour
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might take a guitar anu an ms
,r f
Where the minnesingers praised the more ideal side o^
love, the troubadours often chose an individual to re¬
ceive their homage; and if she was married, as often
happened, the troubadour’s attentions sometimes caused
trouble. One over-bold minstrel knight carried mat¬
ters so far that his lady’s irate husband killed him,
and bad his heart served toothe lady at her next meal.
When she had eaten it, the vengeful husband told her
what the tasteful dish had been; whereupon she de¬
clared it had been so good that no other food should
ever follow it, and starved herself to death. But such
cases, it would seem, were extreme, and the troubadour
could usually enjoy life without making trouble for
himself.
The jongleurs, however, became the real musicians.
When wars had obliterated their original masters, the
jongleurs became strolling players, earning a precarious
living by music as well as by the juggling tricks that
are named from them. The best was he who could
play the most instruments; and one of them, according
to the Bodleian manuscript at Oxford, could perform
on “The lute, the viol, the pipe, the bagpipe, the syrinx,
the harp, the gigue, the gittern, the symphony, the
psaltery, the organistrum, the regals, the tabour, and
the rote.” Most of these are found in “Der Minne
Regel;” the tabour was a shepherd’s pipe, the symphony
(zumpogna) a sort of bagpipe, and (he organistrum a
.primitive hand-organ with strings to be pressed
against a turning wheel. On the whole, then, the
instruments of those times would not have proven
unworthy to be handled by some mediaeval .Richard
FASCINATING BALLETS.
The new Strauss ballet, “Potiphar’s Wife,” suggests
a few random thoughts. To .begin with, it would seem
that Strauss does not often choose ideal subjects.
His “Ariadne” gives a good contrast between the
bright comedy of Moliere’s play and the beauty of the
old Greek legend; but from “Don Quixote” to “Elektra”
his subjects, if not salacious, are at least bizarre in
nature or treatment.
But he may be praised, at any rate, for attempting a
ballet. The ballet is a form of music that has many
possibilities. The general run of audiences, especially
in America, is none too familiar with the achievements
already made in this form. “Coppelia” has been made
known to us, but such works as “Raymonda,” “The
Sleeping Beauty,” "Milenka,” or “The Veil of Pierrette”
are wholly unfamiliar on this side of the water. They
are certainly worth attention, and should lead the way
to a greater popularity for the ballet. Opera has been
pretty well exploited, and it takes a genius nowa¬
days to write anything worth while in this form; but
the ballet has not yet reached maturity, and there is
plenty of room for young composers to make a suc¬
cess in this form. There is in some quarters an idea
that a ballet must of necessity be all made up of
dances, and that the music must in consequence be of
a semi-popular character. This idea is wholly un¬
founded. Many ballets do consist largely of dance
rhythms in the orchestra, but there is no reason why a
ballet should not contain broad and effective orchestral
scenes, which might even approximate the Magic Fire
Music, the Forest Rustling, or other great instru¬
mental pictures of the sort. Choice of plot has some¬
thing to do with the opportunities for such orchestral
tone-painting, but with all history and all mythology to
draw upon, it should not be hard to make scenarios
that would permit of lofty imaginative flights on the
part of the composer. We have been made accustomed
to all kinds of program music, and such music should
lie much clearer with a ballet plot to illustrate it than
with even a good printed description.
MUSICAL NOVELTIES.
This time it is Bruckner who has added something
to the posthumous repertoire. A manuscript symphony
by him, the score of which is owned by his pupil Cyrill
Hvnais, is to be given at Vienna. May it have more
luck than Beethoven’s Jena composition.
Aside from this, there seems to be no important new
symphony on the horizon. The suite, however, is
flourishing. Dohnanyi has written one which was well
received at Baden, while Fevrier’s suite “Agnes”
pleased Brussels. Holbrooke has written a suite con¬
sisting of homage to Wagner, Dvorak, Greig and
Tchaikowsky, but Holbrooke is so modern that his
homage seems really devoted to, Debussy, Scriabine, and
Schonberg. Even Perosi has produced a suite, entitled
“La Festa del Villaggio.” Stojowski’s new piano con¬
certo, given in London, is rated as a work of much
originality, having for its movements a Prologue,
Scherzo, and Theme with Variations.

The symphonic poems are still putting in scattered
appearances. Novak’s “In der Tatra has won high
nraise Gliere’s "Sirens” pleased Augsburg with its
Pgow ng color and sure touch while Pottgiesser’s
“Brand” was voted earnest and characteristic. Tito
Robelt’s new Triptyque consists of a “Petit Poeme,” a
“Danse Lyrique,” and the “Papillons Crepusculaires.”
“Gudrun,” by Gustav Cords, won success at Baden.
Other orchestral works include Die Nymphen,’ an
introduction and rondo by B.schoff; Draeseke’s
“Thuner See;” an “1813” overture by Bittner-Fortier,
the conductor at Zwickau; and songs with orchestra
by Hausegger, Ehrenburg, and Ethel Smyth. Zolenski
and Opienski have won orchestral prizes at Warsaw,
while Copenhagen enjoyed a violin concerto by Gustav
Helsted, and overtures by Simonscn and Bangert.
Chamber music is represented by Karg-Ehlert’s new
wind quintet.
In the operatic field, “Panurge" selections were
liked at Brussels, while numbers from "Roma” were
applauded at Dunedin. Helsingfors is praising the
first Finnish comic opera, by Armas Launis. Paul Juon
is altering his incidental music to "Der \rmselige
Besenbinder” into an operatic score. Ewald Giehl’s
“Liebeskrug” is for Dortmund, while Hamburg will
hear Friedrich Weigmann’s
"Klarinettenmacher.”
Franz Schmidt’s “Glockner von Notre-Dame” will be
produced at Vienna, while Nice will listen to Mcssager’s “Soeur Beatrice.”
Puccini has finished the
one-act “II Tabarro.” Emile Trepard’s "Celeste Prudhommat” met with some success, while Louis Zehntner’s Singspiel “Dorval” was well received at Basel.
Vocal works include a Mass by Gerhard Keussler
and the revived oratorio “Manasse” by Fritz Hegar.
A Salzburg performance of Mozart’s Requiem took
place with the singers concealed behind a curtain, but
the item does not state whether there were any curtain
calls.
KEEPING UP THE ENTHUSIASM.
BY RALPH FISHER SMITH.
What valuation do you put upon enthusiasm in your
pupils? Do you realize that when Emerson said
“nothing is ev^r achieved without enthusiasm” lie told
one of the greatest truths a teacher can learn. Enthu¬
siasm has almost wholly to do with the imagination.
The original meaning of the word implied being pos¬
sessed of a Godlike feeling that the impossible is at¬
tainable. It is a synonym for inspiration. It is one
of the few things which the teacher can communicate
to the pupil. If the teacher’s enthusiasm burns brightly
he may ignite the pupil’s musical soul and foster a fire
which may illumine the whole world.
What makes music study a drudgery to some ? The
failure of the teacher in creating the right enthusiasm.
This demands something more than mere high spirits
and a glib tongue. It calls for inventive skill in devis¬
ing ways to kindle the pupil’s interest into the flame of
enthusiasm. For instance, in playing for a pupil, the
teacher should perform with the same spirit he would
a uPl0y
a COncert at Carnegie Hall or the Royal
™ a 4 vYad before an audience of thousands.
Anything which will emphasize the “human” side of
music will add to the pupil’s interest. The teacher
s ould employ pictures, biographical notes, historical
ote?> m faCt everyibing known about the composer
which will make him stand in the pupil’s mind as a
rea man, and not as some ink and paper effigy of a
past long isolated from the living present. Even in
teaching technical exercises the teacher must take great
pains not to extinguish the sacred flame of enthusiasm
by burymg ,t under a needless mass of uninteresting
.g a. cont°rtions. Better by far take a few exercises
ime than attempt to give a whole long technical
book at once.
whr*e/reateS,t need for ent,1usiasm is at the start
thrnno-b6 pupi must traverse a somewhat dreary road
possessed1"*fnotat.!?n and elementary technic. Once
beautifuf n
He .abll,ty. whjeh leads to the land of
fire of enthCe*’ the
commence to develop a
beacon enthuS,asm which will light the way like a
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Memories of Franz Liszt
By the Distinguished Piano Virtuoso and Intimate Friend of Liszt

COUNT GEZA ZICHY
Ex-President of the Hungarian National Academy
[Count Geza Zichy was born July 22, 1849, at
Sztara, Hungary. He lost bis right arm when he
was seventeen years old, but was so devoted to music
and to piano playing that he continued his musi¬
cal work, under Volkman, Mayrberger, and finally
with the great Liszt. Although an able jurist and the
holder of many eminent positions in the Hungarian
Government, he has also had time to give, as well as
supervise, concerts for charity. He has been president
of the Hungarian National Academy and Intendant of
the Royal Opera House, at Pesth. In addition to many
pieces for the left hand, cantata, etc., Count Zichy has
written two operas. He was one of Liszt’s most inti¬
mate friends, and in his home land the name of Count
Zichy is inseparably connected with his famous teacher.
The following extracts are taken from Count Zichy’s
recently published volume, Aus MeinenLcben. parts of
which have appeared in the Allgemeinemusik Zeitung.]
LISZT'S GREAT BREADTH.
“Liszt was a mighty organ, in which hundreds and
hundreds of different registrations were represented.
In every register that one might try one might hear
sound from a new world.
“There have been many disputes over Liszt’s real
nationality. Liszt was in heart a Hungarian; in his
love of German music, he was a German; in his social
relations and culture, he was French; from the aristo¬
cratic and conservative standpoint, he was French, and
from the standpoint of plastic art, Liszt was Italian.
He was, indeed, all that it is possible for a man to be.
“With the passing of the time, the image of Liszt
grows continually greater. While he was with us upon
earth, we were constantly called upon to wonder at
his achievements, but now that he is gone, we stand
astounded at his accomplishments. Moreover, we are
amazed at compositions, which very few people know
intimately, and which very few can play, and which
very few people will ever play. Notwithstanding this,
if any one were to ask me what I considered Liszt’s
greatest work, I would not hesitate to say that it did
not lie in his accomplishments as a virtuoso in his ex¬
traordinary compositions, or in his genial success as a
conductor, but rather in the loftiness and grandeur of
his soul. This was the soul that inspired and ennobled
all who came within the magic circle. Liszt was never
paltry or ordinary. His greatest virtues were his for¬
bearance and a beneficence, which at times was almost
Apostolic.
LISZT AND THE HUNGARIAN FOLKSONG.
“The source of Hungarian music is found prin¬
cipally in the Volkslied, the song of the people. The
spring does not flow as freely as in former times, but
it has by no means stopped. New songs continually
appear, whether of gypsy origin, or whether from
people with some schooling.
“The Hungarian folksongs are richly endowed with
beauties of form, rhythm, melody and infinite variety.
Liszt knew the Hungarian folksong with all its merits
and all its shortcomings. He would take an asthmatic
little theme of eight or twelve measures, ofttimes less,
develop it to a lengthy form, giving it harmonic beauty,
musical content,—yes, and even raising it to symphonic
heights in his rhapsodies. With the introduction of
the melody, we often find it in its original form, ac¬
companied by the simplest harmonies, but in a few
moments the magic art of Franz Liszt commences.
The motif is made larger, then smaller, then treated
polyphonicallv, then decorated with all the riches of
harmony, and before we know it, we find our innocent

little peasant maid decked out in the gown and the
purple mantle of a king’s daughter.
“The melody in many Hungarian songs often stands
in direct contradiction. to the words, probably because
the text is often written by another person. I repeat,
that the folksong is the basis of Hungarian musical
art. This folksong, however, is very old. Bishop
Gerhard tells of a Hungarian maiden, one thousand
years ago, who sat at the spring and sang wonderfully
beautiful- songs.
“The early music of the church often came from
the folksong. The troubadour took the folksong as
his model, and it was elevated from the courts of the
people to the courts of kings. Finally our Hungarian
folksongs were ingeniously appropriated and orches¬
trated by the gypsies, although they did not create
them. Of course there have been some gypsies who
have composed in the Hungarian manner. Neverthe¬
less, the gypsies did not create the real Hungarian
music, nor did they bring it from Egypt with them, as
some suppose. The gypsies found the music here
when they came.
A THREE-HANDED PIECE FOR PIANO.
“When the city of Szegedin was visited by an earth¬
quake, in 1879, Liszt and I undertook to give a con¬
cert for the benefit of the sufferers. Liszt came to my
room and said, ‘Grieving does nothing at a time like
this. We must help at once. We must give a concert
for the sufferers. Come to the piano.’ We sat at the
keyboard and played an arrangement of the Rakocsy
March, which I had made for three hands. Then we
arranged the entire program. In a few hours the con¬
cert was placarded upon all the street corners, and be¬
fore night the entire house was sold out.
“As Liszt had not appeared in the city (Kalusenburg), for thirty-three years, the event took on the
nature of a public festival. The stage was turned into
a flower garden. When Liszt entered, the entire audi¬
ence arose after the manner in which a king is greeted.
Deeply absorbed, Liszt sat at the keyboard, threw back

his head, glanced dreamily upwards, and played as
though profoundly impressed with the transitoriness of
all things, played as no mother’s son.had ever heard
a man play before. In the end, his hands fell upon
the soul of the instrument, as a mighty sea dashes
upon the rocks of the shore. He sang of human
courage and independence, of battle and victory, of ex¬
ultation and transfiguration.
.
“Only a very few understood what he was playing,
but all'comprehended to the depths of their hearts the
significance of his emotion. At the end of the concert,
we played the Rakocsy March for three hands. I had
difficult in playing the bass loud enough with one
hand to balance his ten mighty fingers. The enthusi¬
asm was elemental. Students jumped upon the plat¬
form and carried the old master away upon their
shoulders.

IMpROVISATION.

“A short time after this, Liszt, then seventy years
old, gave another concert in Vienna, for the help of
the victims at Szegedin. My famous master was m ex¬
alted spirits, and played with his enchanting charm as
usual. However, when we came to play the Rakocsy
March he frightened me terribly.
“In the middle section he commenced to improvise.
He threw his head back and went from key to key in
his own peculiar fashion. I blinked in amazement, but
he only laughed at my distress and continued playing.
’What can I do?’ thought I. When one plays with
Liszt, and does not keep his place, Liszt could not
possibly he blamed for the error. Consequently, l
commenced to run up and down the scale with chro¬
matic octaves, waiting for my turn to come in when
Liszt resumed the actual music of the march. 1‘ortunatelyj my improvisation fitted well with that of Liszt,
and he whispered to me, ‘Geza, Bravo.
AN IMPRESSION OF RICHARD WAGNER.
“During the time of the early performances of Wag¬
ner’s Parsifal, I went to Bayreuth, to hear the
music drama and also to meet Wagner. Upon my
first visit to Wahnfried I saw Wagner sitting under
a palm, surrounded by a group of fascinating and much
bepowdered ladies, who took upon themselves to fan
the master with their marabou fans.
“I stood by Liszt in the salon and bade him intro¬
duce me He, however, laid his finger upon his lips
and whispered, ‘We must wait until he has finished
talking.’ I have seen Liszt stand in the presence of
Emperors and Kings, but never so submissively as be¬
fore his father-in-law. Liszt bowed his beautiful and
noble head, and taking me by the hand, led me to
Wagner.
•
„
‘“Dear Richard,’ he said, in very humble tones. 1
introduce my best friend and famous pupil, Count Geza
Zichy.’
,
“Wagner nodded his head and I went at once to the
lady of the house, whom, of course, I had known be“This gave me an opportunity to view Wagner’s re¬
markable head close at hand. His features looked as
though they had been chiseled in marble. Superhuman
energy and a god-like intrepidity rhone from his face.
His countenance seemed to threaten and his mouth
seemed to say, ‘You must acknowledge my supremacy,
you must how before me, you must extol my art, and
if vou do not, I will cast you to the winds.’ ”
“No one could ever forget that head. If there is
any basis of comparison at all. Wagner’s head can be
compared only with that of Napoleon the Great. His
manners were not those of the man of the world.
(Seine Umgangsformcm warren andere als die eines
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, Weltmannes, was ja schr begreiflich ist.) He was
either persecuted or adored. Between these two ex¬
tremes his life dangled to and fro.”
Count Zichy’s interest in Liszt was manifested in
many ways after the death of the master. At all meet¬
ings, in celebration of the birth or death of Liszt, he
easily became a central figure. His position in Hun¬
garian musical life has been used to forward educa¬
tion in the highest sense of the term. He regarded the
carrying out of various ideas transmitted to him by
Liszt, as a kind of sacred trust.

distinction, however, has been proved by all the great
composers. As a rule they employ it because it crea es
a sense of unrest and is therefore appropriate to mo¬
ments of agitation. It can nevertheless be used at a
slower tempo with a remarkably tranquil effect, as may
be proved by Beethoven’s employment of syncopation
in the Kreutzer violin sonata:

BY EVERETT HANSON
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Not satisfied with over-running North America and
getting it the reputation of being the land of "rag-time”
we are now getting syncopated themes fro n South
America in the form of the notorious Tango. There is
nothing iniquitous in the music itself as the following
typical Brazilian Tango will show

The fact that syncopation can be used with great
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,
interest he took, when a student of the
University of Berlin, in the political movements of the
time, an interest which led to his bang a frequent con¬
tributor to the democratic journal Die Abend-post. His
services to his party were the more useful s.nee, like
Schumann, he had, before abandoning himself to music
professionally, been for some two years a student of
WAGNER'S POLITICAL TENDENCIES.

SYNCOPATION IN BAD COMPANY.

It is the fault of the small boy who takes upon him¬
self to write a composition to start “Webster says—”
and then go on with a definition extracted from the
dictionary which makes up the only interesting part
of his composition. Not forgetting this the writer is
extracting bodily a definition from the Grove diction¬
ary “Syncopation,—an alternation of regular rhythm,
produced by placing the strongest emphasis on the
part of the bar not usually accented.” This definition,
however, does not reveal one very important fact.
Syncopation demands contrast. That is, unless the
hearer has a regular metrical accent established in his
mind he can not get the “feel” of the syncopated
rhythm.
Despise “rag-time,” “gypsy tempos” and the Spanish
and Latin American dances as you will, there is some¬
thing in them which sets the blood on fire and electri¬
fies every nerve. What a miserable shame it is that
the exhilarating rag-time has fallen into such bad com¬
pany. Associated with cheap, if not altogether vulgar,
words it has been necessary for those who uphold good
music and good morals to condemn rag-time as a whole.
Henry Ward Beecher in defending the use of secular
melodies for church purposes once ran across a man
who protested against the adaptation of part of the
overture of Weber’s Die Freyschiits for the celebrated
hymn Jewett. In reply the great pulpit orator is said
to have remarked “I am quite content to let the devil
have some of the good tunes, but why should he have
all of them.” Some of the Hungarian melodies are
so marked by tempos that are similar to American rag¬
time tunes that they are startling. Brahms’ Hungarian
dances, according to Remenyi and others, are taken di¬
rectly from Magyar sources. The following theme in¬
sofar as its syncopation goes is as much rag-time as
though it had come straight from “Tin Pan Alley.”
It is part of Brahms’ second Hungarian dance.

etude
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GREAT COMPOSERS AND POLITICS.
BY CLEMENT A. HARRIS.
The approaching centenary of Richard Wagner may
possibly attract attention to a circumstance in connect¬
ion with the great makers of music probably never
previously noticed, yet not undeserving of at least pass¬
ing consideration.
“Let me make the ballads of a nation, and who will
may make its laws,” has been the unspoken maxim of
the vast majority of composers. To have presented
, their countrymen with such an air as “Rule, Brittania,
or Austria has satisfied their political aspirations. But
the rule is not lacking in that paradoxical kind of
proof proverbially derived from exceptions. The earli¬
est and greatest creative musician to whose politicial
bias a definite name might be given was Beethoven. A
clue to the direction which this bias took may be seen
in the signature to a letter. An elder brother had
subscribed himself “Landowner;” the reply was signed
“Ludwig van Beethoven, Brainowner.” The master
was an ardent admirer of Napoleon so long as
his hero appeared in the character of a great liber¬
ator and friend of the people, and he dedicated
his famous 3rd Symphony to him. But when the prince
of soldiers threw off the guise of democracy and pro¬
claimed himself Emperor, Beethoven tore off the titlepage of his score in a fury of disappointment, and with
a torrent of reproaches dashed it to the ground. The
dedication subsequently became abstract in form, the
work being known as "Sinfonia Eroica.”
SCHUMANN AND VERDI.
Robert Schumann was neither by physique nor tem¬
perament fitted for the rough and tumble of political
warfare. But love of individual liberty, and an ardent
desire that others should enjoy it as well as himself,
were conspicuous features of his character. And his
two years training as a lawyer, his brilliant literary
gifts, and editorship of the Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik,
of which he was practically the founder, enabled him to
give some, expression to his views. Giuseppe Verdi
was the only great composer to be elected a member of
Parliament. Nevertheless, he is an example of the dis¬
inclination of musicians for political life rather than
otherwise. For though returned to the Italian Legis¬
lature as Representative for Busseto in 1860, lie very
soon sent in his resignation. And despite being sub¬
sequently appointed a Senator by the King, and going
to Rome to take the oath, he never attended a single
sitting of the Upper House. (This paragraph was only
just penned when the announcement appeared in the
musical papers that Signor Innocenzo Cappa, dramatic
critic of I! Seccolo, of Milan, has been elected a mem¬
ber of the Italian Chamber of Deputies.)
It may be added in passing, that though our British
Parliament has numbered no composer of the eminence
of Verdi among its members, the Earl of Mornington.
father of the. Duke of Wellington, and presumably a
member of the Irish Upper House, was a composer of
distinction. His glee, Hail, smiling morn, and a double¬
chant in E, are among the most popular compositions
of their class. And our House of Commons has in¬
cluded at least one member who was a university gradu¬
ate in music; and another, Mr W. T. Galloway, who
is Conductor of a large Musical Society, and author
of a book on Musical England.
Hans von Bfilow, though more of a conductor and
pianist than a composer, must also be mentioned for the

But undoubtedly the most outstanding example of a
political musician is to be found in Richard Wagner.
In his Mein Leben which, under the terms of his will,
appeared only recently he speaks of the "far higher
moral character of the working classes in Germany
compared with the University students.” And so great
was his sympathy with the populace in the rising of
1849 that he is said by some to have actually fought at
the barriers! Anyway, so fiery were his speeches, and
so bitter his pamphlets, that a warrant was issued for
his arrest. He escaped, and fled the country, and for
years remained in exile. Much of his time he spent in
Zurich, and while here resumed the philosophical studies
which had always had a fascination for him. Among
the books which particularly engrossed him were 11 egel’s
Philosophy of History which he regarded as "the very
keystone of philosophical thought"—this was. of course,
before he came so powerfully under the influence of
Schopenhauer. And Feuerbach's Tod und llusterblichkeit (Death and immortality) : of this he writes
in his Life “The frankness with which Feuerbach ex¬
plains his views on these interesting questions, in
the more mature parts of his work, pleased me as
much by their tragic as by their social-radical ten¬
dencies. It seemed right that the only true immortality
should be that of sublime deeds and great works of art."
It was more difficult, he says, to sustain any interest in
the same author’s The Essence of Christianity. Never¬
theless, from that day I always regarded Feuerbach
as the exponent of the radical release of the individual
from the thraldom of accepted notions, founded on
the belief in authority.” (Mein Leben, Vol. I . p 522.
English edition, 1911).
Wagner’s participation in politics was largely, though
not solely, due to his art-principles, and his wish to es¬
tablish a certain relation between the drama, in which
all arts were ultimately to be united, and the State.
His object, as explained in The Art-work of the Future,
was to found a condition of things in which the re¬
lations between art and public life, as it once existed
m Athens, would revive in a manner if possibb even
nobler, and certainly more enduring.” This is the main
contention in his Art and the Revolution.
In his The State and Religion Wagner shows himself
rs?ect for establishe(l churches, main* n f tha\, religl0n' ln its «sence, is radically diverre air
le „State’ and ,he two arc °nlv found in
tion” He'd W " eauh,iS 31 ‘hc lowcst sta*c
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do much n a-! ,e Wor,d- “but n° single thinker can
attend to’ the C ."a SUfec^ss be'ongs to politicians who
to note tl
I w ° ,fth« moment.” It is interesting
and revolutinnar^t, ^6 i*he erstwhile student-duelist
his sense of th Y figh‘er became almost Buddhistic in
human and I ® SaCredness °f life, animal as well as
vegetarian.
e9uently strongly anti-militarist, and a
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Dr. Mason’s Touch and Technic is such an epochmaking work, that any detailed analysis of it cannot
be attempted here. Nor is such analysis necessary,
as its principles have been stated with sufficient clear¬
ness in the work itself. As the application of these
principles to pianoforte instruction and study has not
been so fully set forth there, it is the purpose of this
article to deal with the most vital and significant of
them.
In the last analysis, Dr. Mason’s method is based
upon two principles which were first enunciated by
him, and used in his teaching fifty years or more ago.
These principles were, on the muscular side that of
“devitalization,” on the mental side that of the develop¬
ment of velocity through the grouping of a series of
tones as a unit. It is questionable whether Dr. Mason
at that period realized how far he was in advance of
his time, or how closely he was to be in accord with
modern Psychology. That he was the first to enunci¬
ate these principles in print is a matter of record.
It is amusing, therefore, to find some pianists and
teachers giving them to the world as new discoveries 1
DEVITALIZATION.
The term “devitalization” is an unsatisfactory one,
conveying as it does the idea of weakness, limpness,
and inertia—perhaps “vitalized looseness” would be
a more accurate expression. By this is meant that
in playing, only the muscles actually in use should be
in action—all others should be in a state of absolute
looseness or repose. In the forearm are two sets of
large muscles: the extensors, lying on the upper side
of the arm, and the flexors, lying on the under side.
The extensors open the hand and raise the fingers;
the flexors pull down the fingers and close the hand.
In raising a finger, muscular contraction should be
confined to the extensors—the flexors should be com¬
pletely at rest. With the average player, when the
extensors contract to raise the fingers, the flexors
through muscular sympathy also contract, and vice
versa. Thus one set of muscles pulls against the other
like boys in a “tug of war,” with the result that
independence and freedom of finger action, speed, con¬
trol, and delicacy of - shading are difficult, if not im¬
possible. This contraction extends, under different
conditions, to the muscles of the upper arm, shoulders,
back, and waist; and beauty of tone, as well as ease
in playing, are impossible.
The Mason two-finger exercise loosens up the whole
playing apparatus, and it does it more quickly and
thoroughly than any other technical form known to
the writer. To do this, however, it must be used in
the right way.
In order to secure proper muscular conditions, the
writer administers the exercises in a different order
from that given in Volume 1, Touch and Technic.
The study of arm touches is taken up first, because
the writer has found that after they are acquired,
pupils have much less difficulty in getting the twofinger exercise correctly. The down arm touch, as
given on page 15, Book I, Touch and Technic, will be
learned more quickly if preceded by the following
preparatory exercises. Let the hand hang loosely on
the wrist joint; if there is no muscular contraction,
a shaking movement of the arm will cause the hand
to swing loosely at the wrist. Contract the muscles
and notice how the vibration ceases; loosen once more
and let the hand swing freely. This exercise should
be practiced till the pupil is able to assume and retain

loose conditions at will.
Next raise the forearm
about a foot from the lap: hold-it suspended through
four slow counts, then suddenly relax the muscles .and
allow the arm to drop loosely arid by its own weight.
Persist in this exercise till the muscles can be let go
at will and the arm dropped without the least striking
motion down.
PRACTICAL ARM EXERCISES.
Next go to the piano, and raise the arm, with the
hand hanging loosely at the wrist joint and the tips
of the fingers a few inches above the keys. Now
lower the arm slowly till the finger tips rest lightly
on the keys, the hand still hanging loosely. As the
finger tips touch the keys, continue the downward
movement of the arm, allowing the wrist to sink
slowly and loosely below the level of the keys, which
must not be depressed. From this position—starting
the wrist first—lift the arm till the hand hangs loosely
again, and as the arm is carried up be sure that the
finger tips do not leave the keys till the hand has
taken the hanging position. This simple exercise, if
practiced thoroughly, will quickly establish loose con¬
ditions, when the exercise for the study of the down
arm touch (page 15, Book I, Touch and Technic) may
be taken up.
The writer follows this with the exercise for the
triceps, page 14; than the up arm touch, page 16; and
finally the chord study (number 112, page 24, Book 4)
played with the down arm, up arm, finger elastic, and
up arm elastic touches. Young pupils who cannot
reach an octave may practice the three positions of the
triad of C, instead of exercise 112.
A word in regard to this chord exercise. In heavy
chord, as well as in all playing, muscular contraction
must be let go the instant it has performed its work.
In practicing 112, therefore, relax the muscles as
quickly as possible after the chord has been played.
Practice slowly, and lift the arm after each chord,
when, if relaxation has been complete, the hand will
hang loosely at the wrist joint. As a further test,
shake the arm and see if the hand swings limply.
PEDAL STUDIES.
After these exercises are learned, pedal studies
numbers 101, 102, and 103, Book 4, are taken up and
continued till the principles of pedalling are thoroughly
absorbed. Many books upon pedal study have been
written, but the writer has never found anything to
surpass the one finger study of Dr. Mason. It has the
merit of putting the whole thing in a nutshell. Prop¬
erly used, it is an invaluable exercise in ear training,
discriminative touch, and musical playing.
The pupil may now take up piece study, if the teacher
is careful to select a piece that does not call for any
technical principles other than those already learned.
A piece much used by the writer is Twilight, by Guy.
It contains nothing but arm touches, and is an excellent
study in pedalling and melody playing. The teacher
can easily find pieces of all grades which call for arm
touches only. To name a few at random:
Soldiers’ March .Schumann
Song Without Words .Hoebsei.
Holiday Eve .Baumfelder
Prelude No. 20 .Chopin
Warrior’s Song .Heller
Thou Art Like Unto a Flower. .Rubinstein-Hoffman
Witch .M ac Dowell

Piece study at this stage may not be orthodox, but
it is common sense. This article is for pupils who
can only practice from thirty minutes to an hour a
day. If most of this time is to be filled with technical
work, when are they to study music? The vital point
in all successful teaching is to interest the pupil. This
can be done with music—seldom or never with technic.
When, after the study of a few pieces, the pupil
learns to apply the principles of looseness, arm touches,
and pedalling, the exercises may be discontinued, as
thereafter every piece may be made an exercise in
itself.
TWO FINGER EXERCISES.
Now the study of the two finger exercise may begin.
The writer commences with number two, which should
be practiced with the down arm touch, and at first
in rhythm one only. If the movements in this exercise
be practiced for a few minutes on the table, they will
be acquired more perfectly and quickly at the keyboard.
In teaching the elastic touch, the vital point is that
all muscular contraction should cease the instant the
finger has swept its key. If the finger be pulled in
forcibly, as recommended in the Touch and Technic,
a state of contraction follows which the average pupil
finds difficult to let go. Hence the writer requires the
finger to sweep the key quickly but lightly. As the
finger closes, the muscles may then be relaxed more
easily, the hand allowed to hang on the wrist joint,
and the arm shaken to test the muscular conditions.
If this be done, the application of great force in
rhythm two, later on, will not be followed by rigidity.
Dr. Mason had much trouble with pupils who studied
this exercise from the book, unaided by a teacher.
Thinking that the description of it was perhaps not
clear, he asked the writer to revise it, and incorporate
in it the method of teaching just described. For vari¬
ous reasons, however, this was never done.
Exercise number two may be followed by numbers
-four, six, and eight. After these have been in prac¬
tice for some time, number one may follow. At first
the writer uses this exercise in a very different way
from that described in Touch and Technic. Pressure
touch, if not ruin to the beginner, at least seriously
interferes with the development of the quick up action
on which depends speed, clearness, and brilliancy in
passage work. The exercise, if practiced as follows,
may be used to establish quickness of up action. Rest
the second finger of the right hand upon middle C, the
fingers curved and the muscles loose. Now put the
key down quickly, taking care to use no more pressure
than is necessary to produce a piano tone, and relax
the muscles the instant the key is fully down. Hold
C down lightly through a measure of four counts,
during which the third finger is placed lightly on D.
At count one of the next measure, depress D, loosen
instantly, start the second finger up quickly and substi¬
tute it on D for the third finger. The latter is placed
on E, where it rests till the first count of the next
measure. Continue thus up and down the octave. Con¬
centrate the attention on the up action of the finger
which releases the key. Be sure that the playing finger
never is raised to strike but always rests on the key
before depressing it, relax,the muscles quickly, and
avoid any unnecessary pressure in holding the key
down.
It is the experience of the writer that the greatest
obstacles in the way of acquiring a legato touch are,
first, pressure—which causes a sluggish up action, with
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waste of money, but of time as well, and above all,

week, and if your hand conditions are right you may
depend upon regular progress in velocity. The same
may be accomplished with any composition in which
velocity is essential, as for instance the famous Minute
Valse of Chopin (Opus 64 No. 1.) The main point is
to be able to play the exercise or piece through thor¬
oughly to one’s entire satisfaction and play it through
so many times at a given tempo that you feel perfectly
comfortable and unrestrained in it before you consent
to advance the metronome one point. All the time you
must listen intently to the tone, phrasing, dynamics,
etc., for if you practice without a purpose, just as
though you were filling in time, your practice will be
wasted. If the metronome is used as a mechanical reg¬
ulator like the escapement in a watch or the governor
in a steam engine, you in the meantime playing like
a machine, of course your playing can be nothing but
horribly mechanical.
Your playing will never be mechanical if you use the
metronome right. The criticism that the metronome
makes for mechanical playing is due to the abuse of the
instrument. When used right it insures regularity, of
course, and the moment its use is discontinued in play¬
ing a piece the performer can not help following his
impulses to such an extent that a human or artistic
elasticity of interpretation results. It is impossible to
bring about stiffness, or artificiality unless the metro¬
nome is abused. It corrects many faults if properly
used, the worst among them being that common fault
of striking a note in one hand before the note designed
to accompany it in the other hand has been struck. The
pupil should by means of the most careful listening
school himself to have both tones in thirds, sixths, etc.,
sound at exactly the same time. Many are guilty of
this who would resent being accused of it. In fact
some very experienced players find themselves culpable
very greatly to their own surprise. It is a fine thing to
examine one’s own playing every now and then and find
whether the faults we criticise in others are not pres¬
ent in ourselves.
EVENNESS IN SCALE PLAYING.
Evenness in scale playing is greatly to be desired.
This means evenness in tone as well as evenness in
time. Here again the ear must accustom itself to
weighing tonal quantity very minutely. Just as the
artist must be able to draw a straight line, without wav¬
ering, or without having it uneven in shading so must
the pianist possess the ability to draw a straight scale
line or a straight arpeggio line. This gives him the
power to make his accents properly, to make his
crescendos and diminuendos in the right manner.
Ragged scale playing is no more or less than an evidence
of poor schooling. Even scale playing is not easy to
attain but the teacher with ability, patience and enthusi¬
asm, coupled with the power of recognizing weaknesses,
as a good medical diagnostician would recognize a
pathological change in the course of a disease, should
have no great trouble in insuring evenness in playing,
unless he permits the pupil to advance too rapidly.
Piano technic, if the word is construed to mean the
mechanism of piano playing has reached its height. The
compositions that only a few virtuosos dared attempt
fifty years ago are now played by hundreds. This
simply means that the world of music teaching has
found newer, better and more systematic means of in¬
suring progress. However, there is an effort in all
branches of art at this day to make technic overrule
the aesthetic requirements. Sonority and grace are be¬
ing sacrificed for agility and great power. The object
of music should not be eternally to astonish or to shock.
The virtuoso must not turn his heavenly mission into
that of a race horse. High mechanical skill js neces¬
sary but it is not one hundredth part of the real work
which the great artist has to do.
The artist must seek to affect the intellect and the
emotions of his audience through an appeal to the in¬
telligence. Astonishment leaves nothing behind it. Any¬
thing may astonish,—an extraordinary acrobat or the
lion tamer who put’s his head in Leo’s mouth may
thrill much more than the virtuoso thundering away
at the Erl King of Liszt or the Saint-Saens Concerto.
The artist should elevate the soul, charm the intellect
and give rise to nobler and higher feelings.
All of the foregoing points to the fact that every
composition an artist plays in public has behind it a
long career of careful, painstaking preparation. The
artist must grasp the musical understanding of the
piece completely and must then reveal it to his audience
plus his own artistic refinements and aesthetic ideas.
Paderewski has the gift of doing this in an altogether
splendid manjier. The artist is an alchemist who
transforms notes of ink into tones of soul compelling

MAKING TEACHING A PLEASURE,
BY F. BERTHA KERN.
It is not uncommon to hear some teachers speak of
“the drudgery of teaching,” or “the nervous strain o
teaching,” or “I am growing so tired of teaching,” until
some may naturally inquire, “If teaching is such an
awful ogre to you, why do you continue to teach? In
many cases the answer will be, “I teach because I am
obliged to teach,” or “I teach because I want to raise
funds to help me to prepare myself to become a con¬
cert pianist.” Alas, such teachers have never found
the joy of teaching, the exuberance of carrying a great
message to others with the same spirit with which you
yourself would receive the message. Teaching that is
not allied with gladness, enthusiasm, vitality is wasted
teaching. Remember the words of Aeschylus in his
immortal drama, Agamemnon, “Learning is ever in
the freshness of its youth, even for the old.”
Every lesson should be approached and opened with
the same happiness with which you would open a gift
box. No matter how uninteresting the pupil, the spirit
should not change. The more difficult the problem that
confronts the mathematician, the more enthusiasm and
willingness he brings to bear upon it. Anyone can
make a trip by train to the nearest town. Only the
rare man can keep on going until he reaches the poles
of the earth. Any teacher could succeed with bright
pupils; only the extraordinary teacher can succeed with
dull pupils.
Most of the unpleasantness of teaching is due to
the little misunderstandings between teacher and pupil,
which could be averted if the teacher would endeavor
to be kind, and at the same time, firm, during the les¬
son hour. In order to make his work pleasant he must
acquire the habit of self-control, and to be kind, he
must be patient. The plea of nervousness is often given
by teachers as the cause of their impatience and lack
of self-control. They will say that so many discords,
blunders and mistakes cause them to “lose their heads,”
and it is necessary for them to scream at the top of
their voices, and sometimes even to strike their pupils’
fingers with a lead pencil in order to feel a sense of
relief. Sometimes the pupil will begin on the lesson,
and proceed as far as the third measure, perhaps the
fourth, when he will be interrupted with such exclama¬
tions as “Faster,” “Softer,” “Expression,” or “Where’s
the rhythm ?” and during the whole performance of the
piece will be asked “What he did*with that quarter
note,” or “Why he didn’t rest there,” and then as a
climax he will hear, “Play! Don’t bang 1”
NEVER FRIGHTEN PUPILS.
A pupil should not be interrupted by corrections at
every second measure, as this will tend to excite and
embarrass him. He should be allowed to play, the first
page, or a few strains of it at least, without any inter¬
ruptions, while the teacher notes carefully the mistakes.
Then, when this part of the piece has been played and
the corrections have been noted, the teacher should have
him repeat it and see that the corrections are heeded;
or. if there are but few mistakes, it would be better to
hear the whole piece before offering any criticisms.
This would be more pleasant than flying in a rage over
a few mistakes and frightening the pupil.
The teacher must think of the time when he was just
as dull, and he must be made to realize that those little
exercises and melodies seem just as difficult to his pupil
as Bach’s Fugues or Lizst’s Rhapsodies appeared to
him now. If he is one of those who are easily
“worked up,” it would be well for him to remain per¬
fectly quiet for a few minutes when he feels an attack
coming upon him, or wait until one page of the lesson,
or the whole of it if necessary, has been played. By
this time he will find that he has gradually "cooled off.”
He may then offer his suggestions and the pupil will
not know anything of his “nerves,” and it will be
more pleasant for both. But, of course, it is possible
to be too kind. It isn’t necessary that a pupil should
be coaxed, petted and humored in order to get the
best results. Such expressions as “Won’t you play this
again, dear?” or “Not too fast, sweetheart,” are un¬
called for, and are just as much to be condemned as
those mentioned above.
If a pupil does not want to learn, is determined not
to, and if coaxing and humoring are the only means
by which he can be made to accomplish anything at all,
it is time to draw the line. The result is not only a
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The pedal should never be omitted in arpeggios
beginning on a low bass tone and continuing upwards.
Examples of such arpeggios are found in numberless
pieces, including the third Liebestraum by Liszt, the
Fantasia-Impromptu by Chopin, especially the portion
in D flat major, and in the Portrait, No. 22, by Rubin¬
stein. It is absurd to play such arpeggios unless the
bass tone is sustained with the pedal, in fact the pedal
effect is the principal and The essential feature of such
passages.

teacher s reputatlon'

much tact needed.
Each pupil should be made to understand that the
teacher means exactly what he says, but this should be
accomplished in such a manner that there will be no
cause for hard feelings or any tears on the part of
the pupil.
..
,
I
For. instance, there are a great many pupils who
insist upon selecting their own teaching material. They
will sav that they want to take up a certain piece, and
that they never can learn nor appreciate the selection
of the teacher. Now the teacher may get very angry,
and tell the pupil that he has to take it whether he
likes it or not, and may even send him home. The
pupil leaves the studio, but with a firm resolution that
he will not learn it just for spite, and thinks that then
the teacher will have to give him his choice. The next
week he returns for his lesson, but is not able to play
the piece; his teacher assigns it for four or live con¬
secutive lessons, and each time he becomes more angry
until he finally gives up and assigns his pupil's choice.
The teacher meant to be firm, but, in his firmness he
was unkind. If he had reasoned with his pupil, ex¬
plained to him the nature of the piece, pointed out its
good qualities, told him in a kind way how lie would
be benefited by studying it, and then played it for him,
the result*would have been quite different. Ilis pupil
would have come back with his lesson well prepared
and upon leaving the studio would have thoughi to him¬
self, “This is the most pleasant hour I have ever spent
with you.” The teacher, also, would have enjoyed the
lesson and would have felt pleased, no doubt, with the
results of kindness with firmness. He was kind, but
he conquered without making any unpleasantness for
either.
HINTS ON VELOCITY.
BY ERNST VON MUSSELMAN.
It is with the understanding, when speakmv of ve¬
locity, that we do not refer to the mere pacing over
of so many notes at a record-breaking rate of speed,
but, taking into consideration that quality is of as much
value to one’s execution as is quantity, we argue for
that smooth, facile rapidity which is at once both musicianly and artistic, and which can come only after most
exacting care. With some, velocity must mean a sacri¬
fice of everything else for its attainment; witness, the
many attempts to create a new speed record in the socalled “Minute” valse by Chopin. If we are aiming to
be musicianly, we must eventually realize that speed of
execution is not all; in fact, it is only a wry small
part of what goes to make the artist. We cannot hope
to forget that these same little notes, when passing in¬
to more rapid forms, still contribute their important
parts to the meaning of the whole composition and are
therefore not to be slighted.
We have all witnessed plenteous examples of both
good and bad velocity. And even if these bad examples
were created by undue nervousness, it only illustrates
the careful training necessary to withstand the ordeal
of public appearance. On some occasions there was
such forcing of speed that practically all of the beauty
was torn from the composition. Again have we beeh
whisked through such pulseless lightning-flashes of
speed that it left us dazed and breathless at what we
could not comprehend. We here recall to memory the
many traditions handed down concerning the perform¬
ance of that one-time popular pianist, Louis Moreau
Gottschalk, whose cadenzas were likened unto a burst¬
ing shower of scintillating pearls, and whose trills had
all the perfect beauty of a bird’s notes. And yet, we
have it from good authority that his velocity was far
from being a marvel of speed, but, instead, his notes
were so perfectly balanced, his trills so evenlv distrib¬
uted, that his performance took on the appearance of
a far greater velocity.
This, in itself must constitute a gentle hint to the
aspiring pianist. It should argue for the securing of
PfrfceCtly ba anced t0.nes in the slower practice, and once
e fingers are working in perfect alternation with each
o er, it must eventually follow that a perfect brilliancy
will occur in passages of velocity. This, then, means
a painstaking care. It represents hours and hours of
fatiguing work to establish a base for this future speed.
But by and by, when mne has finally secured an absolutely even flow of notSs in the slower form, and with
it that pulsing rhythm which means the very life of
music, velocity will follow as naturally and freely as
the rush of notes from the birds’ throats and you will
scarcely know why, whence, or where.

What the Pedal Does
By HERVE D. WILKINS
The printed page of piano music represents but
incompletely the actual effect of the music, especially
if the pedal is to be employed, for the pedal introduces
prolongations of tones which are plain enough to the
listener, but which are not indicated in the printed
notes.
The student who desires to use the pedal intelligently
and musically, needs not only to learn music perfectly,
but should also gain a knowledge of the nature of the
piano tone, and of the acoustic relations of the tones
to each other.
A great part of all pedal effect consists of sympa¬
thetic or induced tones, that is, tones not sounded
directly by the hammers, but by other causes.
Pianos vary greatly as to the 'life and freedom and
blending of their tones. On some pianos if the pedal
be held down silently, the strings will at once begin
to vibrate in response to all outside sounds, such as
the moving of furniture, the noise of the street, and
especially to the sound of the human voice. Some
instruments are thus so sensitive as to seem as if alive,
and when the pedal is thus silently held down, if a
note be uttered by the voice into the piano, the strings
will reflect not only the vocal tone, but will also dissect
it and give the overtones and the undertones, and any
false partial-tones if the voice be not pure or if its
tone is not true.
This experiment may be conducted at great length
. in all parts of the compass, showing how completely
sensitive the strings of even a massive piano are in
their sympathetic response to all atmospheric sounds.
But when we come to induce a tone in one string
by striking its octave or octave fifth or any of its
partials or harmonics, we then discern how and why
the piano tone is so much improved and strengthened
by the use of the pedal.
A CONVINCING EXPERIMENT.
This may be shown by depressing silently the tenor
C of the piano, and then touching the middle C stac¬
cato, holding only the tenor C key. This string will
then be sounding the middle C as may be heard more
or less strongly, and as may be proven by releasing
the tenor C key when the induced tone will cease
sounding.
In this w’ay any letter which may be silently held in
the tenor or bass octaves will respond to the following
numbers above it, representing its harmonics or partialtones, viz.: 8. 12, 15, 17, 19, 22, or, on paper the follow¬
ing sounds for A,

No. I.

Such upper sounds are also the component tones of
any fundamental tone. They are present In the tones
of pipes as well as of strings, and the excellence of a
tone as to its purity and richness is due to the perfect
balance and blending of these partial-tones. The tones
of church bells also answer to the same conditions,
and the various partial-tones as well as the smooth
undertone or fundamental of a bell can readily be
distinguished by the ear.
SWELLING THE TONE.
In the slow movement of Weber’s Second Sonata,
in the Phantasie Op. 49, by Chopin, and in the Trovatore transcription by Gottschalk. are passages of sus¬
tained melodies accompanied by staccato chords struck
simultaneously with the melody tones in the same hand,
the pedal being depressed just after the staccato chords,

showing, in these instances, how a tone can be slightly
increased in volume by opening the sympathetic strings
even after the percussion of the principal tone.
SUSTAINED BASSES.
The primary and elementary use of the pedal is
shown when the bass of an accompaniment is sustained
throughout the measure by the pedal while the left
hand is occupied with the chords.
In such measures, the bass must be carefully intoned
with the fifth finger of the left hand, without any per¬
cussive, snapping, or other spasmodic action, so that
the tone will continue to sound like an organ tone
throughout the measure, while the left hand is
executing the chords of the accompaniment.
No. 2.

MELODY TONES.
Another use of the pedal is to sustain melody tones,
under infinitely varying conditions while the same hand
is executing part or all of the accompaniment.
The opening melody of the Third Liebsstraiim by
Liszt, quoted above, is typical of this effect. It is not
at all necessary to connect the melody-tones in the
usual legato manner. The sustaining of the melodytones here, as in all similar music, is to be done entirely
by the pedal the notes being sounded with a portamento
touch.
In Schumann’s Novelette in F, Op. 21, in the Trios
where the accompaniment is divided between the hands,
there is a task similar to the above for the pedal in
sustaining the bass melody-tones while the left hand
is continually occupied with playing its share of the
triplet-notes of the accompaniment.
THE SUSTAINING PEDAL.
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Here the bass tones are executed as quarter notes,
but the pedal prolongs them, making a dotted half-note
of each one, thus making a continuous bass part.
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS.
The waltzes of Chopin in F, of Durand in E
flat, of Rubinstein in A flat and of Leybach’s second
waltz in A flat are good first studies in this use of
the pedal in prolonging the basses. Usually the bass
tone must be continued by the pedal until the next
bass tone is touched and the pedal immediately de¬
pressed in order to prolong the new bass tone.
Thus the pedal is raised just as the new note is
sounded so as to damp the former bass tone, and is
then instantly depressed in order to sustain the new
bass tone. This is sometimes called syncopating the
pedal, but to damp the bass tone which is being sus¬
tained exactly at the instant of sounding a new bass
tone and then to catch the new tone with the pedal
and hold it, until the next is sounded, cannot be done
mechanically according to any printed directions; to
be done perfectly, it must have a musical objective,
and must be judged entirely by the audible, musical
effect thus produced.
There are many passages which should never be
played with pedal, and again there are other passages
which should never be even practiced without using
the pedal.
The pedal should nearly always be omitted when the
notes lie within reach of, and can be sustained by the
fingers. To this class belong all polyphonic music,
such as fugues and the brief episodes which occur in
all sorts of pieces in which the voice-parts lie within
easy reach of the fingers, but even in such music there
will be an occasional spreading out of the voice-parts,
so that the notes must be arpeggiated as in the
Kreisleriana, No. 2, of Schumann. Whenever this hap¬
pens the pedal must be used momentarily to prolong
the notes which the fingers cannot sustain.
This use of the pedal is so irregular and so de¬
pendent upon the varying conditions which may arise
that Schumann gave ho detailed pedal indications for
many of his pieces, but left the use of the pedal
entirely to the discretion of the player, merely writing
once for all at the beginning, “Mit Pedal,” or “Ohne
Pedal,” or the word “Pedale” here and there as in the
Etudes Symphoniques.
The Sarabandes of Bach in E minor from the Sixth
English Suite, and in D minor from the First French
Suite, are examples of the sort of music which should
be played with an expressive touch, with exact fingers,
and without the pedal, the same as if upon the organ.

Some modern pianos are fitted with what is called
a tone-sustaining pedal, but there are only a few
instances in music where a single tone is to be sus¬
tained which cannot be better executed with the help
of the usual open pedal, and the reason of this is, that
whereas the new third pedal- sustains but a single
string, just as if an individual key were being held
down, the usual open pedal enlists the help of every
sympathetic string in the piano.
A USEFUL ILLUSTRATION.
If we touch a tone in the middle of the keyboard
and sustain it we shall secure a clear but brief vibra¬
tion. If we then touch the same tone and sustain it
with the pedal we get much more volume and dura-v
tion of the tone, since all the sympathetic strings are
then cooperating to reinforce and prolong the tone.
To show how and how much the sympathetic strings
are cooperating when a note is struck with open pedal,
depress the pedal and sound the A above middle C
staccato, then silently depress the A below middle C
and release the pedal, it will then be found that this
lower A is “going” and is reflecting or echoing the
upper A which was struck, and this will be proven on
releasing the key when the tone will cease. Any D
or A below middle C will reecho this A in the same
way since the A above middle C is a harmonic or
partial-tone to all the D’s and A’s below the middle C.
USING THE PEDAL TO PRODUCE ATMOSPHERE.
The word atmosphere is used in discussions and in
descriptions of Pictorial Art to designate what may
be defined as finish; that is, softness of outline, blend¬
ing of colors, relief of principal figures, proportion in
respect to outline and in light and shade, and as a
result of these an impression of naturalness and reality
upon the beholder, so that all the figures “stand out”
and give the impression of a real scene or view.
The same word, atmosphere, is fairly applicable to a
Musical Art Work in which there is a finely shaded
background of accompanimental tones, made up partly
of the actual printed notes, and partly of ones skilfully
selected and prolonged by the pedal, the whole sup¬
porting and relieving the contours of the melody or
melodies.
This use of the pedal to impart to a musical per¬
formance an atmosphere, softening the outlines, mak¬
ing prominent the proper melodies and contributing to
the prolongation of desired tones both in the melody
and in the accompaniment is a continued demonstration
of the necessity and value of the open pedal as an
indispensable adjunct to the piano, and the careful
student of pedal effects will always derive pleasure
and benefit in the rehearsal of such effects, and will
thus add an ever refreshening charm and polish to his
work as a reproductive and a representative Artist.
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Nervousness does not exist often in'childhood. One
well remembers as a child how willin^y one rose to
the occasion before a parlor audience of friends and
relatives. With age, however, the hundreds of possi¬
bilities and weaknesses become more and more appar¬
ent, and with an awakening consciousness and an en¬
larged horizon come an accompanying sensitiveness and
self-consciousness which in reality are harbingers of
progress, but are mistaken for nervousness. Excited
by nervous fellow-students who have already given
themselves over as victims, we begin to label our own
condition likewise. Once a prey, we seem destined
always to remain such. The repeated admission that
we are nervous drives the fangs of fear-thought so
deep into our nervous system that eventually the very
suggestion of a public performance brings with it an
unavoidable shudder.
FIGHTING TtlE “FEAR-THOUGHT."
Who c? n look back to his childhood without remem¬
bering that terrorizing hour when the “fear-thought”
first presented itself. It usually took the form of an
imaginary ogre springing out of the dark. We pic¬
tured some terrible thing right behind us and com¬
menced to run for home. The ghostly pursuer seemed
to follow just as fast as we could flee, and when we
reached the front door and slammed it behind us, we
sank breathless with fright, only to realize in a few
moments that we had been trying to run from our¬
selves. Again we remember that upon treading the
same path, haunted by the same phantom, both the
spectre and the “fear-thought” that gave birth to it
vanished when we began to whistle in a valiant manner.
Here we have the cure for the “fear-thought” appari¬
tion which haunts the concert platform. It is ridicu¬
lously simple and consists of nothing save repeating
continually, “I am not afraid—I am as comfortable here
as I am in my own home—there is absolutely nothing
to be afraid of here any more than there would be in
any crowd.” Now instead of running from the con¬
dition and saying, “I am paralyzed with fright, my very
knees are quaking, I shall never get through it,” etc.;
we shall use the whistle substitute and tell our friends,
“I am not in the least troubled with such foolishness,
I am positive I shall have great Success this evening,
I can scarcely wait to begin.”
This philosophy succeeds invariably. Each courageous
remark adds just so much stiffening to one’s backbone.
Emerson says, “If you want to be like somebody you
admire, assume outwardly all those things which the
other possesses and eventually your character will be¬
come the counterpart of his.” To succeed perfectly
with this principle one must begin at the time the
performance is first proposed, for then is the foun¬
dation all laid for our later success. At once the
whole performance is reviewed in our minds. Here¬
tofore we have seen ourselves sitting in front of the
piano, our feet quivering on the pedals, the memory
failing, our enemies smiling behind programs and fans,
our friends looking very sorrowful and sympathetic
and-our cheeks burning with shame; the whole per¬
formance being a farce. Now instead must such pic¬
tures be completely banished by substituting entirely
opposite mind pictures. One is compelled to think
something continually, and it is a law of .psychology
that the mind can not think two distinctively different
things simultaneously. Taking advantage of this fact
and flooding the mind with confidence thought, there
is no vacancy left for fear.
HOW FAMOUS PIANISTS PREPARE FOR A CONCERT.
Of course one must be adequately prepared. He
must have “that hard place” rehearsed so perfectly that
he gets it not only nine times out of ten, but every
time. Many of the great artists in spite of being vic¬
tims to a paralyzing nervousness, carry their audiences
by storm because of marvelous preparation. Every
little detail has been so considered and perfected and
the technical mastery and interpretation have become
so automatic that the outside proceeds with apparent
warmth, strength and brilliancy while the inside is dead
or unconscious of what is being accomplished.
Many observations have been made upon the customs
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of great artists just before their public appearance.
Many of them are unfortunate victims of the tez.thought and arc engaged in doing everything imagin¬
able to stimulate courage. Many strive to keep Horn
thinking about the performance at all. Emil bauer sits
lounging on a couch holding a warm ball in his nan s,
warming first the backs, then the palms, then the wrists.
Mrs. Bloomfield-Zeisler is extremely remperamental and
conscientious, and is accordingly much troubled with
nervousness, yet her preparation is so marvelous that
nothing suffers and the audiences never know. Pader¬
ewski sometimes bathes, his hands and wrists in warm
water. D’Albert whistles softly to himself while cross¬
ing the stage to the piano. Rubinstein, it is said, was
often so paralyzed by fear that he could not remember
the first note until he sat before the piano. The sub¬
ject of memorizing should be a main consideration in
the preparation for a concert. It is easily possible for
one to have the pieces so well in mind that he can sit
away from the piano and review each note distinctly.
It should also be important to be able to begin at
any point in the piece and proceed. This may be
gained by stopping suddenly taking the hands away
from the keyboard in order to destroy the automatic
motion of the fingers to the next note, then proceed¬
ing as before where the break was made. If the
pieces are studied properly and all the details worked
out perfectly, such a dissection will have taken place
all through the piece.
There are two reasons why artists have abandoned
reading from notes in public. First because the prac¬
tice gives more liberty in interpretation, and second
because one becomes much more confident and accurate
without them. Those who through lack of confidence
have decided to use the notes after having prepared
without them will find it handicaps them both in tech¬
nic and interpretation and creates a feeling of insecur¬
ity. Any one with a normal brain can memorize per¬
fectly if willing to take the pains. All students who
go into detail in study, as the artists do, will memorize
without being conscious of it.
Students who are studying in a conservatory are
decidedly handicapped in gaining confidence in public
recital work, since the current topic aong the students
before each concert is likely to be “stage fright.” Be¬
fore one is to play, “Job’s Comforters” come in legions
to take the trembling students’ nervous temperature.
We are compelled to admit that one mind influences
another in a marvelous way. Associate only with that
friend who thinks you are the embodiment of perfec¬
tion in your playing; who inspires you with such con¬
fidence that you begin to feel that you really are all
he thinks you.
PHYSICAL PREPARATION.
Care should be given also to physical preparation. A
clear brain enables one to lead one’s thoughts into
optimistic channels, and also enables one to concentrate
on difficulties, which are thus lightened or vanish en¬
tirely. Nothing is so stimulating and yet so quieting
to the nervous system before an approaching concert,
as a daily long walk, accompanied by some congenial
light-hearted companion. Avoid absolutely all alcoholic
stimulants. The ozone in the country air acts like
wine on the spirits, and the effect does not cease when
one returns to the practice room. On the day of the
concert the diet should be very light. Then will one
be able to retain the mental freshness and vigor of
the early morning. Eating heartily adds considerably
to one’s nervousness. A full stomach makes a slug¬
gish mind.
Those who because of poor circulation or anemia
suffer from cold hands, should provide some means
for putting them in good shape. Provide a vessel of
hot water, in which hands and wrists may be immersed,
until a redness appears all over the surface of the
skin. This stimulates one’s fingers almost as much
as an hour’s good technical work without any fatigue.
Since this makes the hands more or less heavy because
of the accompanying increase of blood to these extremi¬
ties, it is wise to hold the hands high above the head,
finger tips up and rub toward the wrist for a few
moments before going on the stage. This produces a
feeling of lightness in the whole hand. When hot
water can not conveniently he procured, one can “warm
up” at a table or on any surface by playing imaginary
thirds-, raising fingers well to separate them and driving
or pressing them firmly against the surface at hand.
One can trill, raise one finger while the others remain
quiet, or any exercise that one knows will stimulate
the fingers quickly, although, whatever exercise is used
must be done vigorously. Better still is the use of the
silent keyboard, two octaves or so in length, which
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i„i„ rnr this purpose. It folds up and one
caiTcarry° it Easily to andP fro in the hand without
anyone realizing what it is.
ANNIHILATE WORRY.
How often have we wished that we might have the
privilege of playing the first few measures of our
niece before we began our performance. With a silent
keyboard one can cover in a limited way the first part
or any section of the piece. ’ So often this is the whistle
which puts the phantom to flight. Until the time comes
for the concert do not review in your nnnd the par¬
ticular points which do not go well. When the time
comes, walk out calmly with a brave front; see that
the chair is well located at the piano; try your feet
on the pedals; relax your wrists on the front board;
speak an en’couraging word to yourself; take a mental
survey of the beginning of your piece; then confidently
begin. The more you have to remember of details, the
less time you have to think of nervousness. Try to
make the piece express the same things you have
worked out in practice. Do not begin to estimate how
you are going to cope with that difficult cadenza or
skip. This distracts one’s attention from the present
measures and causes one to make mistakes in com¬
paratively easy passages which are entirely unneces¬
sary, and utterly destroys confidence before one reaches
the hard part. There is a tendency also for one to
hold one’s breath before starting a hard passaee and
then fail to breathe for a moment until the body be¬
comes stiff. This tends to increase the difficulty by
making one contract the wrists and arms when they
should be especially relaxed.
The all-important thing is to cease worrying, - r what
is better, never to begin it. Be prepared, by doing the
most careful, concentrated and intelligent practice pos¬
sible, then let each day care for itself. Willi the
required temperament and technique and menial atti¬
tude, one will find oneself rising to that pinnacb w here
the public will be compelled to say, "Behold an artist!’
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To plunge at once "into the midst of the thing, to use
a Vergilian phrase, it is pertinent to ask, how should
the study of harmony benefit any music students, piano
students included? What is the function of harmony
studv in the economy of a musical education? Inability to
ojve" a satisfactory answer to these questions accounts
for the wide-spread aversion which is felt for this study
among students, by whom it is too frequently regarded
as a kind of necessary evil, like measles or whooping- •
cough, a kind of educational trouble incident to a cer¬
tain period in the development of every young musician.
Every student is told that it is good for him, and he
takes it with as much outward grace as is possible, and
with decorous respect for the patient and painstaking
endeavors of the teacher on his behalf.
But why should any student take harmony who does
not expect to be a composer'of some grade or condi¬
tion? For many years I have felt that, aside fro.m the
acquirement of familiarity with certain technical names
and modes of procedure, there is in reality very little
of practical value to the music student in any course
of harmony study which does not develop in him some
ability for harmonic and melodic originality, be it ever
so small, which does not develop, in other words, some
ability for independent and original harmonic and
melodic thinking. Do not imagine that I would develop
a race of composers or near-composers out of the
noble army of harmony students who are so valiantly
striving to beat back the assaults of parallel fifths and
octaves in front and weariness and discouragement in
the rear. But I do not think that it is any more pre¬
posterous to expect that each student of harmony
should acquire some ability to think in actual terms of
harmony, than it is to expect that each student of arith¬
metic should acquire ability to think in terms of num¬
bers and to work out problems involving some degree
of independent arithmetical thinking

SIMPLE CALISTHENICS LOOSEN THE
WRIST.
BY E. E. HIPS HER.
The importance of the loose wrist in pianoforfi
playing is universally admitted. In the first place
the teacher should not allow the pupil at 1ms
neither should the pupil allow himself at practice—
to sound the first note before the wrists ar< 1 •-r
oughly relaxed. With them in a tense condition, i
is useless to attempt either to produce a good, nuisica
tone or to develop more than a small per cent. < f th
possible dexterity of the fingers.
To secure thorough relaxation of the hand- an.
wrists, the writer has found nothing superior to th
simple exercises introduced in school calisthenics. Jus
shake the hands, first, with an up and
then, with a side to side motion, allowing them t.
hang limp from the wrists. When all the tensi. n ha
been shaken out of the hands and fingers, plav a sitnpl
phrase lightly, with only the weight of the finger
falling on the keys. If tightness begins to returr
some more shaking is in order. Fewer notes ma;
be played during the first days of the trial; but man
more will have been played at the end of three month!
Not that it need require three months to secure re
axation; but, as soon as it has been acquired, progres
will be, and will continue to be, much more rapid.
Many are able to execute passage work with rclaxe
wrists but find them at once becoming stiff whe
chords are attempted. An excellent corrective for thi
is to practice dropping the hands as firmly on th
Keys as is possible without striking at them. Whe
ready to lift the hands, be sure the wrists make th
first start upwards. This, in itself, will throw th
r,°! (ha"d lnt° a relaxed condition. Allow the whol
, , ? lan" 'jmP from the wrist as the fingers ar
lifted from the keys. Of course, this is an exaggerate,
form of the process to be used in chord placing; bu
takes exaggeration to assure the correction of habit
nJT”
-In fhe Pursui‘ of strength of tone i
muscles bM
m a degree of tenseness to al
is sounrWl 0M|1
e bow ’ but. instantly the chor
mav rise in' /ithlS ?^°uld vanish so that the han
dm nroner b 1h°rOU?Wy Unrestraine(1 condition. Wit
mav be I t
*he Augers, a fully adequate volum
may be developed without resorting to the rigid wris

THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE OF HARMONY STUDY.

I

At this point some one may say—“But my students
can think harniony; they can name every chord of every
piece they play!” Here enters the crux of the whole
matter of harmony study. Is it the ultimate purpose
of harmony study to acquire ability to name chords
and modulations from the printed page as a visual pro¬
cess, or to' feel harmonic relationships in their actual
sound-values as an aural process? Clearly the latter,
for, however harmony may be defined, its subject-mat¬
ter at every step deals with music; and music involves
sound and sound must be heard. Reverse this course
of reasoning and we have an equally logical and un¬
assailable form of statement, namely; if nothing is
heard there is no sound; if there is no sound there is
no music, and if no music, the so-called harmony-study
resolves itself into the mere acquirement of ability to
use harmonic names and terminology and notational
symbols. Such study can hardly he called harmony
study in any real sense, for sound, as such, does not
enter as a factor of the student’s thought.
Thinking about harmony—using harmonic terms and
' symbols—is not thinking harmony. In like manner

naming the chords of a composition from the printed
page is not feeling the harmonic progressions in their
real sound-values. In fact it may not have even the
remotest connection with a real musical process, just
as one might quite correctly name all the words of a
printed German sentence, as verbs, nouns, adjectives,
etc., and still not have more than the vaguest concep¬
tion of the meaning of the individual words or of the
complete sentence. Such a classification could easily
be made from their visual appearance and visual rela¬
tionships.
CULTIVATING A FEELING FOR HARMONY.
While we are all perfectly aware that the printed
page of music is not music, indeed is not even a picture
of music in any real sense, we have not always been
careful enough to remember this in our harmony study
or in the application of harmony study to piano com¬
positions.
Hence the tremendous emphasis that is
usually laid upon the mere writing of harmony exer¬
cises on the one hand and the mere chord-analysis of
written music on the other hand—both of which are
visual processes. For the sake of analogy we might say
that the feeling of the changing relationships in any
progression of varied harmonies is very similar in es¬
sence to the feeling of changing thought-relationship
as word moves to word in the unfolding of a verbal sen¬
tence. If the student actually feels the musical thoughts of
the composer, that is, hears them mentally as he reads the
printed page of music, he will feel the logical necessity
for certain harmonies to follow certain other harmonies
just as in reading a language-sentence he will feel the
logical necessity for an object after a transitive verb
or a preposition. It is such a feeling for harmony that
gives definition and color and individuality to the musi¬
cal thoughts and ideas, of which the melody alone gives
the mere outlines.
While all music , students should strive to acquire this
larger conception of melody that includes a definite
feeling for its appropriate harmonies, it is not to be
wondered at that students of voice and violin do not
acquire it easily, for in their practice-hour acquaint¬
ance with music their attention is centered on melody,
that is, on the single melodic line. The piano student,
however, has every opportunity to acquire this feeling
for harmony in its full sound-value, for the music he
deals with constantly is equipped with both melody and
its full harmonic expression. But the piano student’s
opportunity thus to acquire this inner harmonic feeling
is too frequently made valueless and is practically nul¬
lified by his mode of approaching the matter of piano
playing. Whereas the singer and violinist are both
compelled, by the very nature of their respective in¬
struments, to do a certain amount of definite pitch
and interval-thinking before they can produce their
audible melodies, the pianist has at hand an instru¬
ment that automatically produces tones of any desired
pitch-values without the necessity of any antecedent
tone-thinking on his part. He has merely to press cer¬
tain keys and combinations of keys in order to produce
certain tones and combinations of tofles. Unless he is
very alert to the danger inherent in this mode of pro¬
cedure and has had careful fundamental training in
real tone-thinking, his mode of learning to play any
given piano composition is too apt to be almost entirely
a visual operation. He transfers black and white sym¬
bols that he secs on the staff to black and white symbols

that he secs on the key-board, and then listens to what
this tone-producing instrument tells him about the
music. In this operation much energy is expended that
does not yield any musical results, but remains purely
mechanical, and as such tends to retard musically ex¬
pressive playing. In this case, and it is a very common
one, what is called musical memory depends very
largely upon persistent reiteration and repetition at the
key-board as an essentially visual .operation, and upon
the development of. certain muscular habits growing
out of this visual operation—that is, the hands and fin¬
gers acquire the habit of doing certain things in certain
sequence. In this kind of memory visual items are by
far the most numerous and most important factors.
HEARING “INSIDE.”
Now, reiteration and. repetition at the key-board and
the establishment of certain muscular habits are, of
course, present in the process of learning to play any
piece, where all the energy expended is really musical.
But how vastly different are the results in terms of
musical expressiveness, when the initiative or impetus
to each keyboard activity is a mentally heard effect.
Every activity of hand or finger is then only a means
for the adequate expression of each subtle sound rela¬
tionship which the performer actually hears in the
melodies and harmonies that constitute the subject-mat¬
ter of the composer’s musical thought. In this opera¬
tion the performer hears what he plays, inside, so to
speak, before the piano produces the musical effect
which he mentally hears, just as the reader or speaker
mentally hears words and groups of words before he
utters them, in which case all matters of emphasis and
vocal inflection naturally adjust themselves according to
the relationships which he feels among the various ideas
he wishes to express through the words. In a very real
sense, then, each performer becomes, during’perform¬
ance, an “inside player.”
In this "inside” playing the feeling for harmony as¬
sumes a very vital importance.' The student, to whom
harmony means sound-relationships that can be defi¬
nitely felt and aurally recognized, approaches the task
of playing any given composition with an equipment
that makes it possible for him to get into immediate
touch with the composer’s real musical thought and to
follow the musical discourse, so to speak, in terms of
the composer’s own thought. He does not need to re¬
member names of chords, as such, as a necessary part
in the act of memorizing music or in playing it from
memory. He feels the flow of harmonies in their
changing sound-relationships and follows the musical
discourse by feeling the logical necessity of these pro¬
gressions, filling out, as it were, in a natural and satis¬
factory way the outline of the melody. It is a part
of the student’s musicianship to know the chord-analy¬
sis of what he plays and to name, if need be, any
given harmony. Further, it is exceedingly interesting
to note how differently certain composers treat cer¬
tain chords, how Grieg, for example, frequently lets
the ninth of a dominant chord move upward by a skip
when resolving to the tonic, instead of diatonically
downward, etc. But this or any other similar item of
information is of no great moment unless it can be
translated into tangible appreciation of its musical value
as employed in this Or that individual piece. A student
who knows perfectly the chord structure and all the
details of technical analysis from the printed page may
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not play a whit more musically or expressively be¬
cause of this knowledge as mere technical knowledge.
DEVELOP ORIGINAL MELODIC AND HARMONIC
THINKING.
Reference has been made to the necessity for develop¬
ing in students some ability for original harmonic and
melodic thinking. Lack of imagination in piano play¬
ing is probably due in most cases in a large measure
to the fact that the performer has never thought an
original music-thought, in other words, has never had a
musical idea of his own'. Possibly his whole musical
experience has been spent in committing to memory
and reproducing somebody else’s musical ideas—Bee¬
thoven’s, Chopin’s, Mozart’s. Think how mentally
deadening it would be, think what a cramped and
dwarfed mental vision would be produced in us if we
never thought any thoughts save those we had learned
from someone else and if we uttered these thoughts
always in the exact form in which we had learned
them. Yet by this process is a so-called musical edu¬
cation usually acquired. Original work is generally left
until the end of the period of theory study. Yet the
stimulus that comes from original music thinking, be it
ever so simple, is especially needed in the early steps
of piano study, when the essential mental attitude to¬
ward the work is being formed and modes of thought,
either musical or unmusical, are being established. It
is not essential to their purpose that these melodies
should be beautiful in themselves, as a Schubert or
Mozart melody is beautiful. The real purpose of orig¬
inal melody-making is that thereby the whole apparatus
of music-thinking is set in motion, with a resultant
musical activity that is far different in quality from
that aroused by merely thinking the musical thoughts
of others. Years of experience as a teacher of har¬
mony have proven that nothing stimulates the “inside”
feeling for harmony so directly and so powerfully as
does original melody work, since a feeling for natural
melody always implies ability to feel its appropriate
harmonies. In this work the actual worth of the pro¬
duct of the activity, as music, may be insignificant com¬
pared with the musical power generated by such ac¬
tivity—a power that gives the student some insight into
the modus opcrandi of actual composition and that is
immediately available in enabling him more vitally to
lay hold of the musical material of the piece he is to
play. The composer’s thought comes in relation to his
own thought from a different angle, an angle which
gives him a point of vantage not possessed before.
Such original melodic and harmonic work is not to be
confused with what is called the study of composition.
It is merely applied harmony. Since the piano student
is constantly dealing with the three elements of music—
melody, harmony and rhythm—as present factors of his
daily work at the piano, he should as early as possible
acquire a well developed ability to think melody and
harmony clearly and accurately. The study of har¬
mony should be the laboratory in which a practical
knowledge of these music-elements is acquired and the
ability to use this knowledge demonstrated in terms
of real sound. The study of harmony which is really
a study of all the vital elements of music, thus becomes
a real preparation for practical music study as applied
to the literature of piano music.
If the student desires a fairly accurate test of his
ability to follow the musical context of what he plays—
to definitely know its details of melody and harmony,
all of which certainly enters into intelligent inter¬
pretation, let him subject such a relatively sim¬
ple composition as the Andante movement of Bee¬
thoven’s Sonata in G-major, Opus 14, No. 2, to some
such mode of analysis as the following: While he plays
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llie three upper.parts as written, let him sing (or hu™)
the lowest part without any assistance from the P
>
thinking it, not as an independent melody, but as an
integral part of the harmonic structure, listening care¬
fully to its relation to the other parts. When the first
period has been thought through in this manner, e
• him repeat the process, observing not only that tnis
bass part has individuality and expressiveness as a
melody, but especially that it serves as an outlining
voice for the harmony. If this can be easily done, let
him hum through the melody without touching the
piano and at the same time hear the bass part as a
counter-melody and see how much more clearly the
harmony is individualized in thought by the ability to
hear distinctly this outlining melody. If the perform¬
er. is a woman, the test can be applied, as above, but
playing and thinking an octave higher than the music
is written, in order to preserve the relationship be¬
tween outlining voice and upper parts. The importance
.-of individualizing the bass part and of hearing it as
an outlining of the harmony can hardly be over-emphasized, for in the majority of compositions its chief
function is to outline the harmony.
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE VOICE IN HARMONY
TESTS.
The above is one of several tests that might be ap¬
plied to ascertain the actual status of the student in
respect to feeling harmony, as distinguished from mere
chord-naming. In an article intended, as is the present
one, to be concise and fundamental, extended illustra¬
tion and explanation would hardly be possible. The
above test can well be applied by the student himself.
If it is difficult for him, he can at least bring himself
into closer mental touch with the actual sound-rela¬
tionships by humming or singing the part as he slowly
plays the whole harmony, without interfering with the
individuality of the other parts. The advantage of
using the voice in this way lies in the fact that the
voice is the only direct means, of expressing what he
mentally hears. The piano is always an indirect means
of expression and of course may be entirely mechanical.
Hence the voice (humming will serve as well as actual
singing) is the surer test of what the student mentally
hears. The greater the ability to individualize the voice
parts below the uppermost melody, if the music is con¬
trapuntal in style, and especially the bass part if the
music is homophonic in style, the more readily will
the student understand the full meaning of harmony,
for harmonic feeling and melody, or melody and har¬
monic feeling, whichever way it is desired to make the
statement, can never be separated in actual musicstudy.

THE LONG-SUFFERING ACCOMPANIST.
BY DR. ANNIE PATTERSON.
The art of playing “second-fiddle” is at all times a
difficult and thankless one. It takes a philosopher to
realize the hidden truth that lies beneath Shakespeare’s
Coriolanus having preferred “a place below the first.”
Fame, at which it is natural most public artists should
aim, is connected mainly with solo work of some de¬
scription. In a sense, this is right and proper. But
that those who so effectively serve to beautify and
adorn solo work, and without whom the most attrac¬
tive solo would sound lacking and bald, should so fre¬
quently go without recognition or be dismissed with
scant courtesy, calls for reform. The efficient concert
accompanist belongs to this class.
THE ACCOMPANIST’S REQUIREMENTS.
First, let us briefly consider the duties which fall to,
say, a pianoforte accompanist. He must be, in the first
place, an accomplished musician. No point in theoret¬
ical and executive knowledge should be unknown to
him, no mark of expression beyond his comprehension.
He should be familiar with all styles of vocal music,
whether in oratorio, opera or of a purely lyrical
nature. Technically, he should be expert at inter¬
preting all kinds of accompaniments, and this often at
first sight. Nor does his art end there. He needs to
be able to adapt himself to the idiosyncrasies of par¬
ticular singers, supporting the nervous and uncertain,
and generally accommodating the ofttimes elastic ideas
which many vocalists have about time and pace in the
rendering of a song. At the basis of such adaptability
lies the very necessary possession of a quick and sym¬
pathetic intelligence, which anticipates rather than waits
upon the wishes of the solo performer.
If we reverse the picture, and consider what are the
acquirements of the individual soloist, the marvel of

the fully accomplished accompanist’s all-round facilities
uoon us. The accompanist has to take his chance
gr°" :„P reading a complicated or badly manuscripted
score Vocal slips, hurried tempi, missed bars, are of
freouent occurrence on the singers part, and they gen¬
tly pass without notice or comment. If the luckless
accompanist errs similarly, the criticism of soloist and
listeners seldom fails to be his lot.
THE ACCOMPANIST’S TRIALS.
Bv these remarks we do not claim an invidious dis¬
tinction for one type of artist over the other. We
would only plead for equal sympathy with and recog¬
nition for the respective talents of each. Seeing that
modern accompaniments are bristling with difficulties,
singers should give an accompanist every facility for
previous rehearsal for the sake of all concerned.
Frantic requests to transpose at sight, when the per¬
formers are actually coming upon the platform, should
not be made unless under the most urgent circum¬
stances. Some respect should be shown to the ac¬
companist in the matter of asking him to pkn trom
tattered or badly manuscripted scores, and th espe¬
cially when every facility exists for the purchase of
well-printed sheet music. Organizers of concerts might
also consider the one who "presides” at the piano more
than they do. A good instrument is as essential for
an accompanist as for solo playing. Dusty ki
low,
unadjustable seating accommodation, bad light, and un¬
wieldy or unstable music desks are some of tl. many
impediments with Which accompanists arc continually
wrestling. The writer has frequently known of a spot¬
less handkerchief having to be whisked surreptitiously
across grimy or clammy keyboards, an appeal t r side
candles during the course of a performance, r the
amusing episode of an outdoor wrap or coat serving
for an impromptu cushion! All this shows lack of the
true organizing spirit, and is, in short, culpa! lc want
of thought upon the part of those who are responsible
for the well-ordering of musical entertainments
A QUESTION OF CONSIDERATION AND COURTESY.
If we think, at a single concert for example, how
often the accompanist comds upon the platform -in a
program of, say, eight vocal items not counting con¬
certed numbers, from twelve to fourteen times if we
allow for encores—the mere physical exertion, the
constant strain, deserves our admiration and respect.
Usually all this is done with the most sincere good¬
nature and obliteration of self. Plaudits are loud and
vociferous; but the accompanist stands aside. Applause
is not for him or her. Recalls are frequent and
urgent, but who thinks of giving an accompanist an
encore? In how far the encore is brought about by
the skill and self-possession of that very accompanist
seldom enters the mind of even the best disposed of
singers. Now and then a gracious vocalist will thank,
and thank heartily, some one who has afforded a most
fitting framework to a charming picture. This little
courtesy never fails to please and encourage. It can¬
not be paid too often. •

But apart from all these considerations that call fo
reform, the accompanist has his compensations. Thi
task, even in its subordinate character, is a pleasin;
one. Those who are adepts get honestly fond of thei
work. They, perhaps, more than even the public o
the singers themselves enter into the inner beauties o
the compositions which they interpret, for the simp!
reason that they see them from a very full point o
view. Think, for instance, what a study of artist?
adaptability are the accompaniments of Schubert’
divine songs! To give the requisite spirit of terrifi
rush and tense anguish to the “Erl-King,” or the need
ful delicacy to the framework of "The Linden Tree,
needs the soul and ardor of the true musician. A gooi
accompanist can convey, imperceptibly as it were, thi
love and pride in a work to the singer, and so feel
even if unnoticed, that his or her devoted playing ha
s ared m earning the meed of applause addressed t
the soloist. On a grander scale still comes the work o
the accompanist of concerted and choral music, th
massive achievements of our great church organist!
*3; ln a" ^tended sense, the massed effects of al
well-constituted orchestras. "A place below the first
by no means indicates inferiority. It is rather th
a
5cce 'ence t0
such a position effectivel
to
^oloists' themselves are rccommende
to cultivate this side of their art if it were but oc
casionally to enter into the very special joys thereo!
her own' ST Wh° can’ whe" ^mred, play his o
her own accompaniment, gets a fair view of all side
or a fascinating picture.

Ideas for Interesting Club Entertainments
By ALLAN J. EASTMAN

WHY MANY CLUBS FAIL.
Let us hit the nail squarely on the head. Most clubs
fail not because of lack of funds, or lack of socia¬
bility, or lack of material, or lack of a suitable meeting
place, but because of the lack of common sense. Com¬
mon sense in club management is a jewel of great
rarity. The club manager should study her problem
very carefully from the standpoint of limitation and
possibilities. Perhaps more can be learned by the use
of the dismal "don’t” than by any other means. There¬
fore let us devise a few don’ts founded upon our
observations of club failures.
Don’t assign subjects for papers or meetings that
demand the trained knowledge of the'expert and then
expect your librarian or your music house to dig up
the information for you. Remember that the member
who does his own digging is the one who profits most.
Don’t select music that is unobtain¬
able. Music houses constantly get
orders for such things as “a” good
bass solo from Parsifal "or” the bal¬
let music from Pellcas and Melisande, music that never existed. Be¬
fore you plan a subject and set
others to working it is a fine plan to
know something about it yourself.
Don’t expect results without pa¬
tience and work. If you plan a Liszt
evening or a Liszt meeting save it
for the end of the season so that
your performers may have ample
time to prepare their difficult pieces.
In fact, it is a fine idea to have your
programs planned as far ahead as
possible.
Don’t try to do too much. Seek
simple, understandable music rather
than the very difficult or the bizarre.
Don’t have programs of dull,
stupid involved music simply because
you have read in some paper that the
Society for Promoting the Outra¬
geous in Musical Art has just had
such an orgy in Kjuzieffowsczlieriskix, Siberia. Use your own judg¬
ment and while you are a leader try
not to be a dictator.
AN OPERA EVENING IN
COSTUME.
Club leaders who are looking for a novelty in the
way of a club entertainment will find that an extremely
attractive evening may be devised through having the
lady members of the club costumed as the heroines
of the famous oneras. The names that come to mind
first are the following:
Carmen
Marguerite
Juliet
Brunnhilde
Madame Butterfly
Santuzza
Little Buttercup
Girl of the
Golden West
Aida

Spanish costume
Gretchen costume
(Conventional costume
( of period
Scotch costume
f Conventional Wagnerian
"(costume
Japanese costume
Italian peasant costume
Costume suggesting the sea
.Cowgirl costume
(Egyptian costume

The costumes may be as elaborate or as simple as de¬
sired. The writer has seen very effective costumes
suggested by the use of a few simple ornaments about
the head and the neck without the bother of making an
entire dress.
.
,
In the selection of the music for this event the
natural abilities of each performer must be considered,
and the piece most appropriate to the performer as¬
signed It may be a song, a violin solo or a piano solo
depending upon circumstances. This'will also govern
the selection of the costumes m a measure. As the

member who can sing the Faust “Jewel Song” should
not be cast as Madame Butterfly.
If there are gentlemen among the guests and if these
gentlemen are familiar with musical notation, a pleasing
feature may be made of place cards giving the theme
of the best known song of the opera. By these cards
the gentlemen may identify their partners and lead,
them to their places at the table.
FUN IN ANALYSIS.
Analysis may be made extremely entertaining if it is
done in the right way. Take some standard sonata m
regular form like some of the Mozart Sonatas or the
Haydn Sonatas. Give a talk to the club members, indi¬
cating the main subject, the secondary subject, the in¬
troduction, the development group, the episodes, etc.

Master Lessons in Piano Playing .Bowman.
Success in Music .
tT’*”
Pianoforte Playing .Christian!.
Musical Education .. • • ■ • La^,g”“’
Standard History of Music . LooKe.
Masterpieces for the Pianoforte (Music).
Mozart’s Sonatas (Complete).
Chopin Album.
Schumann Album.
Beethoven Album.
Plaster plaques and medallions of famous musicians
(25c to 50c). Platiriotype postals for framing. These
make very artistic and economical prizes. The postals
come in series of 12 for about fifty cents. The senes
include American composers, American conductors,
celebrated organists, celebrated violinists.
These
pictures also make suitable souvenirs.

PUZZLE FOR MUSIC CLUB
ENTERTAINMENTS.

Next get a book of sonatas and play them one after
the other. As you advance have the members call aloud ■
the main divisions'“First Subject,” "Second Subject,’
etc. Give them the name of the key of the sonata and
then have them tell merely by hearing what the key of.
the second subject is. If the members have had some
instruction in harmony it is fun to have them call out
whenever they identify a tonic chord of the original
key and when a dominant. It is a well-known fact that
the aural sense is quickened by concentrated thinking
and nothing aids in this so much as competition in a
class or in a club.
ATTRACTIVE PRIZES FOR CLUB MEET¬
INGS.
The prize that proves to be the best prize is the one
that brings both pleasure and surprise. Do not select
a prize just because you happen to covet some particular
object. Remember that the prize may be won by any of
the members. Choose some object likely to appeal to
all and likely to bring the idea of pleasure.
The following prizes suggest entertainment as well
as musical education. That is, there is something
pleasing and inviting about their appearance that will
make them welcome.
Life Stories of Great Composers .Streatfield.
European Reminiscences .Elson.
Life of Richard Wagner ...Jtilien.
Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces .Perry.
Descriptive Analyses of Piano Pieces ,
Perry.
Musical Celebrities .
Garbett.
Masters and their Music .Mathews.

The following is eight measures
taken from the beginning of one of
the best known, of all piano pieces.
It is a piece which almost every
amateur pianist past the elementary
grades has played. The clefs and
signatures have been removed and
the whole eight measures cut up and
printed below with the exception of
four notes from one measure.
Copies of this puzzle should be
placed in several parts of the room
so that all of the club members may
be able to look at it at once. Suit¬
able prizes should be awarded for
the solutions.
1st Prize—For the first member to
declare what the piece is.
2nd Prize—For the first member
to write the eight measures correctly
supplying the missing notes.
The advantages of this puzzle are
that it will offer the less skilled
members an incentive as it should
not be difficult to identify the piece
and it also offers the more -skilled
members an incentive since it will be
necessary to piece the whole composition together to
find out what notes are missing and supply these notes.
The larger prize, therefore, should be offered for the
missing notes.
This puzzle has been purposely arranged so that the
pieces can not be cut out and pasted together like the
conventional picture puzzle. For this reason each club
member should be provided with a sheet of ruled staff
paper so that the members may write down the notes
in the order in which they come.
Remember that the edges of the sections printed
below do not fit together so it is impossible to put the
piece together in that way. The brains must be used
with this puzzle. (See illustration on this page.)
COMPOSITE BIOGRAPHIES.
One of the very best tests of the students’ knowledge
of musical biography is that employed successfully by
many history teachers.
Some famous musician is
selected for the subject of a club entertainment and the
club members are all requested to study the life and
works of the master in advance.
At the meeting numbered cards are distributed to the
members. The member having number I is expected
to tell of the birth and ancestry of the master—
number II of the youth and education—number III of
his early manhood—number IV of his character and
personality—number V of his friends—number VI of
his compositions—number VII of his ability as a per¬
former—VIII of his death. Smaller subdivisions may
be made if desired.
The member receiving card number I is assigned to
give an account of the composer’s ancestry as well as
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the date of his birth. Number II continues the story
as a second chapter. This plan is followed until the
last card is reached. The advantage of the plan is that
it obliges every member to be up to the mark on every
phase of the composer’s work. 1 f some one who writes
shorthand can be secured, notes of the meeting may be
taken and the members may have an opportunity of
judging which chapter has been best told and thus
afford the basis for a prize.
A QUANDARY RECITAL.
This plan has been tried with much success at club
entertainments. A program is prepared in advance giv¬
ing the name of the performer and the nature of the
selection, thus:

A SQUARE DEAL IN MUSIC TEACHING.
by CHAS. JOHNSTONE.
BY HANS SCHNEIDER.
The only part of a teacher’s work that can be meas¬
ured and therefore made .subject to strict business
principles is the time consumed in the lesson. When
a pupil makes arrangements with a teacher it generally
means that it is agreed between the two that on a cer¬
tain day each week a pupil gets so much time for so
much money. This is, in fact, a verbal legal contract
between the teacher, the party of the first part, and the
pupil, the party of the second part, and until such con¬
tract is cancelled a certain time period is reserved for
the sole use of the pupil, at which time the teacher
cannot accept any other pupil and of which he can
make no other use because it is engaged beforehand
and has been sold.
There may be a reason for it, or not, and the reason
given may be valid or not, but there surely seem to
lie as many reasons for missing lessons as there are
stars in heaven, and most of them are as far away
from being real reasons -as these are distant from
Mother Earth. The only reason for cancelling a lesson
that *way is sudden illness, and in most cases a tele¬
phone call or postal could have prevented the teacher
from wasting the time to call, and saved carfare in
many caseb;

A great many pupils seem to have a very hazy con¬
ception of the lines and spaces above and below the
stave They can read the notes on the stave quite
readily but as soon as the notes extend beyond the
limits of the stave they seem to be under a cloud. If
any one who is in this position will follow closely the
r„iipvnbination he will find the clouds of diffi-
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Each member and each guest is given one of these
programs and a pencil. As the numbers are rendered
the blank spaces are filled in by those who are for¬
tunate enough to identify them. The one to fill all
spaces correctly is the one to win the first prize.
In selecting the pieces for this program the perform¬
ers and the club leader are the only ones who know
what they are to be. The club leader sees to it that they
, are pieces likely to be known, but not so familiar that,
they could be identified at once. For instance, to select
such pieces as Mendelssohn’s Spring Song or Handel’s
Largo would be of little interest to the program.
UPSIDE DOWN MUSIC.
The art of counterpoint is looked upon by most
students as something way up in realms presided over
by doctors of music in which the unsophisticated find
no pleasure. Nevertheless, the gentle art of combining
tunes finds its way into music of all kinds, from Bach
fugues to Victor Herbert’s operas. Counterpoint of
this kind, however, is of a decidedly “free” order, and
is rather remote from that employed in writing canon
or fugue. The canon has won its way into more or
less popularity through such familiar catches as Three
Blind Mice. All the music required to make up this
pathetic ditty can be compressed into a single measure:
No. I.

It is the entry of each voice in succession after re¬
peating the line three times that gives the catch its
continuity. In olden times much ingenuity was ex¬
pended by learned musicians in writing music that
would sound equally good (or bad) upside down,
such as the following:
No. 2.

Such a canon as this is called a reverse retrogade
.canon. There are many other kinds, such as the
circular canon, in which the voices follow one another
through all the keys and the polymorphous canon in
which the subject is capable of being worked in many
ways, etc.

Now is there a remedy for all this? Yes, there is,
and the remedy is a little backbone and a little in¬
dependence on. the part of the teacher and a willingness
to lose a pupil occasionally, rather than suffer injustice.
We are imposed upon just as much as we allow people
to impose upon us, and if we are considered “easy”
we have invited this consideration by our attitude.
'It will not take a teacher very long to find out what
pupil misses lessons for valid reasons, and who the
pupils are who miss them for any old reason, and the
sooner he gets rid of the latter kind the better off he
will be. There is nothing gained by keeping such
pupils, for the constant irritation resulting from their
peculiar way of taking lessons is out of all proportion
to the money really gained from it.
Another remedy is to go about it in a business-like
way, and conduct one’s affairs in a business-like manner,
and deal with the pupil the same way as a business
man and a doctor deals with ourselves and have these
matters understood from the very beginning. Often
such assertion of professional dignity is a splendid
thing, and improves pne’s own self-respect. We are
appreciated only as much as we desire to be. The less
we think of ourselves, the less others do, and the less
we value our-time and efforts the less valuation is put
upon them by the public—always, of course, these mat¬
ters to be considered, cum grano salis.
Where a teacher is properly regarded by parents or
pupils, a quiet understanding in regard to these matters
will greatly improve the relations between them and
do away with many irritating undercurrents, which
are always more harmful than a good, open scrap. It
very seldom will result in the loss of the pupil; in fact,
I firmly believe that the standing up for one’s rights
always increases the respect of the pupil for the teacher.
Whenever the pupil or parents do not think enough of
the teacher to treat him justly, and are not amenable
to reason—why, good riddance!—Extract from article
in the Providence Journal.

A PUPILS’ RECITAL THAT PAID.
BY ARTHUR W. SEDGWICK.
Most teachers look upon the pupils’ recital solely as
a means of advertisement. It becomes a kind of musi¬
cal show window in which they display their goods.
Unquestionably the pupils’ recital is the best advertise¬
ment that the teacher can possibly have. If the pupils’
capabilities have been carefully studied, and if the music
has been selected with wisdom and taste, the recital
should bring certain artistic results which in themselves
should pay for the event irrespective of advertising.
The pupils’ recital that helped me most was the one
in which I criticised my own teaching as severely as my
closest business rival could have done. During the
previous year I had been giving up my time to teaching.
At the recital I became the pupil and studied my own
shortcomings. It was one of the most profitable lessons
I ever had.

other continental countries.
Berlioz was no
sooner away from his Paris than he longed to
return and with the consent of the ministry
back he journeyed in 1832. He had already
written two of his well known works, King Lear
and Symphonic Fantastique.

A PRACTICAL PLAN.
In the ascending or descending major scale the notes
are alternately on lines and in spaces. If C is a line,
then D is a space, E a line, F a space, and so 'on.
Well, then, if we name alternate letters only, we are
naming either lines only or spaces only. N .w, if we
name the alternate letters in a rising scale fr. ,m A, we
go round the following circle (reading in the direction
in which the fingers of a clock move) :

Berlioz came into the world just as the French
democracy, that allowed Robespierre to barter his
insatiable ambition for his life, was merging into
the Empire which was to offer Napoleon a sim¬
ilar tragic opportunity. In 1804 “the little corpo¬
ral” importunately snatched the crown from the hands
of Pope Pius VII and placing it upon his own head
with his own hands declared ’ himself Emperor of
France. During the childhood and youth of Berlioz he
saw upon all sides the significant “N” of Bonaparte.
France was ascending to new power and new glory.
Berlioz was all patriot. He loved his France and par¬
ticularly his Paris. Mercurial at all times, his dispo¬
sition and life experiences were not unlike the fortunes
of his native land. During his entire life the French
people seemed to be struggling for republican freedom
—a freedom, which did not arrive in anything like a
permanent form until the year after the death of
Berlioz.
BERLIOZ’S ANCESTRY AND YOUTH.

We find that we have used every one of the
ven let¬
ters, so that starting from any letter in the rcle, we
eventually arrive at the point we started fr. m. AND
WE CANNOT GET AWAY FROM THIS CIRCLE.
Starting from E with the outside arrow \v. get our
Treble lines, E, G, B, D, F, but this same F
also the
first of the names of the spaces F, A, C, E. as indi¬
cated by the inside arrow, and this same E i- uain the
starting point, so it is simply a constant repetition of
E, G, B, D, F, A, C, E, G, B, D. F. A, C, E. G, B, and
so on, and these are either all lines or all spaces.
Now, because the first line of the stave is E. there¬
fore the lines of the stave are E, G, B, D, F. But the
fourth space is also E, therefore from the fourth
space upwards the spaces also read in like manner
E, G, B, D, F, A, C, E, G, B, D, F7a, etc.
Again, because the first space is F, therefore the
spaces read F, A, C, E. But the fifth line of the
stave is also F, therefore from that line upwards the
lines are in like manner F, A, C, E, G, B, D, F. A, C, E
and so on. Applying the same principle to the bass
stave, we find that from the fifth line upwards, the lines
read l‘ust like the spaces of the staves A, C, E, gT B,
D, F, A, C, E, G, and so on, and the spaces from the
fourth space upwards read just like the lines of the
stave, G, B, D, F, a, C, E, G, B, D, F, and so on, and
so we find it impossible to get away from the original
circle of notes.

iso far I have been speaking of the notes above
staT!?'
let us consider those below the stave.
Watch the following very closely.
Because the fifth line of the Treble stave is F. tl
tore the preceding four lines are E, G, B. D. Bui
rst space is also F, therefore the four spaces b.
the stave are also E, G, B, D. Again, because
°U p *pa£f 1SJL therefore the preceding three sp
ii. ; A> £• ®ut the first line of the stave is als
a'a I"6 the three Pre«ding lines are also F. A
M
same PrutC'Ple may be applied to the I
below the Bass stave.
th!Mh'S vrtide is studied thoughtfully and care!
trouble*^
and spaces need not give any fui

Hector Berlioz (pronounced Bair-lee-ohs) was born
at La Cote St. Andre, near Grenoble, on Dec. 11th, 1803.
His father was a country physician who was determined
to have his son become a great surgeon. In the home
every possible attempt was made to suppress the boy’s
very manifest love for music. Berlioz had the great¬
est imaginable disgust for the horrors of the dissecting
room, and whenever his father urged him to become
a medical student he rebelled. Consequently when he
went to Paris in 1822, for the purpose of entering the
medical school, he found the Conservatoire far more
inviting and spent most of his time in the pursuit of
musical education. This resulted in a long domestic
war between the parents and the talented son.

“Paris, Paris, Let Paris Hear of My Triumphs."
the director. Although Beethoven looked upon Cherubini as
one of the foremost musicians of the Ume and P.crlioz m. de
a veritable god of Beethoven, there was little friendship be
tween the director and the student. During the seven years,
-which Berlioz spent at the Conservatoire, he was in a con¬
stant state of turmoil. The student was a romanticist to
the core while his teachers took a pride in being as academic
as Dossible. They took it upon themselves to build a hairier
of rules around each student and called that barrier education. Berlioz was regarded as a kind of musical anarchist
to be repressed: rather than encouraged.
THE PRIX DE ROME.

BERLIOZ’S PRIVATIONS.
Regarding his attendance at the Conservatoire as open
disobedience, his remittances from home were discon¬
tinued and Berlioz suffered the direst poverty in his
efforts to secure a musical education. In his auto¬
biography he tells how he was obliged to take a chorus
position in a minor theatre to get the bare necessities
of life. There is an element of the tragedy in the
case of this young man with great musical talents and
ambitions, denied all through his youth the technical
training which might have affected his entire career
as a composer.
In hik earlier years Berlioz had learned to sing at
sight, play the guitar and flute fairly well, but he never
mastered the pianoforte or the violin instruments which
have proved so indispensable to other composers.
Singularly enough, with this meagre executive ability
he became the greatest authority upon instrumentation
of his time. His discoveries in the realm of orchestra¬
tion were so striking that he revolutionized many
phases of the art.
Shut off from assistance at home, Berlioz was more
determined .than-ever to become a great master. Accordingly he secured the interest of, Jean Francois
Lesueur, who /became his teacher of composition.
Lesueur, now forgotten, was one of the foremost musi¬
cians of Paris in the early years of the last century.
As Master of the Chapel at Notre Dame and later for
Napoleon he gained wide influence. He took a great
interest in Berlioz and in a very few months we find
our young musician writing a Mass for one of the
Parisian churches.
AT THE CONSERVATOIRE.
Berlioz had some difficulty in securing admission to the
French Conservatoire. As in the case of many another
o-enius trying to secure a position in an institution conducted
along conventional lines his talent was altogether ignored
in face of his technical short-comings. Cherubim was then

Finally, after many failures, due partly to his own
technical deficiencies and again to the political maneuverings of his enemies in the Conservatoire, Berlioz
succeeded in winning the much coveted Prix de Rome
with a cantata La Mart de Sardanapale. This entitled
him to two years in Rome and one year in travel in

In his entertaining autobiography there is no part
as interesting as that in which he describes his court¬
ship and marriage with the Irish actress, Henrietta
Smithson (1833). She was the rage of Pans in her
day and Berlioz, who had developed a great fondness
for everything Shakespearean, saw in Henrietta Smithson the actualization of one of his ideals. Berlioz,
however, was in love with Juliet and Rosalind rather
than with the one who portrayed them. Later in life
his actress wife fell so far below his ideals that a
separation became inevitable.
Berlioz’s marriage was undertaken at a time when he
had little prospect of future income. Ift’ fact after
the birth of his son he was obliged to devote so
much time to writing newspaper criticisms that only
a little time could be devoted to the actual work of
composition. He had been turned down at the Con¬
servatoire where he had applied for a position as
teacher of harmony. Cherubini would have none of
such a revolutionist. Had it not been for his ability
as a feuilletonist he and his family might have starved.
HIS REMARKABLE PRODUCTIVITY.
Berlioz was a very rapid writer. Many of his critics
contend that if he had written a little slower and taken
more pains with his work he might have produced
compositions of higher consequence, but Berlioz was
a rhapsodist and wrote as he improvised. In fact
in order to get his ideas down quick enough he was
obliged to invent a kind of short hand notation. Dur¬
ing the years immediately following his marriage he
wrote the three symphonies. Symphonie Punebre et
Triomphale, Harold in Italy and Romeo and Juliette,
a cantata on the death of Napoleon; the opera, Ben¬
venuto Cellini, the Requiem, and other works of small¬
er dimensions. Gradually his works became more ajid
more popular and some financial return was received.
This, however, came in the form of awards and
gratuities rather than earnings. The French Govern¬
ment, for instance, paid him 4,000 ' francs for his
Requiem and the violinist, Paganini, presented him with
20,000 francs for his Harold en Italic. Through this
and other sources of income he was enabled to make a
long-coveted trip through Germany. Liszt and Schu¬
mann had championed his cause so well that he was
enthusiastically received everywhere. In fact his tour
has been compared to a triumphal march and was quite
different from the critical drubbing which the German
composer, Richard Wagner, was then receiving in Paris.
During the next few years he made tours in Austria
and Russia, returning to Paris to produce his La Dam¬
nation de Faust. This work did not win anything more
than very slight approval at the outstart. During the
entire time Berlioz was abroad he strove to win popular
favor in Paris by sending back bulletins of his great
successes in foreign countries, but Paris was apathetic,
and the more Berlioz knocked at her doors the sounder
was her sleep. His next foreign ventures took him to
England, whither he went four times between the vgars
1848 and 18SS, meeting with success as a conductor.
SLIGHT RECOGNITION AT LAST.

THE BIRTHPLACE OF BERLIOZ.

In 1856 France began to show her appreciation Df
Berlioz by making him an Academician and later the
Librarian of the Conservatoire. In 1854 Berlioz’s first
wife died, and after a very short time we find him mar-
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ried again to a sihger with very slender gifts, Mile.
Martin Redo. Despite the fact that she insisted upcfh
taking the leading role in the performances of her hus¬
band’s works—often with disastrous results—he was
greatly devoted to her.
Berlioz was profoundly affected by her death in 1862.
He became still more disconsolate when the work upon
which he spent the best labors of his life, Les Troyens,
a grand opera in two parts (I. La Prise de Trote. II.
Les Troyens a Carthage) failed after a very few per¬
formances (Paris, 1863). Not even the success of his
little opera, Beatrice-et Benedict, performed with much
favor at Baden in Germany, could revive his inspira¬
tion. Les Troyens was his last work of consequence,
and its failure worried the composer so that a rapid de¬
cline of his health followed.
THE DEATH OF BERLIOZ.
It has been said that it is a failing with the
French to show their appreciation after death, but that
after all is a common failing of all peoples. Berlioz
died in Paris on March 3rd, 1869, and received a most
pompous funeral. Ten years later all Paris turned
out to an immense concert of his works given in the
Hippodrome in commemoration of his death. Busts,
statues, and all of the other pitiful means of petrifying
his memory may be found around the great city that
so long permitted hini to starve in neglect.

ETUDE

unquestionably his work in orchestration, where he
was at once bold, artistic and ingenious. Those who
place a low valuation upon his gifts as a composer ho
not hesitate to say that he provided the basis for much
of our latter day orchestral treatment. His sense ot
color was extraordinary and in a way glossed over
his technical deficiencies in composition and his lacK
of melodic inventiveness. While many of the melo¬
dies of Wagner became the common property of the
masses, it is difficult to point to a single theme of
Berlioz outside of the Rakoczy March which has been
adopted by the public as its own, and the Rakoczy
March is in fact a Hungarian inspiration. The Ra¬
kocsy March was so named because at first it was a
lament for one of the great Hungarian heroes, Ra¬
koczy. Originally it was a slow and solemn tune played
upon an instrument (the tdrogate) resembling the
oboe. It first appeared about two hundred years ago,
but in the early part of the last century the same
theme occurs as a march. Berlioz seized upon the
theme and introduced it in his Damnation de Faust.
The march then became the craze of Europe and
Berlioz was given the credit of having been the com¬
poser. In justice to him it should be said that had
it not been for his highly colored and skillful or¬
chestration the famous tune might never have become
so popular. In his autobiography Berlioz gives vivid
pictures of the uproarious enthusiasm with which the
march was received.
This does not mean that the music of Berlioz does
not contain moments of greatness, but his lack of
the substantial characteristics which have made the
fame of such masters as Beethoven, Tchaikovsky,
Franck and others permanent, must always dim the
reputation of Berlioz. What Berlioz might have been
had he had the right technical training early in life
must always be one of those discomforting problems
which baffle solution.

IS h Should Remember, however, that most all of
Berlioz’s orchestral works are wonderfully effective,
rich and brilliant when heard on the orchestra. In
’ ,
is no department of musical composition
that was not quickened by the efforts of this remark¬
ably active man. Ernest Newman the well known
English critic, has shown how Berlioz brought new
life to the Opera, the Symphony and the orchestra

BERLIOZ’S SHORTCOMINGS.
One of the best estimates of Berlioz’s shortcomings
may be found in the biography of W. H. Hadow, Esq.,
used in the Grove Dictionary. Mr. Hadow writes:
“There is, indeed, a singular perversity in Berlioz’s
music, due partly to a twist in his disposition, partly to
deficiency of early training. He had, for example, a
spring of pure and beautiful melody, and in I.a ( aptive.
in the love scene from Romeo, in the great septet from
Les Troyens, he showed that he could employ it to
noble purpose. Yet, time after time he ruins his cause
by subordinating beauty to emphasis, and is so anxious
to impress that he forgets how to charm. The Even¬
ing Song in Faust is spoiled by the very cadences that
were intended to make it effective. The beginning of
the Pilgrim’s March in Harold is delightful, but the
last strain offends like a misplaced epigram. No doubt
there are other artists who have yielded to similar
temptation. Chopin used often to end his dreamiest
improvisations with an unexpected discord.
Heine
often closes with a freakish jest, a song full of pathos
or romance. But these men did it out of sheer mis¬
chief. Berlioz did it because it seemed to him the nat¬
ural outcome of his thought.
TEST QUESTIONS.
1. State the nature of the French Government dur¬
ing the early years of Berlioz’s life.
2. What assistance did Berlioz receive from his
family ?
3. What instruments did Berlioz play?
4. Who was Berlioz’s principal teacher?
5. How long was Berlioz at the Conservatoire?
6. Tell something of Berlioz’s romantic marriage.
7. Describe Berlioz’s remarkable productivity.
8. How did France recognize Berlioz.
9. State Berlioz’s rank as a conductor and as a com¬
poser.

Ills attitude toward othpr composers was unique. He
placed little value upon Chopin, Schumann, Schubert, Bach
or Handel. In many cases h investigations had been so
superficial that ho was hardly qualified to judge. Of Bee¬
thoven, Weber and Cluck he could hardly say enoueh.
His radical position in musical art made him the subject
of much caricature, as well as invective. His replies were
witty and sharp and he never seemed to lack ammunition,
to fire back at his enemies.
DIFFICULTY IN ARRANGING A BERLIOZ PROGRAM.
It is a comparatively simple matter to arrange a
program of the works of Richard Wagner which may
be played in the parlor or the studio, although Wagner
wrote but little outside of his huge* music dramas.
With Berlioz, however, the case is quite different.
Without the color and fascination of the orchestra
most of his works seem to be lacking in that broad
human interest which would make them suitable for
the ordinary recital or club* program. In addition to
this practically everything which might be adapted to a
Berlioz program is either difficult or awkward for the
performer. The Trdumerei and Caprice for Violin.
Opus 8, is about grade seven and is one of the most
attractive recital numbers written by Berlioz. The
Rakocsy March comes in various grades of difficulty
and is almost always effective. The Gnomenchor mid
Sylphentanz from the Damnation of Faust comes in
a splendid arrangement by Carl Tausig, of which a
new edition has been made by Xaver Scharwenka.
This, however, is suited only to the concert pianist.
The Serenade of Mephistophele has been arranged for
piano by Dr. William Mason. This arrangement,
while not particularly difficult, is not especially effective.
The Villanelle from Summer Nights is a really ex¬
cellent song from the musical standpoint, although dif¬
ficult for the singer, owing to the incessant high range.

The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
For many years The Etude has earnMtlj^_supported ^tiiis^interesting^departoent^because^we^^^^^ for heln uDon lmwhen The^average teacher finds it very n^sarV

BERLIOZ AS A WRITER.

BERLIOZ AS A CONDUCTOR.

BERLIOZ AS A COMPOSER.

„
best Song La Captive, one of his masterBerces caUs for a voice of large range and power. It
pieces,
bigger sense of the term. The

We are tempted to say that no more fascinating book has
ever been written by a great composer than Berlioz's Auto¬
biography. His delineation of his own desires, mental atti¬
tudes and emotions is so remarkable that it has the charm,
of a Thackaray, a Heyse and a Maupassant combined. It is
one of the most interesting narratives of its kind. All
through the work one is convinced that Berlioz is writing
about the man he would like to be rather than the man he
really is, but in this very angle of treatment we have re¬
vealed to us one of the intimate views of the composer’s
character. Berlioz was in many ways a poseur. His appe¬
tite for renown amounted to an obsession hardly excelled by
that of Wagner who, after all, could forget himself in his
work. Nine volumes of the writings of Berlioz have been
published, but the most interesting by far is the Autobi¬
ography, which reads from cover to cover like a fascinating

Much more might be said of Berlioz as a conductor
than of Berlioz as a composer. He gloried in huge
orchestras and once had one so large that it was
necessary for him to have electrically operated metro¬
nomes stationed in different parts of the orchestra
so that by controlling the beat from the conductor’s
desk he might be sure of maintaining the tempo. In
prescribing the instruments for his ideal festival or¬
chestra he calls for the following: 120 violins, 40
violas, 45 ’cellos, 18 three-stringed basses, 15 fourstringed basses, 4 octo-basses, 6 large flutes, 4 third
flutes, 2 piccolos, 2 piccolos in D flat, 6 oboes, 6 comi
inglesi, 5 saxophones, 4 tenoroons, 12 bassoons, 4
clarinets in E flat, 8 ordinary clarinets, 3 bass clari¬
nets, 16 horns, 8 trumpets, 6 cornets a piston, 12 trom¬
bones, 3 ophicleides, 2 bass tubas, 30 harps, 30 piano¬
fortes, 1 6rgan, 8 pairs of kettle drums, 6 drums,
3 long drums, four pairs of cymbals, 6 triangles, 6
sets of bells, 12 pairs of antique cymbals, 2 very low
great bells, 2 gongs, 4 Turkish crescents—460 pieces
in all. Surely the modern claims of Richard Strauss
are modest in the extreme.

The work of Berlioz has been variously estimated
by different critics. His greatest service to music was
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10. Why is it impracticable to give short programs of
his compositions apart from the orchestra?

BERLIOZ IN HIS PRIME.

Bferln dTnho‘tS
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*SeJf?lith”Sth“e"fufl"name8 aKdras ofthe^sendtr. Thls department is open to all readers without charge of any kind.
GIBBON’S CATECHISM.
“I am using Gibbon’s Catechism of Music with
my pupils, having them memorize a given portion
for each lesson. A teacher of music in this place
criticizes me for this, so that some of my pupils
are becoming dissatisfied with It. As she is a grad¬
uate in music She has some influence. She says
she never heard of the book being used before.
Should I abandon the book?”
H. J.
Gibbon’s Catechism is one of the best now before the
public, and if your critic has examined the book and
cannot recognize its merit, it is much to her discredit.
The fact of a teacher being a graduate is not neces¬
sarily equivalent to a certificate of wisdom. I have
known many graduates who knew nothing beyond the
little rut along which they studied, and out of which
they never get. In almost any community you will
find amateurs with a broader musical knowledge than
many teachers. It is unfortunate that there are many
teachers who know nothing except what they learned
in the studio. Now the teacher can be only a guide,
and should therefore point the way to students. Those
who seek for information at every possible point, test¬
ing it by the facts they are learning in their teacher s
studio, are the ones who in the long run will acquire
the reputation for knowledge. Those who have none
of this original propensity to seek for information will
in the end, more than likely, become hopelessly super-

manner Yankee Doodle in key of C. You will note
that the melody lies above and below the final note C,
bringing the tune to an end on the Final in the mid¬
dle of the scale used. This is therefore plagal. You
will understand from this the difference between the
Dorian and Hypo-Mixo-Lydian scales which are played
on the same keys. In one case the Final is on C, in
the other on G.
Playing scales on all the white keys of C, you will
find seven in all, and with their Hypos, or plagals,
making fourteen. Four of these were in common use,
the Aeolian, Hypo-Aeolian, Ionian and Hypo-Ionian.
In dividing these scales into pentachords and tetrachords, the division always formed perfect fifths and
fourths, except in the cases of the thirteenth and four¬
teenth scales, termed Locrian and Hypo-Locrian, in
which there was a diminished fifth and an augmented
fourth. These were considered bad and hence these
scales were spurious.
3. The Ionian mode corresponds to our modern
major, and the Aeolian to our minor with flat sev¬
enth. In the gradual evolution of harmony these two
scales became established in the common usage because
of their amenability to harmonic treatment, especially
as the scheme of the tonic, dominant and subdominant
assumed the sovereignty of the harmonic system.

orite number of them, in notation and the ability to
read the notes will rapidly grow. From these lead o
to others. While working with the finger numbers
you will find that the child will be vastly interested in
playing the pieces in many keys. All you need to do
fs to place the child’s hands over the five keys repre¬
senting any key, and have her play as in other po¬
sitions8 She will thus become familiar with the various
keys or to the extent of five notes in each. In writing
your little melodies let a figure represent one beat, a
Hash a* silent beat in which no note is struck, and a
line over two figures indicate that the two are o
played on one beat. Nothing could be made much
simpler than the following example, and if you will
play it on your piano you will at once recognize it:
Count four to the measure.
_
_ _
RH C 3 3 2 1 1 ,2 2 3 2 1 , -5 5 4 3 3., 2 1 2 3 1J
LH
s_| l — 5 - | 5-I 1 — 5-||
Place third finger of right hand on E, and fifth
finger of left on C. The fingers will thus fall over
their correct positions.
POINTS FOR YOUNG TEACHERS.
“I am a young teacher of the piano, and many
things ^re P™tog|ouW’ the scaies be given with
b°4 Thai technical exercises would you advise
for students In the second and third grades?
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overcome this defect?
,
, . ..
“4. How can I impress on children s minds the
necessity o£ practicing slowly?
,.
”5 Do you think a twelve-year-old girl would
derive much benefit from the metronome?
“6. Is it not better to give pieces that are too
easy rather than over-difficult ?
“7. Other teachers in this town allow the'r
pupils to lay aside their pieces when only fairly
well learned Should they not keep at them until
they learn all that is possible from them? Or Is It
possible to be too thorough?
E. z.

1. It is not possible to fix the time when the hands
may practice the scales together. So much depends
upon conditions. It is well, however, for the pupil
to go through all the scales in one octave, hands sep¬
arately until a good position and execution are formed,
and then take them up together.
Some teachers
have their pupils take the scales hands together almost
from the first practice of them.
BRIGHT, BUT DULL.
2. Aside from the five finger exercises, and running
It is hard when one is doing conscientious work to
exercises which you will find in Presser’s Beginners
bright and
have others try to discredit it, whether it be from pro¬
Book School of the Piano, and the first, second and
nember anything I tell her, but It at
fessional jealousy or any other reason. It is not neces¬
third books of the Standard Graded Course, there is lit¬
ie over again at each lesson. Sh(
sary for you to abandon the catechism. Simply state
like my other pupils. Is there any
tle needed more than the scales and arpeggios. The
i be done to develop her talent?'
that it is recommended by competent authority, and
staccato touch must be taught, and the wrist and arm
that through its study a pupil acquires a much more
touches, and enough in regard to octaves to meet re¬
The only thing possible to do is to make the lessons
comprehensive understanding of music. In order to
quirements in these books. Mastering the Scales and
as much like play as possible. Little children cannot
pet the best results from its use, however, you must
Arpeggios by Cooke will provide you with scale prac¬
understand why life should be anything but play, and
lie careful not to give too much for each weeks lesson.
tice that will last years.
,
the discipline of music to such small tots should not
Furthermore, if the pupils are young, you must care3. At every lesson give her a few minutes of ear
be made too heavy or nothing but a distaste for it
fully explain and verify the various questions. It is
training, in which you play various simple intervals
will be developed. For this reason a book like the
not‘enough that they learn to answer the questions. The
in many positions on the piano, teaching her to dis¬
Kindergarten Method of Batchellor is excellent. Such
answers must be made vital. Hence a very small num¬
tinguish between them. After a time she will acquire
small intelligences can understand nothing of the need
ber of questions should be given, or it will take too
the ability to distinguish the dissonant ones.
of practicing exercises that only mean drudgery to
much of the lesson hour to make the necessary ex¬
4. By continually keeping at it. Do not forget that
them.
The main thing in teaching such small
planations. Furthermore, the most practical part of
in teaching the piano the same bit of information has
children should be making them familiar with music,
such work is the review. Nearly all pupils need a
to be repeated innumerable times. These points do not
particularly
such
good
music
as
lies
within
the
scope
great deal of reviewing.
seem important to very small children because nothing
of their intelligence. Most children, when left to them¬
is important to them. You are dealing with faculties
OLD SCALES.
selves, as is usually the case, hear nothing but the
in the making. The things they forget the quickest
“1 How many modes are there in Plain Chant?
trash that is thrummed out by empty-headed older
“2' Why do some church hooks use eight modes
seem to be the points of routine. Therefore repeat
sisters or others, and therefore as they grow up no foun¬
an’'30WhaStfi°sUrtthendifference,between plain chant
constantly.
dation
for
musical
appreciation
is
formed
within
them.
scales and the modern scales?”
L* B*
5 Every student is the better for a metronome.
If parents could only be made to realize it, the in¬
It is a good plan after the student can play her exer¬
1. There were fourteen church modes, two of which
struction for such little children is not necessarily that
cises and etudes smoothly at a slow tempo, to set the
were considered spurious and rarely used.
which teaches them to play, but that leads them to en¬
metronome
and gradually advance it notch by notch
2. The modes were an 'evolution from the Greek
joy listening to music which is worth while. Later,
until the student can play the given passages as fast
scales. Tradition ascribes to Ambrosius the estab¬
as the mind and physical system develop, the child of
as seems best to you at that particular stage of the
lishment of four of these, termed the authentic modes_
itself will be anxious to learn, and will be better fitted
pupil’s progress.
Tradition also credits Gregory with the addit on ot
for the work. There are exceptional cases, of course,
6. As a rule the pieces should be very carefully
four more called the plagal modes. If you will play
with which there is little or no trouble. But what one
chosen so as not to advance too fast. Nothing so
on your piano octave scales on the white keys begin- . has to consider most are the cases that are only aver¬
quickly superinduces a condition of stiffness in fingers
ning on D. E. F. and G. you will, have the four au¬
age. Unusual talent is only found occasionally. With
and
hand as practicing music which is too difficult.
thentic scales attributed to Ambrosius, termed Dorian,
the average pupil the taste for music seems to have to
Meanwhile does it not occur to you that if you always
Phrygian, Lydian and Mixo-Lydian respectively, from
be built in, as it were.
gave music that was “too easy,” very little progress
their original Greek names. Begin a fourth below each
With a pupil of the kind you mention it is a good
could be made? Sometimes a piece of considerable
of these and play scales in same manner on white
plan during the first few weeks to copy the little ex¬
difficulty which the pupil is very anxious to learn will
keys and you will have the four plagal modes attrib¬
orcises and pieces in the instruction book in finger
act as an incentive for work, and occasional selections
uted to Gregory, termed Hypo-Dorian, Hypo-Phrygnumbers only, and teach by means of these. You can
of this sort will enable your pupil to advance rapidly.
ian, Hypo-Lydian and Hypo-Mixo-Lydian.
also buy a large number of little pieces that are writ¬
7. It is not likely that one will be too thorough.
2. All melodies must end on what was termed the
ten in five key positions. It’may make you a little
The habit of laying aside the pieces before they are
Final. In the authentic scales the Final was the bot¬
work to copy them out, but you will find that it will
thoroughly learned is a had one, and will lead eventu¬
tom note; in the plagal it was m the middle. In
pay in the end. These make almost no demand upon
ally
to great superficiality. It is a good plan to learn
•order to gain an idea of this, play the familiar tune,
the undeveloped intelligences of pupils, but do inter¬
thoroughly and memorize all pieces and keep them in
Duke Street, in the key of C, the melody only. You
est them in playing. After a couple of months, or even
will observe that it begins at the bottom and climbs
the repertoire indefinitely. Great progress will result
more, of this kind of work, give the same pieces that
the octave and returns without going below the be¬
from playing these.
the child has already learned, or a certain selected fav¬
ginning note. It is therefore authentic. Play in same
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chiefly in the drawing, room style.
Whspe g
Zephyrs is a very good example of his work in
this particular line. It has three well defined contrast¬
ing themes and it will prove attractive when played n
a refined and elegant manner. It may be classed
Grade III.

SPRINGTIME—T. CARRENO.
Mme. Teresa Carreno, who stands unquestionably
among the front rank of the pianists of to-day, is also
a composer of talent and originality. Her published
piano compositions are few in number, but they are
brilliant and interesting. Springtime is one of her best
pieces. This is a pretentious waltz movement of the
idealized type. It must be played with dash and vigor,
but it lies so well under the hands that when well per¬
formed it sounds more difficult than it really is. We
would class this waltz in Grade VII.
THE BUTTERFLY—C. LAVALLEE.
Calixa Lavallee Was born in Canada in 1842 and died
in Boston in 1891. He was a pianist, composer and teacher
of considerable note. Mr. Thomas Tapper, well known
'to our Etude readers, was his pupil at one time. He
wrote many pieces, both in the larger and smaller forms,
but by far his best known composition is The Butterfly
It is an exemplification of what can be done in the
way of pure, clean finger work. Moreover, it is tuneful
throughout and perfectly balanced in form. Pieces of
this type must be played with automatic precision.
Sometimes it is necessary to practice them very slowly
at first, taking the greatest care with the fingering, in
order that the correct execution of the various pas¬
sages may become almost a matter of habit. After
the piece is mastered the speed can be increased gradu¬
ally up to the requisite point. Ordinarily, this number
would be classified in Grade VI, but when played at a
high rate of speed it should be graded higher.
AZURE DREAM—L. OEHMLER.
Mr. Leo Oehmler has been a valued contributor to
our music pages in the past, but we regard the Azure
Dream, his last composition, as probably his best. This
composition is of the nocturne type, and while it is well
suited to the pianoforte throughout, its general treat¬
ment is somewhat in the orchestral manner. Con¬
siderable attention must be paid by the player to con¬
trasts in tone color, and the piano must be made to
sing; especially is this the case where the principal
melody is assigned to the left hand. Technically this
piece does not present any great difficulties and conse¬
quently the efforts of the player may be centered large¬
ly upon an accurate and finished interpretation. We
class this piece in Grade V.
AN EVENING REVERIE—W. D. ARMSTRONG.
This is another nocturne, rather easier than the above
but very finished and artistic, melodious, and with a
warmth of expression. This number will also require a
polished interpretation with attention to the cultivation
of the true singing tone. It may be mentioned that for
the better production of the singing tone in melody
playing, the super-legato touch should be employed. In
this touch the tones slightly overlap and the fingers
are not raised quite so briskly as in the ordinary pearl¬
ing legato. An Evening Reverie lies in Grade IV.
SPINNING WHEEL—C. HEMANN.
This is an excellent teaching piece suitable for use in
Grade III. It is a tuneful and characteristic piece based
upon some conventional finger passages but very ef¬
fective when well played, and taken at a fairly rapid
pace. As the finger work is not at all difficult the at¬
tention of the player may be devoted toward the
cultivation of clarity and velocity.
FRIVOLITY—G. L. SPAULDING.
Frivolity, is another very satisfactory teaching piece
for use in Grade III. This waltz movement is
very tuneful and brilliant but at the same time is
quite easy to play. In a few passages, notably where
the detached octaves between the hands occur, it re¬
minds us of the favorite Concert Walts by Mattei,
but nevertheless, it is an original and graceful num¬
ber.
WHISPERING ZEPHYRS—C. HEINS.
Carl Heins is a contemporary German composer, who
has been a prolific writer of educational piano pieces,
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JUNGLE DANCE—H. D. HEWITT.
A lively characteristic piece in G-minor. Jungle Done?
should not be taken at too rapid a pace, but it should
be played in forceful style and with strong accentua¬
tion. It will be noted that it has a sub-title Humoresque.
This gives the clue of the composer’s idea of its in¬
terpretation. This number lies midway between Grades
TT
TTT
’ROUND THE CAPSTAN—CHARLES LINDSAY.
This is a jolly little hornpipe movement which should
be played in a brusque and vigorous manner, in the
style of the sailors’ dance. This number should prove
suitable for a student well along in Grade II.
MARCH OF THE PRIESTS—W. A. MOZART.
Gems from the classics appearing from time to time
in our Etude music pages have proved very attractive
and acceptable in the past. This arrangement of Mo¬
zart’s March of the Priests from his opera of the
Magic Flute, is one of a series of new transcriptions
from the classics by A. Sartorio. It is one of the
immortal melodies. The present arrangement is not
too difficult for second grade work.
DEBUTANTES’ BALL-S. SEWELL.
Debutantes’ Ball introduces a promising American
woman composer who has not been previously repre¬
sented in our music pages. It is a pretty and tuneful
number suited for second grade work. It should prove
acceptable for use in elementary recitals.
L’ALLEGRO—J. M. BLOSE.
This is one of the best teaching pieces for second
grade work that we have seen in some time. It has
considerable variety both in form and in passage work,
and just the right technical features. It is tuneful
enough to please the student and its educational fea¬
tures will appeal to the teacher.
HUNGARY (FOUR HANDS)—C. KOELLING.
Some years ago this showy and characteristic num¬
ber appeared in The Etude in solo form and proved
very successful. We now present a very effective fourhand arrangement. This composition is also published
as an eight-hand number, and the various arrangements
are so made that it will be possible to use them all at
once. That is to say, the solo arrangement could be
used at one piano, the four-hand arrangement at an¬
other piano and the eight-hand arrangement at two
more pianos. Performed in this manner it would make
a very brilliant exhibition piece. In the duet arrange¬
ment both players will find plenty to do as the parts
are well balanced. The primo part is about right for
the fourth grade player and the secundo to be played
by the third grade player.
MANDOLINATA (VIOLIN AND PIANO)—R
FRANZ.
This is an excellent teaching piece for violin. It is
taken from a series of similar arrangements of various
well-known melodies, all designed to afford the violin
student practice in various styles of bowing, execution
and expression. Maniolinata is a very pretty Spanish
folk song, and the variations by Mr. Franz are practical
and effective.
FESTIVAL MARCH (PIPE ORGAN)-J. L. ERB.
Mr. J. Lawrence Erb is a welcome contributor to our
musical and literary pages. His latest organ composi¬
tion, the Festival March in A, is a very useful num¬
ber either for church or recital purposes. It is of but
moderate difficulty, but in effect it is brilliant and im¬
pressive. It will sound well on an organ of almost
any size or scope.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
Mr. W. B. Goate’s Wrecked is a ballad of the de¬
scriptive type, with a characteristic refrain. It is
melodious and easy to sing, and it will prove effective
for^any medium voice, but it would prove especially

In the Time of Roses is an artistic song wh.ch has
been used with great success m recital work by various
well-known singers. This song is almost a classic and
h should become a standard teaching piece. The com¬
poser, Louise Reichardt, was born in Berlin in 1788
and died in 1826. She wrote a number of charming

CORDIALITY IS ALWAYS BEST.
BY LUTIE BAKER GUNN.
The quality of cordiality may be cultivated to such
an extent that a teacher who is naturally reserved may
eventually overcome a tendency towards reticence
which invariably proves a hindrance to his success. It
may be difficult to appear at all times genial and en¬
couraging, but nevertheless the task can be accomplished
and one unconsciously assumes a uniformly cordial
manner. A bright smile of greeting with a few
pleasant words will carry encouragement through the
entire lesson hour. How often we hear pupils com¬
plain of their teachers’ ill temper, the fear experienced
during the lesson, and the feeling of relief when the
ordeal is over. Surely it is possible for the teacher
to be strict and exacting and at the same time amiable.
CORDIALITY AT THE FIRST LESSON
If cordiality is an advantage in the regular lessons,
it is still more so at the first lesson, when the pupil
naturally feels somewhat embarrassed. The following
experience was related by one of my advanced pupils
who went abroad to study with a noted voice teacher to
whom I sent her. In anticipation of the interview the
student, a young lady, had drawn upon her imagina¬
tion until she expected to see a very magnificent and
pompous personage. After entering the studio of her
new teacher, she paused and asked a little lady sitting
near by if she might see Madame LTo her
astonishment the little lady rose from her chair and
remarked as she came towards my friend with out¬
stretched hands, “I am Madame L-.”
After Madame L-.had read the note of introduc¬
tion I had given my friend the expression of her face
changed like magic. She laughed so joyously and was
so cordial in her greeting that the barriers of reserve
were broken down for ever and the two became great
friends.
Once I greeted one of the celebrated European
teachers in his studio, telling him I was a "gleaner,”
and could spend but a short time away from my teach¬
ing in America to gain new thoughts arid advanced
ideas abroad, and that I desired to “glean" what I
could, as I could. I think that great hearted man
must have be£n impressed with the word “gleaner.” for
he reached out his hands and took both mine in his.
giving them a hearty shake. With an earnest voice
and an extremely cordial manner he assured me he
would do his best, and he did more than I had ever
h°Ped f°r- Each lesson proved to be exceedingly
profitable and my association with him has always re¬
mained a pleasant memory of the interest shown to
me by an utter stranger.

Not only when in the class-room will cordiality pro
°, e an important asset to the music teacher, but al
Wf e? °ut of it. The making of new acquaintances
U, 0St ,lmportance to the teacher who wot
secure a large class of pupils, and without being affal
,™eS “tag. with one’s friends and neighbors wi
Sju\Ta -1V€S a"d WOrks’ this is hard t0 do T
ttle heed is at times given to the social side of li
mus'c, teacber whose thoughts are engross
Tf teS;r°b TS’ the interest' and even the drudge:
from tnr.j5.a lar*e Cass' He often absents himsi
but from ty i”0t jrrm 'ack of cordiality on his pa
unl/hb? fVnd, from allowing his mind to dw
upon his art after lesson hours are over
commSbl
" t0Wards °ne’s competitors is a m.
onTof t£ £
and may Pe^PS be consider
find it l
f ImLp°rtant attributes of a teacher. \
music teach?y t?e narrow-minded. non-progressi
Stest sll ,Wh° ?ermits himself to show 1
towards his^ro^otlTall. ***”* " i,1'tem'

ovSr distarW mefC°,der than the Philistine’s
Mr. C. E. Dancey’s My Fondest Dream is a tender
and expressive love-song. This is also quite easy to
sing, but it will make a good study in expression and
interpretation.
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Another important consideration is that of having the
notes or rests in each measure arranged so as to convey
with the least possible obscurity the division of the bar
into its several beats. Thus in No. 3 a would be incor¬
rect and should be altered as at b.

FESTIVE MARCH IN A

Maestoso m. m. J = na

(For Pipe Organ)
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J.-LAWRENCE ERB, Op. 23, Jf0 l

No. 3.
( a) incorrect.

The ability to make a readable manuscript is by no separating the notes according to the rhythm indicated
means a common accomplishment. Very few pupils by the time signature. The double bar consists of two
have sufficient opportunity to learn how to write notes parallel single bars.
Two strokes , are required to make the heads of open
so that they may be most easily read. The student who
would write provides himself with music paper ahd
In manuscript the heads of black notes are made with
then produces what he feels is a fair imitation of the
one
short stroke of the pen. The tendency is to insure
printed notes he has seen. In most cases he makes a
manuscript that is not only hard for the amateur to distinctness by making the size of the head of the
read, but which would set the professional en¬ open notes a little larger than in printed music and
graver entirely at sea in making a plate for the make the head of the black note a little smaller.
If the head of the note is below the middle line of
purpose of printing his music. Those who have to do
the staff, the stem is drawn from the right of the head
with the publication of music know that most of the
costly mistakes made in music plates are not due to upwards,
If the head of the note is above the middle line of
ignorance but rather to careless, slovenly manuscript.
the staff, the stem is drawn from the left of the head
Everyone who studies music should learn to write
notes. Musical dictation is an invaluable aid in music downwards.
If the head of the note is on the middle line of the
study and in ear training. The Writing Book for
staff, the stem may be drawn either upwards or downMusical Exercises and Rules, by E. F. Marks, gives
some very valuable suggestions upon writing notes, wards.
The hook to upward stems is made by a short dash
which we reprint here.
of the pen downwards to the right.
In writing music the pen may be held in the ordinary
The hook to downward stems is made by a short
writing position, but it is better to hold it between
dash of the pen upwards to the right.
the second and third (fore and middle) fingers, as this
A succession of two or more notes with hooks may
position gives freer movement and facilitates the back¬ be connected by drawing a heavy line from stem to
ward stroke which is used in forming notes.
stem, instead of the hooks.
Clear, distinct music writing is a great aid to those
Any steel pen may be used, but either a stub pen or
a regular three-pointed music-writing pen is preferable. who have to read from manuscript. Players in theatre
orchestras are often obliged to try their eyes and
indeed their souls with miserable scrawls. At the Paris
TO MAKE THE TREBLE OR G CLEF.
.Conservatoire all students are required to read from
The treble clef consists of two parts, joined together. manuscripts as a part of their regular training and at
First, draw from a to b (Fig. 1) ; second, from b to c some examinations they must read new manuscripts at
(Fig. 2).
*In making notes and accidentals the very greatest
care must be taken to see that the line or the space
runs directly through the centre of the note. For
instance, if the accidental is a sharp, the line must run
1 Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Complete Clef.
directly through the centre of the rectangle in the
middle if the accidental is meant to be on a line. If it
is meant to be on a space, write it so that no portion
of any line gets into this square.
Take care that the chords and notes in the right
hand are squarely and directly over the notes in the
TO MAKE THE BASS OR F CLEF.
left hand that fall on the same beat. In writing piano
The bass clef resembles the letter C made backwards score draw the bar lines over both staves, binding them
together rather than making separate bar lines for each
with a colon following it. Place one dot of the colon
stave.
.
above and one below the line F.
In preparing music manuscript for a printer remember
that the rule that applies to literary manuscript, oblig¬
ing the writer to write upon one side of the paper only,
Bass clef
does not always apply. In fact many music engravers
making music plates often prefer to have the music
written upon both sides of the sheet, as it helps them
The sharp consists of two short parallel vertical lines, to keep the matter together and they are accustomed to
working with it in that form.
crossed by two short oblique lines, drawn upward
Possibly the error most frequently allowed to creep
into manuscript is that of writing the.leger lines at
6 The double sharp is the letter X with a dot in each
angle.
.
. ... varying distances from the staff. This is the cause of
The flat is a short vertical line with a loop to tne much confusion and an entirely incorrect idea is car¬
ried to the mind of the player, who must read rapidly.
right of its lower half b.
......
The double flat consists of two single flats •
The natural consists of two sections joined together.
No. 2.
( a ) incorrect.
( 6 ) correct.
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*

TO MAKE THE BRACE.
The brace is placed at the beginning of two or more
staves to connect them.
.
..
*
To indicate the measure, draw a vertica me.
the bar, from the upper to the lower line of
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This idea must also be followed out in connecting
notes that have hooks. Great care should be taken to
avoid such mistakes as the following, in which threequarter time is made to suggest six-eighth and sixeighth time made to suggest three-quarter.

To avoid this defect remember that the leger lines
should be written at exactly the same distance from
the staff as the distance between the lines and spaces
of the staff.

No. 4.

incorrect.

In three-fourth time the six-eighth notes in a measure
may be connected with one hook, but in six-eighth time
it would be better to divide them into two sets of
three notes.
No. 5.

correct.

It is usually inadvisable to write a single half note
in manuscripts written in six-eighth time. It is better
to employ quarters, eighths and dotted quarters instead.
In transcribing for the orchestra from the pianoforte
copy it is important to remember that accidentals which
have been omitted in the pianoforte part must be care¬
fully written out for each individual instrument in the
orchestra.
A very common cause of worry could very easily be
avoided in the manner shown in No. 6.
No. 6.

2nd violin. . ..
How often has the writer seen such passages indi¬
cated as at No. 7 which gives no indication whatever
of the pause occurring in the eleventh bar of the “rest.”
No. 7.

BE JUST TO THE FORMER TEACHER.
Do not fall into the temptation of abusing a boy’s
last teacher, however justifiable it may seem. Look
at your own pupils, and see how little justice they
appear to do to the most frequent of your instruc¬
tions, and give others the credit of having tried to
do a great deal more than appears on the surface. If
boys could realize in their practice all the teaching
given to them in their lessons, and carry all the instruc¬
tion afforded in their heads, it would not take long
to drain the store of the most talented master. For¬
tunately they do not usually do so, hut appear to
forget it as far as possible every holiday, so that the
task of teaching becomes one perpetual, untiring repe¬
tition, to the practice of which I leave my reader in
the hope that he will find therein those delights which
the constant association with the young must always
afford to anyone who has not allowed himself to become
a prey to irritability and impatience.—E. D. Rendall,
in Hints on Pianoforte Teaching.
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a slight variety to the work and •
MAKING STUDENTS OF OUR
STRENGTHENING THE WEAK.
the mental processes. Habits of work
order to build up the strength of ,i!n
PUPILS.
involve sense for time and duty. A
whole left hand. However, an exer ■
BY ETHEL M. KING.
man who does things at the time when
for any other fingers but the fourt^^!
BY HARVEY MORRIS.
they ought to be done is likely to be
Just at present there is a great revo¬ the fifth should occupy a wholly s "/1
wanted. It is the men who are wanted
D"
Students of tfmsic often do not that are successes.”
lution going on in the world of educa¬ ordinate position in the lesson.
Just how long these two fingers
realize the need.of deep thinking and
If pupils could be made to feel the tion. Old, worn-out methods of teach¬
‘ broad culture as a necessity to accom¬ need of more intellectuality in music, ing are being replaced by modern, sen¬ quire absolute and sole attention /
plish the best work.
they would soon be studying broader sible ones. In the realm of music pends on the ability of the pUJ‘
A pupil with a' fine voice or an un¬ and deeper. We must always be bigger echoes of this revolution are begin¬ When they have acquired strength and
mistakable musical talent, with nothing than our profession, to be successful, ning to be heard. Common sense is dexterity then the whole left hand must
in the way of culture, can not grasp the and in no way can we do this except by struggling to gain a foothold, and for be looked after. Five finger exercises
must of course come first in this train
meaning of much; he studies, but often living higher and thinking deeper. the good of humanity we should each
ing. One good exercise is to play th
There is no use expecting great things lend a helping hand.
makes both himself and art appear from little people.
In hardly any other one point do chromatic scale in two or more octaves
almost ridiculous.
One of the best examples of the music teachers sin as often as in their using the five fingers. Later comes
Did you ever know the silly girl with broad culture of the present day is the methods or want of methods of teach¬ the real scale work. When this has
a mother quite as.silly, who didn’t think Roumanian pianist Moritz Rosenthal. ing the equalization of the hands and been mastered fairly well the right
it worth while to use even the little In literature and music he is asknowl- fingers. The almost utter absence of hand that has been treated as a step
sense she had,' because she had a edged as an authority. His technic is even playing among all except the child so far comes in for its share of
wonderful voice, or could play the wonderful, and hear what technic means “artists” makes one wonder if some¬ attention.
to him. “Technic, as I understand it, thing cannot be done to help matters,
As with the left hand, we must be¬
piano beautifully?
If you want tb educate a girl begin is not at all what it means to most and in wondering thus I arrived at a gin on the weaklings, the fourth and
people. To them it is mere mechanics, conclusion that seems to me at least fifth fingers. All possible kinds of ex¬
with her grandmother,” comes to us
dependent solely on strength and sup¬ worthy of consideration.
ercises should be given to strengthen
now and then with special meaning. I pleness of arm and finger—in a word,
The usual procedure, as we all know them. An ingenious teacher can invent
knew a young girl with a voice of the manual speed and dexterity of the
to our sorrow, is to start with the right or find some that arc interesting as
unusual merit, who needed a sensible player. Now, to me this is thr purely hand and to play interminable five
well as truly valuable. The lessons
mother so very much, but the fates had physical side of the matter. Technic, finger exercises, beginning with the should be longer now as well as the
not been kind and the possession of a as I conceive it, is also 'ntellectual and thumb, with which we unconsciously practice hours since there are now two
daughter who could sing was the closely connected with the .esthetic give a' strong thump, and ending with hands to be taken care of, although at
mother’s highest.ambition. The daugh¬ side. It is akin to style. In the fullest a weak tap of the fourth and of the all times the pupil should do twice as
ter carried a novel of the yellow hue sense it is the power to express ac¬ fifth finger. The thumb and first finger, much work with the left hand as he
curately the player's idea of the music naturally strong, receive first atten¬ does with the right.
around much of the. time, and I often
before him. It means hand and brain tion; while the poor, weak, helpless
When the fourth and fifth fingers of
thought: “What a pity she couldn’t have and heart in unison.”
fourth and fifth fingers are treated as the right hand have bee.me strong,
had a mother who knew good literature
There are many ways in which a valetudinarians and given very little ex¬
then exercises for the five fingers may
and could have guided her in the teacher can inspire the student to
ercise as befits their feeble natures.
be given, and still later comes the
higher ways of thinking!” she really greater effort along the road of broad¬
Then, after awhile the left hand re¬ “great work,” the scales.
might have become a gifted, sensible mindedness. In many cases the home ceives some attention, very slight in
When every finger of each hand is
daughter. It is pitiful that so rare a environment has already begun the comparison to what is given the right
independently
able to produce a good
gift as a really, good voice should work, but oftener it must come from hand. And very soon after this, exer¬ tone, both hands may start together to
the teacher.
remain undeveloped.
cises for both hands are given. The draw forth from the piano, if not celes¬
Be a student yourself. I remember right hand drowns the left and hides
We have many fine things for
tial music, at least an earthly sort, of
one teacher who always made me want
students in musical literature, but I to read and study, although she very its weakness. This goes on for years. good sounding quality. Exercises for
believe they ought to know also, some seldom mentioned literature in our Finally, if the teacher and pupil arc the fourth and fifth fingers of both
Then both
of the classics, especially those that work, but I felt she was working just very ambitious, the then almost hope¬ hands should come first
often form the’ basis of the music the same as her pupils to broadeii her less task of equalizing the fingers is hands may join in five-finge r exercises
undertaken.
and later the scales. The scales should
life, and she didn’t need to say just the
thought worked out by the composer.
Now,
my
conclusion
is
that
we
but rarely be played in parallel motion.
This winter, tvhile listening to the manner of the doing.
should begin where we leave off. start
In the short lesson period, a teacher
orchestra under • Damrosch play the
at the other end as it were, and at the
numbers best knoWn of the Grieg “Peer really has very little opportunity for very beginning of piano study com¬ MAKING YOUR OWN ENVIRON¬
anything more than the work in hand,
Gynt” Suite, a friend asked just as the
MENT IN MUSIC.
mence to practice with the weak fourth
but if anyone doubts the influence of
music commenced, “Do you know the the student teacher, let him consult the and fifth fingers of the weak left hand.
The initial lessons' should be short
story of Peer Gynt?” It was too late pupils themselves as to the teacher who
BY ARTHUR W. SEDGWICK.
ones
and
should
be
devoted
to
those
then, however, for explanations and she most inspired him in his work.
simply enjoyed the beauty of the music.
Put more intellectuality i to teaching fingers of the left hand almost entirely.
First, let the fifth finger play, the other
Ask the next musician you meet how
How much more it would have meant by making students, not merely pupils,
fingers assisting by holding down the he came to be a musician and he will
to her had she known the literature of those intrusted to your care. There keys. ^ Then the fourth finger must
probably tell you that he drifted into it
back of the thought Grieg had put into are so many helps these days. Our play in the same manner. This work as a child. Most of us labored on from
musical
journals
and
books
full
of
sug¬
his music!
gestions to the wide awake teacher, and must go very slowly and frequent rests the desultory music study of our child¬
must be taken. Then the exercises can hood, through the usual amount of drudg¬
How Music Leads to General Develop¬ history, art, literature and science only
waiting to be used. It is often surpris¬ be repeated many times. The first les- ery and gratifying applause until some¬
ment.
son should be brief but frequent if pos¬ thing seemed to call us to the work. Very
ing how ignorant some pupils are i;
The study of the origin of the this day of easy learning.
sible. There should be a slight em¬ often the call was for some way to earn
mazurkas and the polonaises of Chopin
phasis on the amount of work done bv money, and music was the means by
brings to us much of Polish history.
the fourth finger.
3 which we stood the best chance to ac¬
Other Professions.
Examples might be multiplied both in
The pupil should always be taught quire an immediate income. Accordingly
Be in touch with other professions.
history and literature, but the point I
to listen to the kind of tone he pro¬
should like to make with the student Music teachers are often too much unto duces. At first, of course, and for a um.reStdved to ma^e music our life work.
is that it pays to broaden our knowl¬ themselves. Teaching of any kind well long while this will be very weak. Dur- When we came to an age of understand¬
ing we found perhaps that our training
done means the loss of physical energy,
edge in every way possible.
ltts
first few lessons the fingers
It pays to know the things in litera¬ and one becomes nervous and too often should be raised as high as possiblf so was not up to our ideals of what our
ture that have helped others, and the irritable. Some other interest entirely as to give force to the downward move¬ luture would require. Accordingly we
different is needed to counteract this
reached out for wider knowledge. With
things in history that make the study evil.
ment: but as soon as can be all
e acquisition of this knowledge came
of music so delightful in the twentieth
In our smaller towns most of our abandoned^ *
century. Much that we interpret from
S,10U,d b« more power and more ambition. Some
triend asked us to give lessons to his
the masters in music depends upon the teachers are women, and I believe it is
C *dand’ behold, we became teachers.
education and culture with which we a fine thing for them and their pupils
A few more neighbors’ children came in
begin to study them. In travel, it is if they belong to some literary club, white keys; then on two black keVs
said we see only the things our educa¬ making their interests broader and later from a white to a black and from and ere long we have a veritable class.
e gradually saved money enough to take
tion and culture make us see; why not meeting women of refinement. It also
is good from a financial standpoint if sea es Th ^
in music?
and down th? !®s°ns from a famous teacher in a nearby
th. r 6
mP° Sh°Ul<1 be "larked
One of the important things a pupil you want pupils of the best home and
and the two notes played in three-four CI y' ^acb home we came with empty
gets from broad thinking is the forma- environment. Cultured teachers make time, common time, etc
purse and the fires of ambition un¬
,('°n
right habits. Benjamin Ide f l!fv r„ti,ey COme in contac‘
The chromatic scale should be plaved quenched. It is somewhat remarkable that
VV heeler once said: “A college man feel the high calling they have chosen, up and down with these two fingers musicians succeed as they do with such
wins in life not by virtue of the special and from no other one source can we
desultory, unsystematic training. How
hope so surely to make students out
knowledge he has acquired, so much as of
much better it would be if the child’s
pupils.
the habits he has formed. Habits of
musical ability could be determined at a
It is not always easy to live on the
mind involve an attitude toward truth.
yefry ear,y age and his training for his
Habits of thinkitlg involve a control of mountains, but only those who do can
u ure career as a teacher commenced so
beckon the climbers to come up higher
mat it might be pursued with more cer¬
tainty and security.
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rr
number of The Etude Mr. E. Davidson Palmer, a thoughtful and ex[In
premous n. moer■ oj
problems, introduced ideas which some considered
perienced English mcemwuLu j
accord wm Mr Palmer. The Etude believes
iconoclastic, uany
t deep educational insight lies in listening to all opinions
"teas and° methods and then developing on** own oninion.-TSditor or the Etude.!
the PRIMARY CAUSE OF VOICEAN ERRONEOUS ASSUMPTION.
FAILURE IN SINGERS AND
It is somewhat surprising to me that
SPEAKERS.
scientific investigators should be so ready
OBSCURITY OF THE DISORDER.
w
_
to accept these complicated
theories of
The peculiar kind of throat trouble to breaks and registers as affording a satiswhich singers and public speakers are factory explanation of the phenomena of
liable is a matter about which, surprising voice-production. Moreover, the points of
as it may seem, the truth has never yet disagreement
amongst
these
quasibeen revealed. The various causes to scientific theories are by no means so
which it is attributed are secondary slight and unimportant as to be easily set
causes merely. In many cases it is as- aside. Some of them, indeed, are quite
d to be simply the natural conse- irreconcilable and plainly indicate the
auence of a too free use of the voice existence of some lurking error which,
during or immediately alter a severe cold, while it remains undetected, ought surely
In others it is said to be the result of to deter the scientific world from acceptundulv prolonged vocal effort at a time ing any such theories,
vhen perhaps the singer or speaker is not
The points to which I wish to direct
in his normal state of health. In others special attention are two. In the first
in jt ;s supposed to be brought about place, the authorities who claim a scientific
bv a faulty method of breathing, or by basis for their theories are all agreed that
erasin'’ the voice at a higher pitch than no voice, whether of man, woman or
nature intended, as when a baritone is child, is produced throughout its whole
mistaken for and trained af a tenor.
compass in one way only. They maintain
T|u.ri js ,,f course much truth in these tbat ;n passing from the lowest note tp
explanations and much virtue in the the highest some fundamental change in
reined\ prescribed ; but they do not go to the action of the laryngeal mechanism is
the root of the evil. Consequently, in a physiological necessity and- in those
cases where a vigorous and prolonged use cases jn which no such change can be denf the voice is a professional necessity, tected’ their explanation of the phenomewhile they arc the means of effecting a ]lon ;s that k is pwing to the exceptionally
temporary cure, they offer no guarantee skillful manner in which nature has sucagainst* a" return of the ailment. Indeed ceeded in blending the registers. The exI might go much further and say that in p!anation is plausible, no doubt, and assuch cases h- recurrence may be regarded Suming that there is a physiological necesalmost -is a certainty.
The primary sity in the matter, it is probably the best
ca„se of the maladv is unknown, and as that can be given. But the whole as.. ,|r„ is so a permanent cure ought sumption is a gratuitous one. Not only
no V I c expected
so-not only is there no evidence tosup\ccordi.iK to present-day theories, the port it, but I can offer positive evidence
m in s voice is usually divided into two against it, for my own voice in boyhood
registers and the woman’s into three. By was „f the kind in question and my recolsome authorities it is contended that these lecti0n of it as it was then together with
registers mav he subdivided, but that is a the remembrance of what happened afterQuesti.m which need not be entered into wards at the period of adolescence
here The lowest register, in both cases. enables me to state as an actual fact,
is commo.dv termed chest voice. In the about which there is no poss.bil.ty ofnusfemalc v< .ice the middle and upper por- take, that before the age of pubeity not
tions are differently named by different only was no change in itsdl*‘
authorities hut most commonly they are cernible at any point in its compass but

a^,

called by a variety of names which serve
admirably to conceal its true nature.
Sometimes it is called the thin register.
sometimes mixed voice, sometimes head
voice • but the name by which it is comZni; Jnown is falsetto.
„
The change from one register to the
other called "the break,” is, in the male
voice, said to occur naturally at or about
F in the first Snace of the treble stave.
The note here given represents the real
pitch of the sound, but when the treble
clef is used for men’s voices the notes
written are an octave higher than the
notes actuallv sung. Consequently this
F would be on the top line of the stave.
In the female voice the same break as that
referred to above is fixed at the same
point; that is. at the same actual pitch,
while a second break is believed to take
Place at or about C sharp in the third
space of the treble stave. Other breaks.
which are said to occur by those who believe in a subdivision of the registers are
acknowledged to be of minor importance
and need not be particularized.

of their compass, men’s voices must neces¬
sarily be produced in one way and wo¬
men’s in another. As we have already
seen, women are taught to employ the
chest register in an upward direction only
as far as .E on the first line of the treble
stave, the change taking place on the next
note, F, while men are required to carry
this ’ register up to this . same point and
often beyond it, which, since the pitch of
their voices is, on an average, about an
octave lower, means that, whereas -women
are allowed to use this particular mode
of production for a comparatively few of
their low notes only, -men have to use it
for nearly the whole of their vocal com¬
pass. It has not been found possible to
account for this differential treatment on
physiological grounds, though some feeble
attempts in this direction have occasion¬
ally been made; but it is supposed to be
in accordance with the plain and obvious
dictates of nature. Men, it is argued,
naturally employ the chest voice to a far
greater extent than women. For speak¬
ing purposes it is commonly used ex¬
clusively, or nearly so, and therefore a
much freer use of it for singing pur¬
poses is justifiable and would seem to be
necessary.
There is a curious fallacy here—a fal¬
lacy which, even when pointed out, is not
readily perceived. If lies in the assump¬
tion, which appears to be universal, that
the voice which goes by the name of chest
voice is produced in each individual case
in the same way; that is, always by the
same action of the laryngeal mechanism.
Now the voice so designated is found in
the male sex in two markedly different
conditions. In a large number of cases
it appears as the lower of two distinctly
separated registers, the upper of which is
very thin and weak, and commonly goes
by the name of falsetto. In a smaller
number we find it extending throughout
the whole of the vocal compass, the voice

w„»,rAnally good one Its compassjvas from
G below to B flat above Aetreb e stave.
and its mode of production was identical
with that of what is called the medium
register of the soprano voice. Employing
this modeu*Ts«
sang equally well either alto o
P
and I never knew what it was to fed my
voice tired It was only after I reachd
the age of puberty and exchanged the
mode of production in the lower par_
that of the so-called chesttregis
began to have any difficulty with my
voice. Thousands of men who were tor
merly choirboys must be aMe to testify
t0 a similar experience ^and, therefore.
when modern
.;1
other
impossible. for ^y.s'°]°gc
^
reasons, tba* a"yg
“
, they assert
throughout m one: way- only,
7
what is demonstrably contrary to
A CURI0US FALLACY,
systems of training claiming
In*ntn
k ;s taken for
that for by far the greater part
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in these cases having apparently no other
register. In the first-mentioned condition
there is always a more or less noticeable
and often a painful effort in its produc¬
tion, except at a very low pitch. As the
pitch rises the effort increases until a point
is reached at which, the strain being no
longer endurable, the voice breaks into the
so-called falsetto. In the other condition
no such effort is discernible, because no
such effort is felt. There is no more
difficulty with the high notes than with
the low ones. The voice is produced with
perfect ease throughout its whole com¬
pass and no break or change can be de¬
tected at any point. Seeing then that
there is this wide and striking difference
between the chest voice of one man ana
that of another, is it not reasonable to
infer that there must be some fundamen¬
tal difference of production?
TREATMENT OF THE MALE VOICE.
In training those men’s voices, whether
basses or tenors, in which two registers
are more or less plainly discernible—that
is, the large majority of men’s voices
the upper register, when it is used at an,
is used only for a few notes near the top
of the vocal compass. This is a natural
and necessary consequence of modern
theories. It is also the reason why the
true nature and capabilities of this regis¬
ter have so long remained undiscovered.
Instead of being thus treated it should be
carried downward as far as it will go and
regularly and persistently exercised at a
gradually lower pitch, its extreme upper
notes being used sparingly or, it
abnormally high, omitted altogether.
Meanwhile, the lower register, if used at
all, should be used only for a few of its
low notes; but it is better that it should
be let alone.
The beneficial effect of this treatment
is twofold.
While the upper register
itself is strengthened and developed and
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Us downward range increased the lower
Having arrived at these conclusions,
the logical
logical
or chest register is improved in Quality which, as it seems to me, are the
and rendered easier of production. As deduction from the stated facts, we are
we proceed with the treatment the tone- now in a position to answer the question
quality of the upper register approaches with which the previous article in this demore and more nearly to that of the Partment 1S especially concerned-tile
lower until it becomes difficult to dis- <fJestion as tu the primalT ca“se of tllat
tinguish between them. In this way is Particular kind of throat* affection to
formed a new kind of chest voice which wllicil singers> PulP;t and Platform
gradually displaces the old; for the latter speakers and others who have to use
while increasingly easy to produce, is felt tl,eir vo!ces in PubIic> are peculiarly
to be less and less needed, and is there- IiabIe> Tbe disorder owes its origin to
fore ultimately discarded! The voice tbat ““de of production which is
being then completely transformed, is' elT°neously believed to be a physiological
found to be the exact counterpart of’the necessity for the lower part of every
one-register voice previously described. voice’ but wbicb is really an indication
It is, of course, only under favorable tbat tbe vo’ce wbieh feels the need of it
conditions that so complete a transforma- ls ln an imperfect condition. This mode
tion can be effected. In a large number
Production, though sometimes-acquired
of cases the final result stops far short by children in very early years, is by a
of this.. But in all cases the twofold great many persons first discovered and
benefit is experienced in a more or less adopted at the age of puberty, when an
noticeable degree (that is to say, tlie exceptionally rapid growth of the vocal
downward exercise of the upper register ?rfan tabes place. In certain other cases
is found to be highly beneficial to both k \s acquired gradually at a much later
registers), while in the case of young period. These are the cases of trained
voices in good condition, where tin’s s’n£ers, whose voices originally were pro¬
upper register is fairly strong to begin duced. throughout in quite a different way
with and the break between it and the and ‘n whom the change has been
lower register is not too prominent, the br°ught about unconsciously by the
complete success of this method of train- method of training employed.
Such
ing, if carried out perseveringly for a vo'ces> having been well developed bv
casonabie length of time, is not only pos- na^ur<\ U ara speaking now of men’s
b,Ut
be re£>arded as virtually V0lces). often last for many years in
assured. I have several times effected, 8pite of the error in their production, the voices of tenor singers, this com- but there ls always, as time goes on an
plete transformation and can therefore ’"^easing difficulty with the upper notes
vouch for its feasibility.
and in the case of tenors especially the
Ilio fj-et- US suppose for a moment that danger, gradually presenting itself more
he training process above described is and ™re Plainly to the mind of the
eversed before it has reached its final s,n#er’ of a sudden breakdown,
for a
a uPP,6r register be restcd ♦ •• apff from this matter of wrong
exercised and, the ,Iower one exclusively la™S the Persons most liable to throat
exercised, and . what is the result ? Rouble.when a strenuous use of the vdee
i‘ere Tagam Speak from personal 18 furred of them are those who have
knowledge. ^ a very short time it will ac?uired the wrongly-produced chest

Used by thousand, of.voc.li.ls. .e.chers. .dors-all v
». Autotsts, sportsmen—all who live

stead ofT th3t thC l0Wer roister, in- ™«as their ordinary peaking voice a
stead of being improved by exercise is or before the changing nen’nd ,Ui
'
Lecom ng more difficult of production, of usin\ it exclusively. The common
h
«pper register grows gradually- pra?tlce> b°wever, at the period reWff
r and weaker. In other words, the t0> 1S to emPloy the separated chest ro *
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ing slippers ? We do for
nearly all of our patrons.
The)- like the light, quiet
step they give.”
Have your bootmaker
put O’Sullivan’s invisible
heels of springy rubber on
all your shoes. They have
all the resiliency, all the
elasticity of new, live rub¬
ber—rubber with the spring
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Use them constantly.
See
how much peace and quiet, how
much ease and poise they give
for such a small expenditure.
They cost SOc. attached, and
wear twice as long as do leather
heels.
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A

and developed in the same way, that is at present is that too many people want
by the same action of the laryngeal to play and too few want to think
about music. Many religious bodies in¬
mechanism, as the finest voices of women.
sist that the devotee shall spend some
The voice which is the natural voice of
childhood is employed exclusively right part of the day in meditation; that the
soul should “go into the silence” and
through the changing period at a pitch
give itself up to thoughts of the divine
which, as the vocal organ grows, is
power that rules our universe. The
gradually and unconsciously lowered.
power of thinking music is hardly less
This child’s voice, without any change in
blessed. It can be cultivated just as well
its production, is thus slowly developed
as any other noble attribute of the hu¬
into that kind of chest voice which alone
man mind, and the most gifted musicians
forms the perfect voice of manhood.
are those who can sit apart with idle
The only remedy which goes to the
hands, brooding over the music of the
root of the disorder is the regular and great masters as it wells up into the
lgng-continued exercise, at a suitable locked chamber of their memories.
pitch, of the neglected upper register,
which, being in these cases always in a
A RADICAL VOCAL THEORY.
very weak condition, is probably sup¬
posed to be of no use whatever. This
BY E. DAVIDSON PALMER.
voice may be dealt with in two ways:
1. By means of singing exercises,
[Editor’s Note:—The dec|dedly novel
especially long-sustained notes and ar¬ ideas which Mr. Palmer contributed to this
peggios. 2. By being employed at a department in March. 1912. created a great
deal of comment. Jhe following article^ is
medium pitch in reading aloud, at first
theless7 i^may^be6 read^wIth^ntmSt by^those
for about half and hour at a time and who did not read Mr. Palmer’s previous
afterward, as the voice grows stronger, articles. ]
for a longer period and at a lower pitch.
What, then, is the true story? The
As the voices under consideration must answer which I am about to give will,
be regarded as extreme cases, it is not to no doubt, cause a shock to minds un¬
be expected that the treatment here prepared to receive it. The perfect voice
recommended, unless persevered with to is produced by only one laryngeal mech¬
an extent which in most cases would be anism throughout its whole compass, and
impracticable, will bring about the com¬ the mode of its production is identical
plete transformation previously described. with that of the so-called falsetto. „ _
The question, “What is falsetto? is
The chest register will probably still be
the only voice available for loud speak¬ continually exercising the mind of the.
ing, such as is needed on the platform or vocal physiologist. He learns from one
in the class-room. But this exercise of musician that falsetto is “an artificial and
the upper register alone is as remarkable not a natural voice,” and from another,
for its effect upon the lower register as that it is “the remainder of the voice of
it is for its effect upon the upper register childhood.” The one tells the singer that
itself. If therefore a reasonable time be he may use it, and the other that he may
allowed for carrying out the experiment
the lower or chest register will ultimately n°The term falsetto is a misnomer be¬
be found so much strengthened and so hind which may be found concealed the
much easier to produce, not merely at the whole secret of voice-production. It is
bottom but at a moderately high pitch, quite true that the voice to which this
that its employment for public speaking, unfortunate name has been given is, as
if not only prolonged, will be attended Garcia states in his Hints on Singing,
with no appreciable difficulty or incon¬ “the remainder of the voice of child¬
hood.” The so-called falsetto is more
venience and with very little fatigue.
In conclusion, let me say a word or than this; it is the remains of the rightlytwo regarding the physiological explana¬ produced voice. This is the important
tion of the separated chest register, truth which has lain hidden for centuries
which, as I have endeavored to show, is —a truth which, in spite of its import¬
the primary cause of all the trouble. Of ance, or, perhaps, because of it, is un¬
course I cannot speak positively on this likely, I fear, to obtain due recognition
point, not being a physiologist, but I will for many years to come, but which will
state what appears to me to be the ex- eventually enable the vocal physiologist
planation. When the said chest register to clear up the whole mystery of voiceis employed the normal position of the production.
For if we examine the various sys¬
larynx is, as I imagine interfered with.
By this displacement of the larynx the tems of training, what do we find? How¬
wings of the thyroid cartilage, to which ever widely they may differ in other re¬
the vocal cords are attached, are com¬ spects, they are all agreed in the view
pressed, and thus assist in that necessary they take concerning what is commonly
approximation of the cords which in the called chest voice. They all assume that
perfect voice is brought about entirely there is, broadly speaking, only one kind
without such assistance. When the chest of chest voice; that it is one of two or
register, though wrongly produced, is in more differently-produced registers, and
fairly good condition the displacement of that it is right and necessary to exercise
the vocal organ is but slight and con¬ it within certain limits.
Sopranos and contraltos are taught
sequently no great inconvenience is felt.
But when that register is in a bad condi¬ that it is not safe to carry the chest voice
tion the displacement is very much
greater and this is what creates that
irritation and inflammation of the throat
which ultimately results, in extreme
Thus contraltos are not permitted to
cases, in entire loss of voice.
employ it for more than half of their
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Tlease mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.

CULTIVATE THE POWER OF
musical thought.
Give yourself time to think,
f there
is any truth in the old adage Evil is
wrought by want of thought, then it ap¬
plies to music as much as to anything
else For many people, music ends with
the ability to play a few simple pieces on
the piano, or to sing a few songs.
Perhaps one reason why music in this
country is not more advanced than it is

compass at the most, while sopranos
are allowed to use it only for two or
three of their lowest notes. Men
singers, on the other hand, are com¬
monly taught to employ it exclusively,
or almost exclusively. If, therefore, it
be a wrongly-produced voice, as it is
in all those cases in which it is one of
two separate registers—that is, in the
large majority of cases—it is obvious
that the injury which the regular and
(Continued ou page Syr)
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forth College. At Leipsic he was a nunil of
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR ORGAN
STUDENTS IN THE WEST
AND MIDDLE-WEST.
This subject has two viewpoints; the
first, the preparation for the opportunity;
the second, the opportunity during or
after the preparation.
g’
There will always be three classes of
students; first, the youth, undertaking
mustc as a life work, because of his own
or his parents’ desires; second, the young
man, or young woman, who makes musk
a profession, because drawn tn
Z
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If a merchan
a success as al
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twenty-five hundred per annum. The
church that usually offers the very best
field for the male organist is the Epis¬
copal, because it usually carries large
responsibilities, and • expects two offices
in one,i, e., Choirmaster and organist. To
faithfully serve the Episcopal Church and
its vested choir takes much time and
I ability; but it is full of training and help
to the man with open mind. The Roman
Catholic Church, with its vast and im¬
mensely. rich literature, its vast musical
possibilities and opportunities, pays com¬
paratively little to its musicians. The
Jewish Synagogue usually pays well, and
its demands upon time are not great.
The Christian Scientist Church pays well,
but offers no chance at all for display
other than through good playing of sim¬
ple hymns, and one simple song accom¬
paniment per week. The very best start
a young man can make is that of the socalled “articled”
""“i
a™" pupils
pupiis in
in England.
England. To
To
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ganist of authority for criticism. I have
found that the making of at most four
A Training School for OrganUts,
Choirmasters and Choristers
such arrangements has brought about a
Built
for
churches
schools,
t
keen sense of what an organ arrangement
Headquarters. 90 Trinity Place. New York
rELIX LAMOND, Director
should be, what the left hand should do
5 second hand organs for sale
Daily training in the Liturgy and Music of the
to fill, what figures to employ to pro¬
Specifications and prices on request.
nounce rhythm, where to use the pedal to
Secretary.‘trinitv School ’ of Cburcb Mule,
J. w. STEERE & SON ORGAN CO.
14
W.
12th
Street,
New York City.
advantage, find where to prepare for
Springfield, Mass.
Established 1867
change of registration. Thus far, with
transposition, reading, and the necessary
THE CHURCH ORGANIST’S
trials of what is to be committed to paper,
PREPARATION.
d f r * ety pulol Every part made in our own factory and fully guaran
not over forty minutes need be employed
eminent organi'ts.P Specification, and
MD^
I guess many of us see to the end too daily, and these forty minutes would be
quickly, and measuring the quantity to be of tenfold benefit to the church organist
accomplished, or asking the question: over and above the benefit to he derived
“Will it pay?” or imagining that it won’t from the same forty minutes given over
pay, give up the task as wholly hopeless. to the grinding out of ordinary organ
-—
HARTFORD, CONN.
MANUFACTURE MORE
I have in mind an incident of two young studies.
ORGAN BLOWING APPA¬
Latest Approved Methods. Highest
organists, one of whom, with no thought
ALL DEPENDS ON THE PUPIL.
RATUS THAN ALL THE
Grade Only.Established 1827
OTHER CONCERNS IN THIS
of anything hut acquisition of knowledge,
The study of registration is simple or
SPECIALTY PUT TO¬
gave himself up to the training of trans¬ complex, just in proportion as one views
GETHER. OVEE 8,000
position. The other thought it a foolish it. I have had pupils who would not exert
Srsa°e°at ““bargain. Built for exhibi
purposes. Excellent opportunity.
waste of time and energy. Both were themselves to make a first attempt, even
•.A. C. FOSTER, 218 Tromont St., Boston, OT
HOOK & HASTINGS CO.
called for trial, and both proved satisfac¬ after a most careful, explanation of the
KO.:>V. WEST ERF I ELD, 204 YlrglnU Aw,,
Main Office: Kendal Green, Maas, incur Bos
I31ESTOPP, 618 Stein way Hull Bldg., W h. ' »•'
tory until in an unfortunate moment for simple points had been made. For such,
number iwn, and very fortunate for num¬ education is almost an impossibility. Conber one. one of the committee said: trairiwise, I had a pupil of a few months
“Supposing a hymn-tune were too high, study only, who said in response to my
cc.uUl ynii put it down?” Number two criticism that “that registration is not an
was out of the race instanter. Now, aside effective registration for that part.” “But
Dr. WILLIAM C. CARL, Director
from tin- reward of position, number one that’s the only effective registration on the
organ upon which I practice.” I never
had set himself to a task which kept
again alluded to registration with that
his mind alert, made of himself a better
Students aided in securing positions
pupil; it was unnecessary.
reader, gave him a greater confidence, left
Just to contrast qualities and quantities,
undone less of the grand sum total which
to learn substitutes, as a St. D. for a
25 now playing in N. Y. Churches
goes to make up a complete equipment— Melodia, a Clarabella for either, a Viola
the lack of any part of which worries a for a Salicional, a violin diap. for an
conscientious man so—and set a fine ex¬ open diap., or vice versa, to transpose
ample ; number two used his energy and manuals if necessary, to discern the char¬
Send for new catalogue.
44 West 12th St., N. Y.
time, if for anything, for that which acteristic of the music, as, for example,
horn-like, violin-like, organ-like, flute-like,
counted for nothing.
Now. transposition was taken as an il¬ dignified, churchly, angelic, to know chief¬
CARL BARCKHOFF
lustration only, but let that be followed up ly to underdo rather than overdo; these
for a moment. As mental training, as will go a long way toward giving one a
BUILDER OF
a help to score reading, as a developer necessary registrative sense, equipment
and
facility.
If
one
takes
a
small
an¬
of quick perception, it is good. To be¬
come acquainted with a clef placed any¬ dante of, let us say, Smart, the probabil¬
AND
where K t the student play for ten or fif¬ ity is that it will be registrated in an
organ-like, mezzo-piano way. As one can
Self Playing Instruments
teen minutes daily the upper part of
Thousands in Use
hymn-l uues with right hand, using the alto easily determine, the same composition
Over 3000 Barckhoff organs in use
clef on middle line. Go through a couple will sound well played in a Vox Humana,
or as a postlude, in dignified tempo on
About 250 in New York City,
which testify to their Superiority
of hundred times’ before taking next—
full organ. Many an ordinary number can
75 inChicago, 100 inPhiladelphia,
and Durability in Construction,
the lower parts, played with the left hand,
be made to do duty as three. Nothing
75 in Boston, 75 in Pittsburgh,
Workmanship and Svteetnessof Tone
same clef
Next place the clef on the
.is absolutely wrong. One registration
over 100 on the Pacific Coast.
fourth line, same clef as ’cellists use.
proves itself better than another in that
The ability to play at sight from
it expresses a deeper insight, a greater
both will give the power of transpo¬
cunning, or an educated taste. First of
sition a whole tone up or down, and
all venture with the thought that nothing
more one will almost never need. But
KINETIC ENGINEERING CO.
is wrong. All of these points in prepa¬
PARIS, S, rue Gounod
to carry on further, the clef should be
57th & Baltimore Aye., PHILADELPHIA
ration, if considered daily, gently, not go¬
placed on at least the first and second
Room 824-41 Park Row, NEW YORK
ing at them as though the mountains were
VOCAL INSTRUCTION
lines as well. These four C clefs, with
Room 5, 12 Pearl Street, BOSTON
to be removed in a few months, can go
the G and F clefs, give command of prac¬
1452 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO
on with the regular work of technical ac¬
tically everything. As an exercise of in¬
quirement and general organ work, and
dependence in reading devote ten min¬
need not take, all told, more than oneutes—five may do—to reading hymn-tunes
third of the practice time. As time goes
tite hands crossed. That is, playing from
on you will find yourself possessed of an
the G clef with the left hand, while from
equipment which will make all things
the F clef with the right.
easy for you, bring your work to most
—- to
.
unused music
A splendid exercise is to play—for a
favorable notice, give you financial re¬
few minutes only per day—hymn-tunes, the
turns, and cause your friends and your¬
N eTHEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
sbprano as solo, with the right hand, on
self a deep satisfaction. You will have
the great, let us say, alto and tenor upon
the swell with the left hand, the bass, in arrived!

ooint -where you may stand as honored
in your profession as any other in his
profession or business, here in the Middle
West, the Far West, or indeed the East,
for the opportunities in the West for the
. ht man or right woman are always
plentiful, perhaps more so the farther
West one goes.
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position just as written, with pedal
coupled with swell.
,
Naturally in both left hand and pedal
it is taken for granted that the two fun¬
damental necessities of good hymn play¬
ing—i. c., sustaining of a sufficient number
Of notes to give an organ-like character,
and the striking of a sufficient number
to produce distinctly the rhythm—he
present.
A SPLENDID SUGGESTION.
Nothing gives an organist a better prep¬
aration for good accompanying than to
arrange for the organ a few of the larger
choruses, such as Hallelujah. Handel;
The Heavens Are Telling, Haydn;
Thanks Be to God. Mendelssohn, commit¬
ting to paper, and submitting to an or¬

WHAT WE PLAY.
It largely depends upon the church. In
some cases upon the whims of the min¬
ister. In many more upon the limitations
of the organist. I know of one place of
worship where the organist was requested
to “Hit it up with a good, brilliant march
to begin the Services. In another, where
cheerfulness and optimism are dominant
the congregation would feel wet-blanketed
were the prelude not a big concert piece.
In other churches, where dolefulness and
pessimism reign, anything of a character
to promote the blues is considered suc¬
cessful. In one church the minister re¬
quested the organist to avoid everything
pretty, tuneful, or with cleat form. He
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desired only that whioh was "Vague,
formless; mere uninteresting sound.” In
the Episcopal Church, where the processionals and recessionals are nearly always bright and full of swing, the organist cannot very well err. Anything of a
devotional nature, loud or soft, will make
3
, Pfe‘ude. Most of the Andantes
amnl
rc "f Me,rk*l or Smart a.re ex"
P eS' it lSt0U. j Rheinberger is anotner. cor postludes, such compositions
n
N°tte> Merkel; G Minor
ohn seem1,’ SOm,a
A’ MendeIs'
The < 7 ° be generalIy aPPr°Pr'ateto divine tt! C°iUI Se to .parsue 1S t0 try
nuttinsr nne’e* c 1ar?cteristic of the day,
nnntal
,
'nt° ,e congregation
tTouJht
anTd1! t0 the COmposition
nessgEai’er Pbd- frmine l,tsmuppr0priate'
are
are easily
easily felt
telt and provided for. Likewise

...v,ra uc

“The champagne appetite can not be satisfied on a beer purse.” A church having
to go into debt for a fifteen hundred dollar organ cannot see the wisdom of a five
thousand dollar instrument no matter how
much they’d like it, how much they realize
the benefit of it, or how greatly the organist and organ builder urge it. Eventu8% it comes down to the fact that a fine
player will make even a poor instrument
sound well, and a poor player a fine inslrument sound poorly, proving that, while
there is much in the’organ, there is far
more in the organist. Not the great number of gee-gaws, couplers, releases, tilts,
angles, radii, extended compass, swells and
appurtenances, but the practice the individual has put in, and puts in, to bring
forth music without these, and knowing
W!?en and
how
fake good use of them
when
at hand
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CHOIRS.
splendid factory facilities and half a century’s
experience m fine piano building combine to
LWI?
the!?,dlst,«8uished position today,
used in over 400 prominent Educational In- classed as follows: 1. The vested choff
and MflJO discriminating homes. >f well trained; 2. The chorus choir IT
Catalogue on request. Write for it.
well trained;
3. The quartet- 4 The
soloist, precentor choir—if choir it' ml
HOW TO BUY
be called. Numbers two anlThree are
often united, to the great advantae-e nf
both In some of our Laller ciries music
heard m great city churches proves exoen
:e; Professional choirs will be found

I VERS & POND PIANO CO
141 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

mg on in many a church; the efforts of
'• enthusiastic, energetic and devoted orgarust, saves expense to anyone, save as
iTa-ff recko"ed as expense. The coun-
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op™ in such
suen a great measure to
n., ot *respond
the power of the performer; but it
true that an organ does not sound the
same, neither in quantity nor quality,
under different players. The manner of
playing, the phrasing, the filling in, the
cb°lce of registration and the wisdom
-isl
TfdTv M ;nfen°r instrument sound well,
T
a ter al1’ is the great ‘«t. Few
mode”1548 there fare who wiI1 P>ay a fine
moder,n or2an for a small salary when
doub^ Bm0”6
«3 Salary
•
ut’ or^ans are better, superior
^ "°W the rule father
n
•
, °rganlsts-stnve to be worthy of the
-~~THE BIGGEST ORGAN EVER
BUILT.

A Book

about Pianos
Will you accept, with our compi;
ments, the most interesting and in!
structive booklet ever written
how to judge a piano: <J h is SOea°"
to be fooled about a piai . fl The casy
is all you can see -yet it is the least
important part, flit’s, he pith-the in
side, that really counts; and that ib
why we have named thi- new boot,
“The Pith of the Plan., l>roble“>
Written in a clear, sin
non . ,
aica‘ wa,-y- "Jhc
M the Piano
Problem tells you ho
avoid the
pitfalls as well as how to find out the
good points of a piano. « Anyone can
understand it, and apply the simple
rules set forth—no matt : how little
he or she may know about u.tisic—and
it isequally helpful tori.
, m musictan. flYour copy of ' i be Pith of
the Piano Problem v
be mailed
gratis. Write today—a Po tal will do.

SOHMER & (:o.
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bitious and painstaking organists as in the
h f ^ d throilghout the entire comEast. The kind of musical person who L .b
p TT on the Manuals and 32
wants six hundred dollars and plays for St t
-fedaIs’ The famous United

where, and that one’s choir will be an upo, tlanytC0.?mUnity’ ]arge or small. The
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or instrument It is both a satisfaction specially heavy metal‘ and T T
...id an inspiration. A large organ may hand, the tubes of four
T 0thcr
p dT Tmrv,atlSfaCt°ry’ and a smaI1 onc are made of zinc which in
reeds
a delight. One may be easy of manip- lar cases is found W U these Part'cuulation, another quite difficult. One slow (the builders) to be til ^ Wa'ckcr
will b T1’ T u*her rapid’ 0ne may be material for obtainiT T ?°St suitabE
well-balanced, the next poorly. As a rule The action . “ ",ng the desired effect.
ctref"' f r a,°ne b“«d-s b„ JonsoleTdetacher butneUTtiC’ a"d the
churches ,s for larger organs, those that stands a few feet in front t ,reversed~
v. ill be imposing ,n sound, characteristic
“The instrument
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*he case’
1,1 3,1 departments, a satisfaction to con- at the w T, ;
Ted in a gallerv
giegatton and organist alike.
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d °f.the church. It is ar.
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in'short^ dresses play the Brahms, Tchaikovsky and Paganini concertos technically
Kreutzer or Cramer etudes. We
they \
hundreds of such debutants heie
few years. Where are they
during the! last iew
beall? How many have made a name and be¬
come public~ favorites?i Far Iprs
less than 1 pei
pel
cent. And why? Because these people have
dvanced the technic.
to rank among the leading concert vio¬
HOW HIGH TO AIM.
Every good sized town in our country linists of the day seem to grow heavier
,
one or more talented violin students year by year. Demands for money on
Tho have attained local celebrity. They the newcomer spring up on every side.
We played the stock violin compositions A young violinist told me that the ex¬
. loca[ concerts and various social events pense of his London debut concert had
V their own and surrounding cities, and been $1,200, and that most of the tickets
the customary “brilliant future” has been had been distributed gratis. Another told
predicted for them by their home news¬ me that the expense of his education and
papers and by their friends. They read launching had cost his family $22,000,
of the artistic and pecuniary triumphs of since the father and part of the family
Kubelik and Kreisler, and are fired by an had remained in America and the mother
atrbition to duplicate them. Their friends and the young violin student had lived
advise them to study in Europe under in Europe for several years, thus putting
some great teacher, whose frequent con¬ the family to the expense of two sepa¬
cert tours have made his name a house¬ rate households, besides the actual cost
hold word in America, and in accordance of lessons and concertgoing.. One of
with the American characteristic of being the heaviest items of expense in launch¬
satisfied i mly “with the best,” they fre¬ ing a young qrtist is the publicity end.
The musical and daily press of almost
quently act on this advice.
Having studied for one or two years the whole civilized world must be sub¬
in Europe with more or less success, and sidized in advance of concert tours. It
at a great expense and loss of time, they is getting to be almost like bringing out
seek a concert engagement as solo violin¬ a new patent medicine.
ist only to find that they art seemingly
It is laudable to aim high, the higher
as’far 'from the goal as they were back the better, and always to keep this high
home. OnK when they actually try to aim in view, but the point I wish to make
enter on a career as a solo artist do they is that the student must be satisfied with
realize wliat an immense amount of tal- a reasonable success in teaching or or¬
ent, skill, “pull” and ready cash «s neces¬ chestral work if he fails to make good
sary to even start on this career. If they as a concert artist. If his whole life is
are living in a large European city they to be embittered, as so often happens, by
realize for the first time what an enor- failing to become famous as a violin solo¬
mous number of clever violinists there ist, he had better not make the attempt.
art occupying humble positions at modest
LOCAL SUCCESS.
salaries in these cities, with little hope of

the tenthn'ical^standard of accomplishment ta
the reproductive field of m^ical activity,
there seems to have been a decline or com
manding personalities.

Violin Bargains!
Heskett Violins

THE ADVANTAGES OF ENSEM¬
BLE PRACTICE.
The violin teacher who does not .offer
Sit7™*'trial^btotCaHC:responsible parties. H you
ire zvise you will look into this matter, and send
his pupils something in the way of en¬
or a Heskett. Write for particulars and inclose
semble work is making a great mistake
,taWePaho have trade violins and will send the best
from both an artistic as well as business
standpoint. All the principal conserva¬
tories of the world have orchestra or en¬
C. L. HESKETT ZffttJSS
ns Boston Store Building, OMAHA, NEB.
semble classes as part of the education
of their violin students as well as Payers
on other orchestral instruments. These
classes are the training schools from
which the ranks of the symphony and
other professional orchestras are re¬
High 'Grade Violins ^
cruited. I could give a long list of vio¬
£ \ On 30 Days’ FREE Trial
linists who have gone direct from the
orchestra classes of conservatories into
gTetlVst&t
good paying positions in professional or¬
chestras. I know of an instance where
a pupil, whose training and experience
^
-. _ jn0fviofirn8matkerV8! or
had been acquired almost exclusively in
the students’ orchestra classes in the
OUR GREAT OFFER
Berlin Hochschule, secured a position as
concertmeister of a leading American
orchestra at a high salary. Many other
instances could be given.
. .
The conservatories in the larger cities
do not, as a rule, have sufficient perform¬
ers on wind instruments from their own
10 TO 30 DAYS’ FREE TRIAL
student body to make a complete sym¬
phony instrumentation, but when public
Too often the student who has achieved
Discouraged, many of these pupils re- a little local success feels that he is a concerts are given they augment the stu¬
turn limn
k> teaching and orchestral genius, and that he possesses abilities dents’ orchestra by good professional or¬
work. r. i.li :ng at last that they had aimed which would make him a millionaire if chestra musicians sufficient to make a
complete orchestra. As a rule they have
at what was. for them, impossible.
he had European training. How much
WRrra today
plenty of violins, with a scattering of
It is well to “aim high,” but not to be better it would he if we had more stu¬
needUiisbook. Write now.
other instruments. By engaging addi¬
heart-bo Li n if one has to be contented dents who studied for the love of the
WM. F. LEWIS & SON, Makers and Importers
tional men to round out the orchestra
with a lower mark. There is much pub- art, and who did not feel that it was nec¬
(Est. 1869) 225 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.
they give their students the advantage of
1 to c.
:. 1 tension in regards to the pe¬ essary to coin their musical activities into
VIOLIN MAKERS!—™ mau « wecialtl oflm
hearing a complete instrumentation. Many
cuniary rewards awaiting the successful money. During a long musical life I have
of the leading symphonies, overtures,
violin 'soloists. Very few retire with for¬ found that the violinists who got the
suites, and other compositions by the
tunes. and the life is very hard. Public most pleasure out of their playing were
great masters of orchestral writing are
violin playing makes great drafts on the the amateurs who never made a cent of
nervous energy, and to succeed a violinist money from their playing. As Fritz studied, except those which are too diffi¬
must keep himself up to the highest effi¬ Kreisler has testified, the greatest v.olm cult for the students, and the students
ciency. Then much laborious traveling concertos become stale and uninteresting become familiar with these works, there¬
must be done, in some cases reaching to the performer if practiced too much, by gaining a knowledge which stands
buyers. The smooth.
them in great stead in future professional
50,000 miles a vear, and one cannot have and have to be laid aside for some months
a settled horned There is a very limited before their beauties become fresh. It is life In the orchestra they play from di¬
market for solo violin playing, and the the same way with violin playing itself. rection, and the routine is exactly the
same as in a professional symphony or¬
The constant playing and practice of the
ranks are terribly overcrowded.
professional, to say nothing of the weary chestra.
It is a most valuable lesson for a
SACRIFICE AND HARD WORK.
hours of teaching, palls on the taste, while
young musician to play under a good di¬
These facts being true, the violin stu¬ to the amateur with no teaching to do,
rector, where he learns to “follow the
dent who aims at a great public career and with only an hour or two of prac¬
stick,” for it Is a lesson which no amount
as a violin soloist, should count the cost tice daily, everything seems new, fresh
of private practice or solo work would
well beforehand. Even if he is convinced and interesting.
,
, .
Sneaking of the great number ot stu¬ give him. The violinist who expects to
that he has the necessary talent, he should
do solo work exclusively will be a much
remember that immense labor, constant dents t Berlin who fail to achieve sue
better musician and soloist if he lias had
disappointment, and great expense are cess a* concert artists. Arthur Abell the
a certain amount of orchestral training.
necessary before he achieves success. well-known critic of the New York Mu¬
This obtaining of experience in orchestra
Great sacrifices are also necessary on the sical Courier in Berlin, says:
by'leading°solo and orchestra pUyers throughout
playing in students’ orchestras is where
i'umental
activity,
t.
part of his parents, relatives or friends.
the world.
price $25.00
Hi feats of liieinoris
the advantage of metropolitan music
Maud Powell, the representative Ameri¬
layed tlie elect twe: .
study comes in, for it is extremely
can violinist, recently wrote a magazine
difficult to obtain it in the smaller cities.
article in which she told of the sacrifices
While the private teacher cannot offer
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLY CO.
her parents had made to give her the
60 Lagrange Street
Boston. Mass.
his pupils the advantage of playing im¬
advantage of several years’ study in Eu
portant orchestral works in a large stu¬
rope, and warned those who would aim
dents’
orchestra,
he
can
and
should
offer
at the career of violin soloist to be very
his pupils much in the way of ensemble
sure of their ground before they de¬
SEE SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFERS
work, and playing under the baton. He
manded such sacrifices of those near and Last ^ uter
piano concertos with
PAGES 762-763
can at least form his pupils into an en¬
dear to them.
semble class and play violin duets, trios,
The expenses of the education and S’S are not worth while. A tew years
launching of a concert artist who expects

Wonderful Offer
fc Wond
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root violins

Wanamaker S St°re in Philadelphia
" f “CO“nt of the Hamburg instru‘T tke Rev- L H. Burn, which an-
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no TaffefwhaTTh thg T°"ey 'nvo,ved’ master ' w^aT^T °rga"lst and Choir. fh
what the medium, be jealous
’
are mformed that “Through
effhe cause you serve and the reputation r., ^'"crostty of a wealthy trust fthe
you would make, and spare yourself not Godeffroy-Stifftung) which bore the(‘e
t all in the quest after better and better tlfe expense> there was no restriction
results. It will pay i„ every wav, to the ‘° Cost’ the onIy condition S that th

PLAYED AND PRAISED
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occasSm
caDi’ices in succession. All these aie extra¬
ordinary feats and must challenge admir-
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Emerson
PLAYER-PIANO
This splendid instrument
Las for its foundation tlie
famous Emerson Piano.
Dealers in principal
cities and towns.
Write for catalogue.

EMERSON PIANO CO.
Boston, Mass.
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Dojou
know if

and quartets, either alone or accompanied of the violin or piano. Artistic ma j
by the piano. If he can muster a dozen lin players are extremely rare, andando"
fairly good violin pupils, he can have music lovers have never heard th^^
them play violin quartets, three violins to strument at its best. Most of the V"
a part, violin trios, four to a part, or duets ing one hears is extremely crude n
six to a part. 1 know of a teacher who and metallic, caused by playing ton
has his pupils practice string quartets, the to the bridge, and the whole Sfo*
violins being divided between the first ance lacking in every musical quality™'
and second violin parts, and one or two
violas and ’cellos completing the four
parts. He encourages his pupils to learn
THE MANDOLIN.
the viola, and the violins take turns in
In Vienna recently. Ernesto Rocco
playing the viola part.
Even the pupils who have only studied famous mandolin virtuoso. naVP „ ’ a
a year or two can gain much by being cert, in which the program include!
given ensemble practice in easy duets such many famous violin compositions which
as those by Pleyel. This ensemble prac¬ Signor Rocco plays on the mandolin
tice once or twice a week takes little of Among the numbers were the Paganini
the teacher’s time and the results are re¬ D major concerto, a Bach prelude an
markable. The pupils learn steadiness of dante and fugue; the Orientate by’ Cs
time, their intonation is improved, they sar Cui; Serenade by Moszkowski; The
learn to play from direction, and learn Swan by St. Saens; The Bee by Schu¬
to count rests, and come in on time. bert; and a fantasia from Carmen.
To many persons whose knowledge of
Then they enjoy the practice, take more
interest in their lessons, and become bet¬ the capacities of the mandolin are lim¬
ter pupils in every way. The teacher is ited to the performances of cheap dances
also enabled to give the class much in¬ and popular music on excursion steamers
formation about violin playing and music and in third-class restaurants, it would
in general, which he would not have time seem incredible that the Paganini concerto, one of the most stupendous pieces
to impart in the private lesson.
From a business standpoint this en¬ of violin technic in existence, could be
semble work is a great advantage since rendered on the mandolin Signor Rocco
the pupils progress much faster, and many however, has devoted his life to the in-’
new pupils are attracted. ,
strument. and possesses such an immense
technic that he is able to play practically
all the great works written for the vio¬
BERLIOZ ON THE MANDOLIN. lin upon his chosen instrument, the man¬
dolin.
Vienna audiences listen to him, so
Important composers will scarcely ac¬
knowledge the existence of the mandolin it is stated, with the greatest wonder and
delight.
as a musical instrument; however, so
great a master as Mozart wrote a part
VIOLIN AND MANDOLIN SIMILAR.
*or *e mandolin in his immortal opera,
Don Giovanni.
The left-hand technic of the mandolin
Hector Berlioz, the famous composer, and violin are exactly the same, with the
?a?. a .g°od word to say about the man- exception that the mandolin lias frets
,in ln hls well-known treatise. Modern while the violin finger-board is smooth.
Instrumentation and Orchestration. He The strings of the mandolin are eight
says, “The mandolin has fallen into in number, of which there are two E,
desuetude at present, and this is a pity two A, two D, and two G. tuned to the
for its quality of tone-thin and nasal same pitch as those of the violin., The
though it be-has something appealing two strings of the same pinli count as
nd original about it which might occa¬ one and are struck together Instead of
sionally be made of effective use. The the bow, a pick (plectrum) is used in
mandolin has its real character and effect producing the tone, and long tones are
as the” SUCh .meIodlous accompaniments produced by the rapid motion of the pick
as the one written by Mozart in the Sec¬ which produces the “tremolo,” which is
ond Act of Don Giovanni. The mandothe characteristic tone production of the
m s at present so neglected that in instrument. Rapid and staccato notes
theatres where Don Giovanni is pro¬
are produced by a single motion of the
duced there is always a difficulty in perPick, corresponding to the pizzicato of
the violin.
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VIOLIN MUSIC USED.
As good composers seldom write for
He mandolin, and it has practically no
literature, concert mandolin players use
music written for the violin, adapting
e music for the use of their instrument,
y varying the force used in producing
e tremolo, and alternately approaching
and receding from the bridge while execu mg it, some remarkable effects in
one color can be produced. Really good
Payers on the mandolin are rare, since
tew musicians care to spend the time in
learning it, which they can employ to
Better advantage in learning the violin
or cello. However, the instrument is
'ery popUIar jn
countries, and
•he Italians also seem to enjoy it. I
ard a mandolin orchestra of sixty perormers in Venice on one occasion which
reached great proficiency. While
os of the instruments used were man°Ins.a.1?d guitars of various sizes, sev¬
eral viol,ns, two flutes, two ’cellos and a
°u e bass were also used, making quite
nt ra.nge °/ instrumentation possible. The
y'ng, °f ^is orchestra seemed to give
“
P easure to ‘he audience, and such
overtuTes as William TeU and Tann.

comparatively few lessons and tb» 7 3
few instances of where iudet b * are
sufficiently interested to study the maT
dolin for years, as they do in the case plavim* t'uC1 Performed, the mandolins
Playing the first violin parts.

$600 Prize Offer
PIANOFORTE
COMPOSITIONS

©

HE publisher of The Etude
makes the following offer, be¬
ing convinced that competi¬
tions of this kind will awaken a wider
interest in pianoforte composition and
stimulate to effort many composers,
both those who are known and those
who are yet striving for recognition,
bringing to the winners a desirable pub¬
licity in addition to the immediate finan¬
cial return. It seems unnecessary to
note that the fame of the composer will
in no way influence the selection and
that the pieces will be selected by abso¬
lutely impartial judges.

SIX HUNDRED
DOLLARS
will be divided among the successful
composers in the following manner:

One thing is certain, the visit of Ysaye
The Spanish Students and the Mexi¬
has given a mighty impetus to the study
can Typical Orchestra, two mandolin
of the violin in this country. The visit
orchestras, toured the United States for
of such an artist always does much to
several years, meeting with great success.
raise the standard of violin playing
among those who hear him.
MANDOLIN LESSONS.
A correspondent recently wrote to this
department asking if it would detract
from the dignity of a violin teacher to
give lessons on the mandolin. This de¬
pends entirely on the community. In the
smaller cities many violin teachers give
lessons on the mandolin to eke out thenincome where violin pupils are not too
plentiful, without losing caste. Classical
violinists and violin teachers of good
rank, especially in the larger cities, will
have nothing to do with the instrument,
or with teaching it, as they consider it
degrading, A violin teacher of high
standing would be afraid of being mixed
up in the eyes of the public with the
“professors” who conduct “mandolin,
banjo and guitar” parlors, if he should
teach the mandolin. Many of the large
conservatories and music schools in the
American cities recognize the demand
for lessons on these instruments, and
have departments for the study of each.
A special teacher to teach each instru¬
ment is employed, however, ps the violin
teachers could not he induced to teach
them.

|
For the best two Concert
vHaSS 1. pieces for piano solo, we
offer the following prizes:—
First Prize - - - $100.00
Second Prize - 60.00
p,
|t
For the three best Park-lass 11. ]or pieces for piano we
offer three prizes as follows:—
First Prize - - - - $75.00
Second Prize - - - 50.00
Third Prize - - - - 35.00

Form (waltz, march, tarantelle, mazurka,
polka, etc.) we offer the following
prizes:—
First Prize - - - - $50.00
Second Prize - - - 40.00
Third Prize
- - - 30.00
Fourth Prize - - - 20.00
1Xr
For the best four Easy
'-laSS 1 V . Teaching Pieces in any
style, for piano, we offer the following
First Prize Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize

-

-

ETUDE

- $50.00
- 40.00
- 30.00
- 20.00

CONDITIONS

Piano compositions only will be con¬
sidered in this competition.^ Do^o*
Involved contrapuntal treatment of
themes and pedantic efforts should be
avoided.
,
.
No restriction is placed upon tne
length of the composition.
No composition which has been pub¬
lished shall be eligible for a prize
Compositions winning prizes «> become
the property of The Etude ana to
published in the usual sheet form.

SCALE BUILDING.
As the scales in violin playing are
studied, it is an excellent idea to have
the pupil mark the intervals between the
notes of the scales, so as to show where
there is a difference of a tone and where
half a tone between any two consecutive
notes. As an example take the following
No. I.
(i) (j) (i>

Another excellent drill is to write a
note on any degree of the staff, as the
first note of a scale, which the pupil is
to complete by writing the remaining
notes with the necessary accidentals, m
the manner of the following:

1

(1) WV
(1) (j> (1)
9)
w (!) 0> (i}

The influence of feminine
beauty is responsible for the
great achievements of woman¬
kind, for she who is beautiful
sways the world as her own.
To preserve or even acquire this
noble attribute is a pleasure
when the one toilet cream of
purity and quality is used—that
cream is ELCAYA.

j
I

CREME ELCAYA
"Makes ihe Skin like Velvet
This dainty “Cream of Flowers”
protects the skin from the harsh
Winter weather—makes it soft,
fresh, inviting and keeps the
complexion naturally beautiful.
ELCAYA has become the most
treasured “Beauty-Aid” of the
well-groomed American woman
because of its distinct superiority
and purity.
Use the best use
ELCAYA.
All Dcahrs-Nalion-Wide sell ELCAYA
CREME ELCAYA
CERAT ELCAYA
SAVON ELCAYA
P0UDRE ELCAYA

So few violin students take lessons in
theory of music as well, that the teacher
A REAL STRAD DISCOVERED.
There is such a legion of yarns about will find it greatly to his interest to give
his
pupils little elementary theory tasks,
the discovery of genuine Strads in bar¬
ber shops, hay-mows and fishermen s which are so necessary to anything like a
These
cabins, the instruments afterwards turn¬ clear understanding of music.
ing out to be worth about $2 each, that should be done at home, and corrected by
it is a relief to learn that the real arti¬ the teacher in the lesson hour.
cle was discovered not long ago among
the effects of Sir W. Rouse Boughton, THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
ART OF CONDUCTING.
in England. By looking up the family
records, it was found that the violin had
BY SIR FREDERIC H. COWEN.
been in’ the possession of the family since
1790, and had not been used for 100 years^
The conductor’s art as we know it at
It was in perfect preservation, and had
not been improved by any meddlesome the present day is of comparatively mod¬
repairer. It was taken to Hill & Sons, ern growth. Conducting with a baton
the famous experts of London, and pro¬ was a thing unknown, at least in this " JAMES C. CRANE, Sole Agent
r;
nounced genuine. It was valued at country (England), until Spohr intro¬
107 Fulton St., N. Y.
$10000. It was found to possess a mag¬ duced the custom in 1820, although one
infers
from
this
that
the
custom
had
been
I
nificent tone and was sold to Frank G>t^^
, -O
--telson, the gifted sixtfeen-year-old Phila¬ adopted in Germany some years pre¬
delphia violinist, who made his debut in viously. Up to this period the principal
violin was the leader in fact as well as 1
Berlin this year.
Within the past hundred years* con¬ in name, and played and beat time alter¬
vents, monasteries and the houses of the nately with his bow, while the so-called
nobility have been the most likely places conductor’s chief duties seem to have
for finding genuine Cremona instru¬ been to sit at a piano with the score be¬
ments. When the great superiority of fore him and fill in any missing notes or
Cremona violins began to he recognized correct wrong ones. It is not difficult to
it became a fad among the nobility and imagine what the renderings of the great
among the Catholic clergy to possess one orchestral works off the earlier masters
or more Cremona instruments, and otten must have been under those circum¬
an entire quartet was purchased. Rec¬ stances, as compared with the perform¬
ognizing this fact, violin collectors and ances to which we are now accustomed to
dealers have often traveled through Eu¬ listen.
The development which music generally
rope calling at convents, monasteries,
castles and the homes of the nobility, and has undergone, the ever-increasing com¬
offering to buy the old string instruments plexity of modern orchestral works, the
which were often found there. Many growth in the resources of the orchestra
valuable instruments have often been as well as in the individual capabilities,
technical and artistic of the players, have
found in this way.
all gradually tended towards an equal de¬
velopment of the conductor's art. It. is
YSAYE’S TOUR.
no longer a more or lees mechanical thing
The American tour of Ysaye, the which can easily be acquired by any musi¬
o-reat violinist, has been unique, in this cian, hut it requires resources and gifts
regard, that there has been practically no of a high order, and as such it now stands
adverse criticism. Everywhere the critics on the same artistic level as all the other
have used their space in exhausting the
executive branches of the art of music.
dictionary in seeking ^b^thS —From an essay on “The Art of Con¬
praise. None seemed to feel that they
ducting” in The Musical Educator.
were competent to find any flaws in the
NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL
great man’s performances. It is said
that such a thing has never happened in
No instrument but the violin provides
‘the history of the American tour of any such a rare vehicle for the display of lofty
foreign artist. One critic tels us that
emotions; for the violin equals the voice
Ysaye is the last of the “hero” violinists,
in sensibility and expression and tran¬
and that the other great living violinists
scends it in compass, variety and dura¬
belong to a more modern and different
bility.—Exchange.
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ETUDE
STORY RECITAL FOR VERY
get thee after nightfall.” But the chilLITTLE FOLKS.
dren lingered, from afar they could hear
(The pieces used in this recital are the old herdsman singing these soft
from The Etude of the present year, strains, Herdsman Song, Sartorio (The
they are from grade I to grade IV.)
Etude, April, 1913).
VIII
I
In the little green house around the
The stars glistened like tiny gems, the
hill, just over there—you can’t see it from moon hung low in the West, It was
where you are sitting—live Rubato and the witching hour for fairy balls and
his sister Tetrachord. They have had elfin dances. It was night fall. Night
the joiliest vacation, making mud pies, fall, Rowe (The Etude, Jan., 1913).
keeping store, riding the new velocipede
IX
and playing that old-fashioned and much
As the moon sank into the blue of the
loved game of Hide and Go Seek. It West, the Elf-man heard his band of
goes something like this: Hide and Seek, knights coming from the mountains, and
Strelezki (The Etude, June, 1913).
’ over there by that tallest pine tree came
H
the procession of goblins, talking and
has a chum
, Now Rubato
,
. „ living across singing, nearer and nearer they came toth.e way whose name ls Presta Prest0 ward the spring where lay the sleeping
climbs trees, scares the birds, chases cats, children. They laughed long and loud

A THANKSGIVING LETTER.

better than the study pieces. It’s
■_
ribly annoying because she never has any¬
Dear Everybody:—
thing ready to play, and entre nous
Thanksgiving is here, the first vacation Marion ‘Zi
since school began, and oh how welcome
needs a good shaking.
Vida
it is, for I am quite like that distin¬
y— is
- the
LUC diligent
umgent one; but
Dut so hopehopeguished ancestor of mine, the old woman lessly untalented. She fairly digs the
who lived in the shoe; but unlike her T nnt«
have known what to do with my nu¬ everything that should be natural and
merous musical family. I’m certain you
races with Tetrachord. Presto is south- and Presto clasping the sticks in their
for she can not hear her n
ern born, and when he sings or plays the hands. They yelled with glee as thev
IZS. ,harp’ the tu"e always sounds like spied their leader, the Elf-man, sitting

S&

orn” “?•""
Away—away,

jn
the world like the Jack o’ Hearts—Pattie
has never had a lesson in her life so she
wants it all in ten minutes. She told
me she wanted to go just as fast as she
could because she was not to have over
ten weeks of lessons, and of course the
very thought of becoming a pianist in ten
weeks is enough to throw any one
a Danie Pan,V,
" ~'L-TT

A
* P perhaps we may
some• rf a”er alI; teachers make grave
™stakes sometimes and Vida may turn
mto a Star puPlk
If Vida is hopeless then the girl who
follows her is hopeless, for she plays
the piano with about the same move^e"ts that she wouId use in washing

One day Rubato, Tetrachord and Presto went down to the cool clear spring
that flows .from the huge rocks at the
foot of the hill.
No one knows, but the fairies, from
whence the water comes or where it
&oes; no brook finds its source in this
natural fountain. Many have wondered

they

screamed, “The

“T*' *he idlerS’ aWay' We ha'e work
t0. , ’ nvers to make> rocl<s to build,
ram'JOWS to Paint and sunshine to make.”
Fainter and fainter grew their laughter,
then there was a sudden bang as though
some mountain top had fallen off.
Tetrachord jumped up with a start
and rubbed her eyes. "Dear me,” she said

Mttss
there is Edith Marger who can not con7 °
movement.
centrate, and stops every measure°toCs°any
1 hagiggling girIs
I can play that at home.” We have had
,? d 1 p ay weI1 because they keep
a fearful time together. She ju^ cant ^ their
off the keys to»y “I
think straight for five seconds,
** '
OnlZi a“°W hT ™addening that
stumble, stumble, mumble, mumble,s"until
of them went home in tears
I am utterly distracted.
HOW KATIE PLAYED.
Now Katie is different, she plays shall expect her to nla m It Wrat?’ 1
you ever nntivf 7 ^ J-”7 tlme’
straight through and never makes an er¬ Did
uia you ever notice how divinely you
ror. Sometimes I think she is too cor¬
ay w en you are really mad.
rect; and then she will sit at the piano
THE WORKER.
all humped over and she takes physical
culture Voa^ r’wTouTouirnke P ba- one jolly boy who can do Czerny
Helen Hudson; she is nervous with fin- 3etter than any SirI in the class; my, my
gers as slim as wires. They fly up like ~:SUch a worker' He will be the envy
sky rockets, and one of our greatest °f every one before the year is out.
troubles has been to make those ten fly1
to hear Eugenia plav, I have
aways hug the keys.
given her a piece for left hand alone—
Oh the way she rattles along-she rol- she does it beautifully and besides that
tbroUgh a Romance without any re- she can transpose every exercise in the

“d
^ S°ME PRACTICAL BOOKS SUGy°“a“™
“d where do you g0 ”
GESTED FOR A HOME
..
g,
eanswer
was only
MUSICAL LIBRARY
^ ^ **• of Beet^n
si ,„NDLER
’
IV
When the echo Wt

J

The, %
mountains of sheet music to her lesson.
She always tells me what she wants to
take, and our ideas are never the same
because
working bottom up
ucl“usc iI believe
ucueve in worKing
up¬
wards. If I had the gift of prophesy I
would say she would be rustling through
that music for the next five years. How
much better it would be to throw it all
out of the window and begin from the
beginning.
THE MUSICAL GIRL.
Now Edith Boughton is another sort
°f girl, she s musical, oh very musical,
and BO
so IS
is jean
Jean Kanaau,
Randall, they are both
anu
teachable and willing. And Julia Birch
has
*•■" the most: glorious
fflnrione uu:.
ru. .
technic. It’
natural to her as breathing, and she never
thinks her way along; the music simply
flows from her fingers as freely and as
easily as a warbling bird sings.

» ftwo
week,.
she.1

^ March' 1913>’
Tetrachord told \ n *
what she had hi . .Rubato and Prcsto
J
h d +heard and they were so
lunchth^fnrTf* ‘V0 h°me for
^
and poked abom-rf,
7 r Vg stlcks
with Hie last note of IiTTm
u™’ but
,
appeared and not- a„ trace
.—„ o'f
of hi
him could

XS2St

w,..w
V/.

* Chopin.
.... .L.szt
r - °-■ Sc,,ubcrt.Frost
Curiosities of Music.Elson
First Studies in Music Biography. Tapper
SMi‘S in the Wagnerian Drama
r,
,
Zfe of L,s~‘.Nohl
V'* Mendclss°hn Family...Hensel
- °f Men“ohn
iur.nuu.ssoH;; (from
from 1833
/At? to
"7
to
1847)
jjiu

*JJr ““'j .JS?.

£,“1

.
- t-d
•Li “
LO «**
give 1 names- hunting
.** *”
^ party
*“ on
“ dancing steeds
' with a
giving Day; it is a beautiful program Pack.°f hounds at their heels stopped for
and I hope you are all1 having
having one too— a„d"nk at„.thf spria?- Merry Hunting
Party, Sartorio (The Etude,
so good-bye.
1913).
APril.
With best wishes for the jolliest
of vacation.
VI
Your
About three o’clock, Rubato said “Oh
let’
ts go home—I don’t believe
he1,w„ "you
...... s_
. n
Auntie Marsh.
anyway.”
“But I did,”
The v
lily (Nymphcea) is by the and shaking her^chubby^s”^ R^b ^
German nations regarded as the flower face, “I did! I did! I didl”
tOS
of the Nixes, or water nymphs. These
“Fighting? There now-any need (nr
charming
beings, it is said, are so fond ‘first
St aid’ here?’
here?’.
y neea ‘°r
and dancing
they occasionT.
— that.,
_
They turned and there stood a bov
a y
- come
-- up from the
l..u water
waici to
io the
me vilvii, ’
.
lages
lvine. near
near their
their abode,
ahurle especially
eu™;.,!!.. and h°Id‘>' out his hand. Young He,
lages lying
Hewitt
Thf. F.TTTnfe
Inr.'l 1913)'.
intis
at tbe celebration of a wake, to j _• •
Hewitt ((The
Etude, April,
fhe festivity. But if they tarry too lone
VII ‘
a* these visits, and fail to return home
herdsman
before the crowing of the cock, they 1
, .
“Come, children,”
ne, ^ its s time every one of ye w
e abed
1? 'most sundown.”
We can’t go home until the Elf-man
comes again.”
man
“Tut, tut, if there be one he’s sure to

t&zzzszte: Xzzzzz* my be -

Biographical Sketch of Brahms. Deiters
Chol’1’1 a’<d other Musical Essays.. Finck

,is sc».

rock and what do you think she saw— 'V"Su as a language.Goodrich
Just flve one guess-a tiny Elf-man, but- Grove>s Dictionary of Music and Musitoned up in furs, with a raincoat hanI
cia"smg over his arm. This is what he told Rccollections and Letters of Mendclsher> Fantastic Tale, Pachulski (The
sohn .
I lint.

fbsurd arsPrunn’ety' h ^ *° r™' 35
^ 1 '°Ve t0 see that girl'coming;
,™„g, ho„...
sbe
my ,i„d
.K
srsSiJ:r'8ard wh“*2*»“"'i»i»s ■>“'

-O'

„„„„

PMr“'u

•/ ««««,,„

UT “
.
* Mustc Dra»'os of Richard Wagn ”7""'.Lavignac
Detcnptwe Analyses of Piano Works
' Baxter Perry
Standard History ^7Music
ri
!.• ■
James Francis Cooke
lit?
..Crowest
L,fe and Works of Mozart... Behring
Anecdotes of Great Musicians
W. F. Gates
Essay 0
Beethoven.Wagner
Music i.
America.Ritter
Woman
Rubinste ” Music.Upton
<s Autobiography
stiS?i!!S?
the
letters
PTVn A"
A
ITiKS and
AND

fpfD FuIVE practice hints.
vour RCVhe 7St column of words on
„UPc
-etm Poard and let the children
uess heir meaning).
1 Vesreob (Observe).
J Ifacentecon (Concentrate)
4 f'mozeme (Memoriae).
4 Uncto (Count).
5) Neto (Tone).
J. S. Watson.

.

OUR THANKSGIVING PARTY.
Almost three hundred years ago the
first Thanksgiving Day was held in
n
a
It was a celebration which
iTeTthree days ; as we look back it seems
*
that Pilgrims had little enough to
£ thankful for. They were far from
many had
died; Indians had
,lain others; famine and disease had be¬
et them through the winter. CoverBradford decided that the celebrashould be set in October, after the
crops were gathered. Thanksgiving was
. movable feast until Abraham Lincoln
elected. It was a woman who put
T definite date to this holiday. This
woman was Sarah Josepha Hale, editor
Tf Godey’s Ladies’ Book. She suggested
to President Lincoln that he appoint a
certain day which should be observed
regularly as Thanksgiving Day.
The
President chose the last Thursday in
November and this has been Thanksgiv¬
ing Day ever since.
Ninety Indians were invited to the first
feast. They brought five deer. Clams
were dug from the sea side, ancL there
was bread of Indian com and wild

Z

ETUDE

A FAIRY STORY OPERA.
LOBETANZ.
Lobetanz, like Konigskinder (Children
of the King), came from Germany.
The opera is by Ludwig Thuille, and
as long ago as 1898 it was produced
in Mannheim, Germany; but it is only
this season that we have heard it in
the United States.
The story goes like this: Once upon
a time there was a King whose daugh¬
ter was ill and no cure could be found
for her.
She pined and pined, and no one
knew what to do. At last the King
ordered a song festival and young girls
scattered roses in the garden and poets
and singers came from all parts of the
kingdom to try to heal the Princess by
their singing. Lobetanz, a wandering
violinist, joined them and asked what
the festival was for. They, told him
it was the day of the feast of roses
and had been set apart by the King
for song with the hope that music
might cure his daughter, the Princess,
who was ill.

Publisher’s Notes
A Department of Information Regarding New
Educational Musical Works

Nevertheless we are equipped to take
care of every order and all orders ot
every teacher and all schools in the
United States and Canada. Not only as
regards stock and organization, but we
believe that the publications of the
price post]
Theodore Presser Co. are used to a
New Anthem CoUection.• $-25 $1
o-reater extent by the educational insti¬
Great Pianists on the Art of
tutions of the country than all the other
Pianoforte
Playing—J.
r- x 50
E
educational publications in music, and
there is a reason for all this: every
move with the teacher’s interest sin¬
Operatic Pour Hand Album.
Italian Overtures for Four Hands
cerely in view; the greatest discounts
The Progressing Piano Player—
possible in every case and the smallest
retail prices on our own publications;
LOBETANZ RUNS AWAY.
educational publications made by ex¬
Lobetanz looked down at his shabby Legato and Staccato, Op. 335
perienced teachers and overlooked by
clothes and decided to run away as 160 Short Exercises, Op. 821—
mere experienced ones. We draw at¬
Czerny .
grAfter the feast there was no football fast as he could, but the young girls
tention particularly to a few publica¬
Album of Instructive Pieces, voi.
game, but Indians did a dance to enter¬ caught him and promised to cover his
tions of the last season, which are used
I—Kuhner .
Salon Album for Piano Solo,
ragged suit with roses.
almost universally,—
tain their “white brothers.”
Then the King and the Princess
“Cooke’s History” is not only used
This year several of our club girls
to a great extent, but has caused the
planned to carry out the idea of the first enter, followed by the royal household; Flrp8itanofotrrte-Ea D.° Wagner ^ 1.00
New Rhymes and Tunes for Litinstallation of many history classes in
Thanksgiving. The guests came dressed the violinist hides in an arbor. The
tie Pianists—Helen L. Cramm .75
schools
and by private teachers. The
song
contest
begins,
and
during
the
Album for the Piano—Chaminade .75
as Indians.
The club members wore
Two Part Songs for Women’s
“Beginner’s
Book,”
by
Theodore
dark gowns lighted at the neck and ringing of a quartet a wonderful melody
Voices ..
-fV
Presser, has received almost the great¬
sleeves by bits of white lace; the boys is heard from the arbor. Lobetanz is Vocal Album for Medium Voice .50
est recommendation of any work we
who assisted them wore rough coats, knee forced from his hiding place and com¬ Pipe Organ Collection ...ou
have ever published. “Mastering the
manded to sing and play, but his music Concerto in G-minor, Op. 25—
.15
breeches, red stockings and high hats.
Mendelssohn .
Scales and Arpeggios,” by Mr. Cooke,
so affects the Princess that she faints
The invitations were as follows.
is another widely used educational
“We the Thankful, wish you to come away and all the courtiers rush upon Thanksgiving and
A
selection
of
work. We cannot but mention the re¬
to our meeting, Thursday
evening, poor Lobetanz, calling him a magician; Christmas Music.
anthems,
solos,
newed and continued interest in the
November —. at eight o’clock. The for¬ he leaps over the wall and is gone.
cantatas will be Mathews’ Standard Gra’ded Course of
The next day Lobetanz wanders into
tune teller and magician, Chief Massasoit,
cheerfully and promptly sent to any of Studies. It is to be found in the curri¬
who befriended the Pilgrims, will enter¬ a meadow where the Princess’ favorite our patrons who desire them. Give the
culum of almost every teacher and
linden-tree grows. He is surprised by
tain the guests."
style and character, grade and voices; every school, ordered by every dealer,
Each guest upon entering was asked to the Princess, who comes upon him un- in other words, give as much informa¬ every jobber and every teacher by the
write upon a card some special reason expectedly. They sit down under this tion as possible and our experienced
100, the 1000 and by the dozen. Our
favorite tree. They have fallen in love
for national or individual thanksgiving.
clerks will make the best selection in first bundle of catalogs will be sent to
The boy and girl whose expressions of with each other, she with his music their power, not only from the publi¬ anyone who will ask for them; any of
Lobetanz
Thanksgiving were most similar became and he with her beauty
cations of the Theodore Presser Co
our many catalogs on every subject
sings
to
her.
“Sit
in
the
Saddle
and
partners for the game of letters whicn
but from the publications of all pub¬ will be cheerfully sent, or any special
followed. The guests were seated at Ride ” and the Princess laughs heartily, lishers. These are what are called advice by private correspondence will
small tables, partners opposite, in tre- and just then they are surprised by the “special selections,” and are to be re¬ be given by experts to any who will
it
center of the table were twenty-four as¬ people of the court, who cry out.
turned in 30 days. Our stock of this ask for it.
sorted letters, cut from newspapers and is the magician who cast the wicked sort of music is, perhaps, the largest
Remittances and
magazines; these were turned face down¬ spell over the Princess!” They seize and best selected of any dealer or pub¬ Correspondence
orders are reLobetanz
and
cast
him
into
prison,
and
ward. Each player in turn held up a
Lacking
ceived by this ofthe Princess falls ill again, and no one lisher in the country.
letter, and the object was to see w
Signatures and
fice by the score
cart awaken her.
could first mention a word beginning wi
containing no ad¬
Mail Order
Thirty thousand Addresses.
that letter pertaining to music.
ine
•lobetanz in prison.
Music Supplies.
feet of floor space dresses and, strange as it may seem, at
quickest thinker and his partner
e
least, daily, with no name signed. In
is
devoted
by
the
Lobetanz sits in the gloomy prison
scored one on their tally cards.
business of the Theodore Presser Co. to some cases it is possible for us to not
Then came the introduction of Mas¬ and is mocked by the °ther PEls°ne.ra
the supplying of sheet music and music only trace the sender of remittances,
sasoit. the fortune teller, an Indian for loving the Princess, and here he
books suitable for the educational in¬ unless they come in cash or stamps,
carrying a howl of nuts from which
e sings a strange song, Unwind the
terests of the country. It is not gen¬ but we have an individual who spends
meats had been removed. Inside were Clock, Friend Satan.” The executioner
considerable time in tracing letters that
folded pieces of paper bearing fortune:, comes to take him away to the hill erally understood to what ^reat dis¬ are received with no name signed to
tance a mail order can be sent in only
and the forfeits to be paid for them, lhe where the gallows stand.
36 hours. An order written in Charles¬ them. The difficulties of this problem
The people come to see him, for they
following are a few of the fortunes t a
ton, South Carolina, Toronto, Ont., or ar.d the far reaching unsatisfactory re¬
were drawn:
, , ,' think that his spell will cease if he >s Cleveland, O:, can be mailed to Phila¬ sults are easily imagined. A little more
To attain notoriety—Seek
7 book¬ hanged. The lifeless form of the Prin¬
delphia, say at 8 o’clock on Sunday care in writing letters Ls liable to be
case and blow as loud as possible (seeker cess is borne along by the courtiers.
night, and if the mails move with their productive of very much greater satis¬
found a horn).
. .
usual regularity, that order will be re¬ faction and promptness with regard to
To become a good patriot—SeaEC“ 1
turned to them on Tuesday morning, the filling of orders and the answering
the hall and sing Hail Columbia (Seeker
certainly sometime on Tuesday. This of correspondence.
This work, which
found a flag).
,
.
service is as good as though this im¬ The Progressive
will
take
the
To become wealthy—Look under
mense stock were located in those
Piano Player. By
pupil through the
couch and dance a two step (Seeke. m“SheSiives!” cries the King “Hang¬
cities. Sometimes we think mail order
Louis Heinze.
second grade of
man we do not need you. Lobetanz,
found a penny in a savings bank).
service is even better.
To find harmony—Search behind t e
The ON SALE system, originated pianoforte study, is on the market, but
piano and play Home. Sweet Home.
and carried on by the Theodore Presser we shall continue the special offer
marries the Princess and becomes the Co. is. the most liberal, the most satis¬ through the present month as many of
(Seeker finds a jew’s harp).
To become a commercial traveler
King’s son.
fying that any school or any teacher our subscribers have not had an oppor¬
Search in the hall and make a noise
has the privilege of using. We will tunity to avail themselves of the spe¬
Music is indisputably the fittest me¬
(Seeker finds a toy drum).
gladlv send an ON SALE package even cial price. The work consists of graded
After this merry hunt, the lights were dium for the thought that cannot be con¬ though the re-orders from that package material taken from the' best piano
turned low. the “white brothers” seated veyed by speech, and, one well might call and the regular orders of the teacher writers, such as Gurlitt, Czerny. Beyer,
themselves in a circle on the floor, w 1 e IheTnmost essence of all vision, music.Berens. etc. These are compiled and
are sent to the local dealer.
Massasoit and his tribe entertained them R. Wagner.
with esthetic dancing.
NEW WORKS.

Advance of Publication Offers
November, 1913. Speci
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THE ETUDE

‘edited by a very experienced and suc¬
cessful piano teacher. The work is
one that every teacher can rely upon.
Remember that this is positively the
last month of the special offer.
Our special introductory price is 20
cents postpaid.

jl

New Rhymes and
Tunes for Little
Pianists. By
Helen L. Cramm.

This is dne of the
very
best volumes of its kind
that
we
have
ever seen. It is
intended for the very youngest student
and may accompany the first instruc¬
tion book. It is printed in oblong form
and in special large notation. The
little tunes all have appropriate verses.
They are so catchy and melodious that
they cannot fail to interest young stu¬
dents and at the same time they are in¬
tended to cultivate a sense of rhythm
and to promote sound musical taste.
This work is now ready, but we will
continue the special offer during the
current month. The advance price is
25 cents postpaid.

Come to The Etude
Christmas Feast
For centuries unnumbered there has apparently been
a wonderful Festival held at the season of the year
when we now celebrate Christmas. The Etude has
always done its very best to have the CHRISTMAS
ETUDE (December) and the HOLIDAY ETUDE
(January) loaded with the best that can be obtained,
like the groaning and creaking Christmas Dinner table
in Dickens’ joyous “Christmas Carol." We want
you to come to our feast of good things. Don’t miss
the Christmas ETUDE and don’t fail to invite your
friends to secure copies.
Lovely Jenny Lind
The cover of The Etude for December will be a
charming portrait of Jenny Lind, one of the most
ioved musical personages of the last century. This
will be printed in many colors by the finest and most
expensive process of its kind. It will make The
Etude s Christmas Feast doubly attractive. There
wilt he fine articles about Jenny Lind.
Thoughts from Saint Saens
In an interview secured especially for The Etude
Camille Saint Saens, the noted French composer, dis¬
cusses Thoroughness in Music Study.”
An Analytical Lesson from Katharine Goodson
JL# Jor1e TaJtTof The Etude we describe the
splendid Analytical Lesson given by Katharine Good¬
ie011;-igrelteSt of English pianists. This lesson will
cnri™ fthi0Se. °f Mr- Stojowski, which attracted wide
comment last year In it Miss Goodson gives a deLded. Pedagogical discussion of Mendelssohn’s Hondo
Capnccioso in such a way that teachers and students
can not fad to be benefited. Incidentally, our readers
Lei be gfad t0Jearc that there wiU be more Analysis
Lessons from Mr Stojowski, in all cases accompanied
by the piece complete, marked for playing.
How Tunes Are Made, by Frederic Corder
.Corder- Professor of Composition at the
5°y' . Acajemy/ of London, teacher of Granville
many of the modern English composers
note, writes a wonderfully stimulating article.
°ur Musical Beginnings, by Louis C. Elson
1S' 3 great- demand for information about
y.,Ame™an ""»«<»! efforts. Few musicians have
mnJdl
V6r-V diverting, even laughable, early
musicM conditions in our colonies were. Mr Elson
hiHorLal th! g,fttt °f !finf both tbe educational and

Consolations and
Love Dreams.
By F. Liszt.

This new volume
in the Presser
Collection is now
nearly ready, but
the special offer will be continued dur¬
ing the current month. This is a splen¬
did opportunity to obtain nine of
Liszt's most popular original pieces in
a single volume. The work is printed
from handsome new plates and care¬
fully edited. The Consolations and
Love Dreams are played almost uni¬
versally nowadays.
Our advance offer price is 20 cents
postpaid.
Italian Overtures
for Four Hands.

This is a new
volume
in the
Presser
Collec¬
tion now nearly ready. It will contain
nine of the most popular overtures by
Bellini and Rossini, including the cele¬
brated William Tell Overture. The
four-hand arrangements of these over¬
tures are very brilliant and effective
and special new plates have been pre¬
pared for this volume, carefully edited
and revised. This volume will prove
useful for practice in ensemble playing
and for sight reading.
‘The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication will be 25 cents
per copy postpaid.
This is a popular
educational work
made up of short
pieces in classic
or semi-classic style. It is a volume
which may be taken up in connection
with second grade work and is very
much used for this purpose. The com¬
piler and editor of the volume is a
successful educator and the book is
logical, clean, and progressively ar¬
ranged throughout. It is now nearly
ready.
»In advance of publication the special
offer price will be 30 cents postpaid.

Christmas Music, for Everybody
Music with the warm Christmas spirit, a niece for
hn?,7ebgLade and eVeL taste °f every member of [he
household no matter how big or how little a Christmas
stocking the member may hang up.
■* v-unstmas
Christmas Subscription Presents
Hie idea of making a Christmas present of an
Etude subscription is widespread. As an extra in

Album of
Instructive Pieces,
Vol. 1—Kuhner

Czerny’s Exercises,
Op. 365.
Czerny’s Exercises,
Op. 335.
Czerny’s Exercises,
Op. 821.

The special offer
for. these three
standard educational works will
be continued only
through the pres¬
ent month. Op.
365 is the well-known “School of Vertuosity,” the complete book. This book
is a very large one and will sell in ad¬
vance for 30 cents postpaid. Op. 335
is the “School of Legato and Staccato
Playing;” another most popular work of
the very popular Czerny. This workgrades from about 4 to 6. The special
price for Op. 335 is 20 cents postpaid.
Op. 821 consists of 160 short exercises
of eight measures each. This work is

ETUDE

ce^Xren25th0ri973rLeSUbSnripti0u recdved before DeChristmas Etu^ie|'together 35?
ft ft
enttre year of 1914 for the price of a singe suh
scnption, $1.50 If you want the The EtudI to 1 to a

Sc wrLS
! ®

This will most likely delay the volume

irrizc rwiiuiuuc
Contest.

,
ucaire
make known
....
our readers tu
contest which ts now offered bv L
publishers of The Etude. Ther the
four classes in this contest and* the
combined prizes amount to $600 Tk
full details of this prize contest will h
found on another page of this issue
We only w.sh now to call the attention
of composers to an opportunity to »•
a prize. There are lour classes L
follows: Class 1—Concert Pieces- ri aS
2-Parlor
Pieces;
Class
Pieces; Class 4-Easy Teaching Pieces
Each Class has a first and a second
prize; Class 2 has a third prize and
Classes 3 and 4 have a third and fourth
prize. The prizes range from $20 to
1914 Cach'

The contest c>oses March,

New Anthem
Collection.

From time to
time
we
have
been issuing a
series of anthem collections. Each one
of these collections has been a decided
success and in all more than 100 000
copies of these books have been sold
Each volume contains 64 pages of
music and from 18 to 26 complete an¬
thems. The complete series to date is
as follows: “Model Anthems,’’ “An¬
them Repertoire,” “Anthem Worship,’’
“Anthem Devotion,” “Anthems of
Prayer and Praise,” and "Anthem
Service. We have now in preparation
still another volume in which we hope
to excel our previous efforts. In ad¬
vance of publication we are offering
copies of the new book at the special
price of 15 cents.
Two-Part

This new volume

f°ngs fpr
will be made up
Women s Voices.
in a style similar
to those of our
two previous and highly successful col¬
lections, “Women's Club Collection”
and Choir Book for Women's Voices,”
with the exception that the numbers in
this new volume will all be suitable
for a two-part chorus and they will be
chiefly secular in nature. The book
will be as good as it is possible to
make it and all the greatest and most
Ur CtlVe numbers have been employed.
We predict great popularity for this
new work.
For special introductory purposes the
special advance price will be IS cents
Per copy postpaid.
Operatic FourHand Album

This new collection of Operatic
standards for the
pianoforte is now well along in course
of preparation. It will be made up in
a style similar to our very successful
standard Opera Album for Piano Solo,
and oar Operatic Selections for Violin
and Piano. The gems from all the
great operas are included and are play¬
able and effective four-hand tran¬
scriptions.
Our introductory price in advance
0 publication is 20 cents postpaid.

Chaminade Album.
The Chaminade
.
Album that we
tg6 prepann£ will be, without doubt,
l' k j st V0Lme of this kind ever pubCd" ^
contain features that no
especially popular in all conservatories Octave Studies
Tk' «
,
,
other album of Chaminade does. First
in Europe. Toward the close of this Op. 18. By A Orth
2? fine b?.ok of o all there will be a great deal more in
work the exercises run up to the sixth
‘ octave studies is
Js Jolre than in any other one pub¬
and seventh grades, but the early part the soecial offer j iLT ready and lished—almost twice the number of
of the work is in the third and fourth ThesT stuLs
are mo 7 withdraw"- Pieces will appear in it; besides this,
grades. These are possibly three of suited to players in Jd
®speciaUY ' T JL" be an introduction by Charnthe most important opus numbers of those who have olayed^"^ gradeS; T mhe[Self’ sh°wing how these pieces
Czerny. The special price for Op. 821 ber of years diffieuU.thr°.Ugh a num' should be played.
These directions
is 20 cents postpaid.
These LoXcult octave books.
om the author herself are most valuWe will send the three books for 60 musical and
le and they do not appear in any
cents postpaid. The present month send copies of the book
at?.sed to other volume.
Besides this, we are
will close the special offer on this work, be interested
b k
Wh° may promised an extensive analysis of one
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
1 the pleces by the author herself.

f0Our”peciar'offier price for this most
„Sbl, work is 20 cents.
Great Pianists on
L Art of Piano
tbe .
playing-

A score of the
most distmguished pianists of our
time have been

We will addl to
original. The book is printed,from Salon Album,
Volume 1.
the Presser Edi¬
especially large plates.
tion
this very
The special advance price is 20 cents
popular
work
taken
from the Peters
postpaid.
Edition. Many well-known favorites
Schubert’s
This volume is are in this volume, from such writers
Pianoforte Album.
now ready and as Ketterer, Ascher, Goria and Richthe special offer ards. In all there are twenty pieces.
Our special offer for this work post¬
is hereby withdrawn. As in the case
of the Mozart’s Sonatas no pains have paid is 20 cents, which is exactly one
been spared to make this new volume cent for each piece. In sheet form
in the Presser Collection superior in every one of these compositions sells
every way. It contains all of the most for 50 cents.
famous of Schubert's solo pianoforte
compositions.

..cpnted by their personal opinions
■nPthis forthcoming book. It is the
suit of conferences conducted in per„ bv James Francis Cooke during
s.°
ten years with such masters as
tef Bachaus,
Bloomfield-Zeisler,
Lrrpno
Gabrillowitsch, Godowsky.
Hofmann Lnevinne, Pauer, de Pachmann Paderewski. Sauer, Scharwenka,
Qtoiowski and others. This work is
altogether unexampled in the fact that
the material was collected by an exper¬
ienced educator and writer who. exL" t.d every means to secure the real
opinions of the virtuosos upon the
most practical phases of pianofortenlaving as well as the art of interpre¬
tation The book will contain the re¬
sults of the lifetime of professional
experiences from many of the greatest
keyboard artists of our time.
Por¬
traits of the virtuosos, short biog¬
raphies, searching questions after every
chapter (all answered in the text)
makes the work one especially suited
for classes in interpretation, technic,
style and expression, as well as a book
of reference. Until the date of publi¬
cation this work may be had tor au

Concerto in
G-Minor. Op. 25.
By F. Mendelssohn,

Special Notices

Theo. Presser Co.
PUBLICATIONS JUST ISSUED
OCTOBER, 1913
Anv of our works sent on inspection to
teachers, upon request, at our usual large
Pr0TJs7The number,tS"not the title, in
ordering.
PIANO SOLOS
GRADE
11226 After the Rain, G. L. r
Spaulditw .: • • ‘
11227 Dance of the Pansies,
5
11228 Corn Tassels Dance, G.
L. Spaulding .
11229 A May Day Frolic, Rus¬
tic Dance.
G.
L.

We will add to
the Presser Colt"> .
Dw.f..ccimigl Want Notices five cents
lection this stand¬
Waltz, J. Blied.. . z
ard Concerto by
11198 To the Rescue, H. Claude 2
Mendelssohn. The work is well known
11108 Daisies, Mazurka,
R.
CLAVIER FOR RENT—4318 Sansom.
Ferber .. • • • “
and is without doubt the most popular
11109 Little Volunteers, TwoVIOLIN FOR SALE—Amati. 1651. Ad¬
of all concertos. This edition will
Step, R. Ferber. z
_
11106 With My Doll, Waltz, R.
contain, also, the second piano part dress E. M. C.. care ot The Etude.
CLAVIER In first class condition, for
_-'
;'
printed below the first piano part.
liiyo
juue iuviitr, s*.
•' \
sale, $30.00. Apply to M. W., care
11208 Close of School, Parade
Our introductory price is but 15 cents The Etude.
March, J. Blied.... .. 2%
11199 Alla Militaire, H. Claude 2%
postpaid.
CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS in Har¬
11107 Janet and Johnny, R. ^
mony and Counterpoint. Stanley 1. Held,
Vaccai Practical
This new work Mas. Bac., Lansdowne, la.
on Parade,
Vocal Method.
is now ready and VIOLIN FOR SALE—Several good Instrucheap. Private collection. F. w.
11191 Vlen ’Qua lorina Bella,
the special offer mpnt<4
C. M. Von
390U Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa._
is hereby withdrawn. Our new edition ~MUSIC BOOKS, MATERIALS and Games
of the Vaccai Method has been care¬ for Children's Classes and Nuiseiy. Cata
fully revised and edited by the eminent log Free. Mary Grieves. Ionia, Mich.
vocal teacher, Mr. Perlee Dunn Aid- ' FOR SALE—One set Bracket Organ
Pedals, Plano attachment, in splendid condltion, Mrs. R. B. Wall. Fort Ann. JN. X.
■ 4 YOUNG LADY wishes a class in Plano
New Gradus Ad
This final volume and Voice. Will teach as governess Con11190 Premiere Valse, Fr.
Schubert. ..
caie or
Parnassum, Vol. 8. of the series is servatory method taught. A. J.
11188 March of Priests, from
Various Difficulties, now about ready The Etude.
“Magic Flute,”
W1ATEURS!
If
you
write
poems
or
By I. Philipp.
and we will with¬
11192
Spring
Song, F. Mendelsdraw the special
New Pipe Organ
This new collec- offer. The preparation of these eight "Booklet"! H. Bauer, 135 E. 34th St.. New
11189 La Matinee, Rondo, S. L.
Dussek .
Book.
t«on will be a very volumes has entailed considerable labor York, N. Y.
11193
Slumber
Song, />’. Schuconvenient book
“O GIVE ME PEACE”, Sacred Song
and close investigation. We feel sure
11172 Wild Flowers an
for general use and busy organists will that each volume contains the best ot
terflies, II. Hat
find in it just such pieces as are need¬ the studies to be found in its respective
11237 Summer Frolic. Intermezzo, M. Loeb-Evans
ed for many of the ordinary occasions department of educational P/anoforte Co. Garvanza, Los Angeles. Calif._
11238 Echoes of Palmero, Sere¬
PI vmi TEACHERS—interest the eh}}—pieces which are not difficult to play literature “Various Difficulties contains
nade Romance, R. R.
Bennett .
and which require but little prepara¬ such points as are not covered under
11153
Sonatina
in C, Op. 1022,
tion and at the same time are effective the general classifications We shall tor sample copy of new Primary . Method.
No. 1. A. Sartono. ■ ■.
Veon Piano School, Beaver Falls, Pa,_
and pleasing both to the player and be pleased to send the volume for ex¬
.VANTEI1! Pianist to send $1.00 for E
the listener. All the numbers are very amination at any time.
11155
Sonatina
in G, Op. 1022.
,1.-1
“What and How to Play ior >
attractive and of intermediate grade.
lklet’ indorsed by^the^ music critic^
11156 Sonatina in D, Op. 1022,
The pieces are printed on especially First Instruction
This popular inNo. 4, A. Sartorio....
Dir.,
Journals. A. E. Ahern, “Music
Music i»r„
11215 Bal d'Enfants, Viccolo
large plates.
Book for tho Piano.
Theatre, Twin Falls. Idaho.___
van Westerhout.
For introductory purposes the spe¬
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS invited to
11221 Roses de Boheme, Valse
Brillante, Op. 14, H.
we will continue
cial advance price on this volume will By'™ D. Wagner,
Kowalski ■
sstses.
M^nitC
y
the
special
intro
be 20 cents postpaid.
11209 Iinpr
ductory offer during the current month. f£dsinogr Xsir"i0fnor°LtahnLt^v|cal1Ss
New Vocal Album.
This work is well Our new edition has been very care¬ Lnd Theory Class Work. The Bussell books
11263
along in prepara¬ fully revised by Mr LLrence G Ham- are comln'g intoLseamong earnest musicians
throughout the country.
tion, but we will continue the special ilton Teachers who are not familiar
11264 ImpTomptu, No. 2, Op.
introductory offer for a short time. It
. 2, Fr. I
Ms book would d. well .. ?ve
br'rt
is a miscellaneous collection of sa"S®" it a careful examination, as it has many
t Musical, NO. 1,
oT rare S novelty anil 'merit “ “MEM
chiefly new and original, by standard noints of advantage.
94, No. 1, Fr.
.
. aa
■
°sLgV
These
songsDlgalniT?g
Sen^
and contemporary writers. There is P Our special introductory price is 20
lroote,.,, States. Introductory
not a dry or worn out number in this cents per copy postpaid.
‘o.."l56 Monticello
book. Everything is bright, fresh an

“atToneVtMm-VXp

lm&TC: a%.%cZ-

S'.

tone of all kinds of Sound Reproducing Ma¬
chines has attracted significant attention in
the scientific world. In a recent issue .of
the Scientific American a complete descrip¬
tion of the instrument was given in which u
was said of this invention of M. B. Claussen
"It reproduced all the artist put into the
record in*tbe artist’s natural voice, or wltn
the musician's artistic touch.
The device
is made to fit the standard machines,_
HIGH VICTOR STANDARDS have had
Nothing has^beenretooltgoodZlaoraahe1^vfctor
Talking Machine Company. The greatest
nrtists of all time have had a real anu
definite nart in making the iramense munbfT
of Victor records representative of the best
contemporary musical art. Etude readers
will find the following records of special in¬
terest Fenesta che luctre, a Noopolitan song
sung by Caruso, lore Has Eyes. an old English sons: sung by Farrar, Capricietto, a Mendelssohn niece play^hy Elman^ BW Sun
-iini ™Move*mentK from Schubert's Unfinished
Symphony played by the Victor Orchestra,
Vi wine Veneziana a barcarolle sung by Ruffo.
In fact the only way to get tho dimensions
of the current repertoire is to send a postal
request to the Victor Talking Machine CornI picturing their
latest accomplishments.

,

11261 Fantasia. Op. 15, Fr.
Rnh.iibp.rt. .
FOUR HANDS
2 No Surrender March, R.
S. Morrison ....
PIANO STUDIES
11248 The Progressive Piano
Player. L. G. Heinze.. 2
VIOLIN AND PIANO
11122 Longing, Romanze, H.
Necke ..• ■ ■ *
11225 Sextette from “Lucia,
Donizetti,
arr.
by
Franklin . 2%
PIPE ORGAN
11219 Festal Fostlude in C, G.
Noyes Rockwell .3
OCTAVO ITEMS, CHORUSES AND PART
SONGS, MIXED VOICES
I 10342 Song of Peace, A. S.
I
Sullivan . 3
.10
I 10337 Faithful and True, R.
I
Wanner .. • • • • 3
.10
I 10344 We Hasten^0 the Mea^
I
Reef ’reCn.
3
I
WOMEN’S VOICES—(2-Part)
| 10336 Blow. Soft Winds,
*
Charles Vincent ...... 3

.10
.10
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ARTISTS AND TEACHERS

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

HJAWLJNS BAKER sss ■
Beckeri::i:.?”
BOGERT
5MONZEL
MOULTON::
NICHOLS
petersilea:
PETERSON

The World ot Music

CHICAGO.::!
Chicago:::
CHICAGO
Chicago :;:s~
CINCINNATI:~™
combs rrr

CRANE
DETROIT

All the necessary news of the musical
world told concisely, pointedly and justly

cape the Sousa band,
Harold Baler is giving a
recitals to the students of
Musical Art in New York.

pianist uegan ner
violinist, and used it
e to higher things. This cuse Anglo-German pibe nu*vc
quite prevalent
I over here, will in- Mwrfnn7omnU<:
yievuiem in England
i

HAWTHORNE
m&!tr knox
VON...—
S MARKS’ “SSir,,*
MINNEAPOLiSSSis:
NEW YORK
bumowestss-::

COURTRIGHT •

NEW YORK ■KBSSaS'

dunning

NORMAL—

FLET

OREGOIESSSSSiBSe

INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

PEABODY
VIRGIL ■fti-At-wa*!-

IMPORTANT
'"fnrffect, then, the loud 1'“ “
to prolong tones, to color^them, to con^

_ SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

VONENDE TKB&su»“
BARTEL 2S
BRENAiTsssi^

SALMON

BEGINNER’S

BOOK

USIP

v

ALL SINGERS

■iSllfSSpI
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712-14 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

Price $1.25

ORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712
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VOCAL JNSTRU CTO R
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You Can Be So Well

energetic exe“ of”this kind of voice
causes must be much greater in t e

ButVhatjs^a^ very^misjeading way^o
stating t e case.
a setto is not right b

ter able to stand the strain of faulty production. In the second place, the bass
exercises the lower part of his compass

the voice itself is decidedly wrong. ij
js, in fact, in many cases little more than
the skeleton of a voice, which, in spite

That Your Whole Being Vibrates Health

part; whereas the teno/does just the re-

tical purposes, quite useless.

Vein°putting forward^this new theory of

aJayTwYYng.’

’

P ^

It may.aVl have°shown*

point. The most I cY/do iSS to suggest the head (or so-called falsetto) "voice, in
an explanation, and leave it to the physi- which case it is the only kind of voice
ologist to say whether or not it is feasi- which its owner possesses, and is perble. When the voice is produced in one fectly right. Moreover, even when it is
way only throughout its entire compass— the lower of two registers, while 1 asdition-the^a ^‘oxImadoiT ^YhYY-oYd
cords which donation renders necessary
is effected exclusively by means of certain of the intrinsic muscles of the
larynx. When the voice comprises two
registers this approximation in the upper
register (which in men’s voices is usually called falsetto) is brought about in
exactly the same way, but, owing to a
weakness of these muscles, it is not com-

You Can Be Well Without Drugs

^Yker Thd _ thf^er ‘Y

h° id°T|

T*
^
^ Pr°dUCtion’ 1
fn° the sense o^being bYd^Yt’YnY/Tf
and often is, a very good voice in spite
0f its wrong production. In that case it
may be used for a great mam years
without serious injury, provided ft be
used gently and at not too high a pitch
°° ^ * p,tCh*
“»THE GOOD OLD-FASHIONED
FIVE-FINGER EXERCISES.

part of the compass it is found necessary YhicYm'ft tf”"

of

in^l

the larynx—muscles^whose proper tYroigh"^^^^ Y 3 rU,e'

°[

l° gCt

larynx up and down in the throaTYor reasion probabIy that they are not considother purposes than singing or speaking. ered partia

To Teachers of Music
d bfntionhofSaTh0

ihYtifgYYY

ctlT

(as 1 understand)

cqt-aliy nf

tkem’ WC ^ t0 tabe

time, owing to the fact'that iY eYeYy quentI-v mct with.
f

SONGS OF PRAISE AND DEVOTION
By I. V. FLAGLER

•

Philadelphia, Pa.

<£ twfrT cJesY refltef'mYn" th"

scdinthaYuttbe ffn?Td on thi,s
hand a convenient but dangerouY rest
stiffening the wrist, and preventing a
r— ’
|
'
P
g

to™™; (,f * -ZC

■avers and Printers

is romparatively^easy thoepteducereglSter Theodor °ptotal amount of stock.) ^

xTIZt to composers acd

UppeY orteS^t

J^

» the two is ,
, on 1
of the '

ZABEL BROTHERS

:3=as~r

MUSIC PRINTERS'
WBmb^SrPhSt

AND

Exerdse^Yn^whteh

is m°re °r Iess dis- °"e f°r m°re k6yS are keP‘ down white

ftcanntotbecar(varying according to the conXion^
the voice) without putting upon the vocal
organ a strain which it is '

ENGRAVERS

^1°^^

that I hear somebody

fSEAL’
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MASTERPHONE
A Perfect Clarifier for
Talking Machines

THE VIRGIL
PIANO SCHOOL CO.,
42 WEST 76th ST., NEW YORK
Manufacturers of
The “Tek”
The Bergman Clavier
The Bergman 2 and 4 Octave
instruments for travelers
The Bergman Technic Table
(Raised Keys)
The Bergman Child’s Pedal
PUBLISHERS OF

^ Q0

I “THE VIRGIL METHOD’;Where to u. them .
LOO
••THE in ANO PEDALS, How,
LAY1NG,,
.
1.50
••PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN hakim
g for Piano
CHOICE COMPOSITIONS, Grad 8 , ^ ^ ^ ^ A M virgil
Five New Songs for Home and
Senj for Catalogues
'iheral Discount to Teacher.--“T

Fall Term Opens September 22nd,
SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE
StNU
M,C A. M. Virgil, Director
76th St., NEW YORK

[crane Normal Institute of Music
m,N JSCHOOL FOR SUPERV.S0«S OF MUSIC-^

Margaret Deland
The author of “The Iron Woman” and
“The Awakening of Helena Ritchie” turns
now to the story of a girl who faces a
tremendous problem of heredity in the
man she loves.
The story begins in the
November Woman’s Home Companion.
The situation is one that has called forth
all the power and mastery, the unfailing
tenderness and wisdom of America’s
greatest story teller.
The story is

-••••,
POTSDAM,

N.

Y.

The Boat Bide. .s.ch,T°?tateJ’ ,7ack’S Waltz,
(4 Ms. ), Gounod,
Rubinstein ;
Rosewig; Melody i
Schumann ; Evening
lenf EnUenbergf Shepherd's" Return, Burgmueliethunder
the Mistletoe^
Mistletoe^,(t hds.E
“under6the
mann- ’Mill in the Bla '
irbC^end»nUA
An Easter Daisy, Paul
Morning Song, Roe
(Violin), Thome, Ja
,Rhds.r,
Morrison ; Invitation t(
Weber.

iSl

Pupils of Miss Rachel
The Robin Sings in tl
comb ; Grateful Tasks (4
pole Dance Bugbee: Mil
Berceuse, Berger; Simple
Humoreske, Dvorak . Me
S°hbXff; »ieWMas
man Sabathll; Chimes
Flies’, Krentzlin ; Funeral
ette (4 hds.),
Perrier; Romance, Sibel:
Flat. Mills; Brooklet in t
• Saltarelle Caprice Lack
bert * Yuccas, Cadmun ,
nade; Talse styrienne^ Y
ricante-Marche de concert.
Pupils of John L. Bloom.
Mirthful Moments, F”‘
Gayety, Martin ; Jolly .
Menuet, Paderewski,
(4 hds.), Rathbun ,
Kern ; Sextet—“Luci
Donizetti-Engelmann ,
(Violin 1, Seitz : pros,
Combs: Silent Night,
tory (4 hds.), BlonDream of Spring,
Schuler ; Persian M:
ski; Tltania, Wely ;
••Martha” (Violin 1, jji
of Venice (with varia
carole, ”Les Contes 1
”11 Trovatore ,A ,wK
Pupils of Miss Etta
Song of the Bathers
Tarantelle, Paldi; Song
Moonlight Barcarolle
centrique, Eggeling, J
mann; Spring Song,
in E Minor, Lorn
(4 hds.), Engelmann
Rogers; Scherzo, Op.
Humoresque, Op. bi
A Min., Grieg.

Pupils of Mrs. V. I
Day Dreams, Re
Dance (4 hds.). Sch
The Contented Bird,
Automatons, Lerir’
Stone; Spring Sol
Rustle of Spring, Box E. 225 Fifth Ave-. New_»
(4 hds.). Engelm
Wilson; Faust Wa

INTERNATIONALMRS. BABCOCK
OFFERS Teaching Positions, Co “
U le„e8. Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church snd Concert Engagem

1

CARNEGIE HALL. NEW YORK

NEVV VIRGIL

1

THE
new

“THE HANDS OF ESAU”

Practice Clavier

“The voice is Jacob’s voice, but
the hands are the hands of
Esau”

%z£**~*",**~*

-w

VIRGIL SCHOOL

OF MUSI

For catalogue and p

NEW YORK

A«C””d *”4*l, “““*

A. K. VIRGIL,

‘

,duces, all the artuR

lorn y^dSer IfWannot supply

iSsst
myrtle

ELVYN
PIANISTE
AMERICAN TOUR
1913-1914

Tl°mhdt), Tthl’rto
CBSe°'*“
hds.), Hayes: Tit
Dance (8 hds'
Smith.
Pupils of Mrs. .Wi
Canricante. M~~
Wachs; Belle o:
the Heart, Kern
No. 1, Hor”°tu

• r in its latest construction to any

-

Rose Edga. , - Berceuse, Bergei
Entreaty (for tm, .=
Marcia Fantastic?,
Holzer; Fantasie in
Arabesque, Meyer(Sons), BorowbKi
Polonaise Militaii

M.

H.

HANSON

ELECTRO M
SILICON
,.wd„ introduced ^

The November Woman’s Home Companion
is now on the news-stands—price fifteen cents

-College of Fine ArtsSyracuse University

MuicJDUC^HON
Both of Equal Merit for Cleaning

Faculty

sodie. Koelling
Among the Snow
Chimes, Gradi; Gl
Birds of Passage,
Fontaine; Seree

of 2o“p<^iaLts,n Regular four-year cc
degree oi Mus.B. Special certificate
logue and full ircSyracuse Univer

INSTITUTE OF ^MUSICAL
ART
TTcToaroFMVSfC
ENDOWED S CHO

ability wtth aa earn

Pupils of Miss 0The Keepsake (4 h
ing (song), Denza; Rt
Sizilietta (4 hds,), V

and

Pohshing Gold,

Silver, Nickel,
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Eastern Schools

THE ETUDE
NEW BOOKS.

New York Schools

Three Books, by Mme. A. Pupin. The
Fairy Stories That Did Not Come True
(60 cents); The Fairy Story That Came
True (60 cents) ; How to be Rich and
Have the Best of Everything (25 cents)
Mme. Pupin writes in a most engaging
fashion and always introduces many pre¬
cepts which are the result of her long
observation. Her books have a fine spirit
of uplift and her gift of writing makes
every page interesting. In her own youth
she was surrounded by Physical limita¬
tions which would have placed many
women in the “incurable invalid” class.
Surmounting these, she was able to real¬
ize her ideals in many ways, first as a
pianist (she has been a soloist with the
Thomas orchestra) and then as a linguist
(she mastered three foreign languages
with comparatively little tuition and
speaks them fluently). Mme. Pupin in her
works attempts to help others by showing
how she accomplished so much. Her lit¬
tle book “How to be rich and have the
best of everything,” (Price, 25 cents),
contains splendid advice for young and
old. Mme. Pupin, despite her French name
is an American, although she lived for a
time in -Germany where she studied at
the Leipsic Conservatory.

The von Ende School of Music
_of

New York

HERWEG H. von ENDE, Director

A fSffi!?!'

di\tinu!Uiuheu for it8 fac„ulty of eminent artists and instructors, for its
mTinten»Li ?Stab,.,sh. tbe ?are*r* °f promising musicians, and above all for the
maintenance of musical ideals. The Faculty includes:
SIGISMOND STOJOWSKI
ADRIENNE REMENYI

FERNANDO TANARA
Teacher and coach of Caruso, Tam-

HARRY ROWE SHELLEY

Destinn, Gluck, Ruffo, Griswohi
and others.
ANTON WITEK

HELEN E. MAICILLE
JEAN MARIE MATTOON
For nine years pupil of and teacher'
under Leschetizky in Vienna.
New Building.
New Dormitory.

LOUIS STILLMAN
musical pedil pianoforte

the Boston symphon^orchestra" °f
VITA WITEK
Famous Berlin jjianiste and ensemble

w Educational Features.

New Social Features.

For Catalogue and Information address

Dept. A, .44 West 85th St.

s

New York City

For

Teachers

and

Advanced Student
WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
Piano, Voice, Organ, Violin, Elocution
Public School Music, Normal Methods’
Locke’s Primary Plan, etc. Certificates!
Catalog. Teachers educated in Europe.

Normal Correspondence Course
In Modern Ideas of Touch, Technic,
Pedal, Metronome, Hand Culture,
and How to Teach Them
::
::

Marks’ Conservatory of Music
E. F. MARKS, Director
2 West 121st Street
New York

Practical and Artistic in Theory and Application

In Music Land, by George P. Upton,
Browne Howell and Co., 200 pages, Illus¬
trations, Price $1.25.
Mr. Upton has a delightfully interest¬
ing style and everything he has turned
ms pen to has found new friends for
mm. This new work is a series of six¬
teen evenings with the famous musicians
designed to entertain young people. It
ranges from Bach to Verdi and includes
chapters upon the sonata, the concerto,
the orchestra, etc. The work is not a
text book, but rather a narrative relation
of the facts interrupted by questions and
remarks from the friends of the narrator
There can be no question that many will
find this little book very entertaining. It
has all the good features of an excellent
gift book.

hort Courses

DUNNING SYSTEM«f MUSIC STUDY

COURTRiGHT SYSTEM OF

MPSICAl

HWHtGAOTEM

^rmTl COPRSE IV CORRESPONDENCE^

"‘Stressr'“M

-i,..

c.

PIANO. SINGING.HARMONY,Etc.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS
56-58
56-58 West
West 97th
97th St.,
St*’ New
New York
York City
City
RALFE LEECH STERNER - - _ Director

These two well-known volumes of the
^at toswns” series are both excel-

Two connected buildings delightfully situated between Central Park and the Hudson River
New York’s Modern>
Modern, Up-To-Date Music School With
NeW

to the highest artistic finish by a ffcultrMmpostdrf"1”* M

AMERICA’S MOST eminent teachers
Tovavae I 1 1*
._ .
CONCERTS WEEKLY8’ inc!uding tuitiof*'

4 Dormitories ^Proper Chaperonage
Practising, etc.,

ti applicatio
SEND FOR BOOKLET

CALENDARS

for

1914

hanging. Six subjects to choose ^romr*1 tar^oar^’

Of course you can guess what “it” is?
is an old, old story, but verv f,,,Jean Kontzef’a musIcaTgen-

3

Your Music is Torn!

lander andntheeseSent ^
^
vides nlem, t u
miISICa! genius profinallvVeaM °f hfartrending incidents, but
“it” nr 1 °vedawns between them, and
wiselv I6'
te “enough.” The author
deeply nn rLdS C°m.mitting herself too

Tmes

i TAPE

THEO.
PRESSER V^V^e
CO
- -

1712 Chestnut Street
-PHILADELPHIA-

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o

es not carry it, send to
THEO. PRESSER CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Multum-in-Parvo Binder Co.
624 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

THE BUSINESS MANUAL
for music teachers^
G.

c.

servkes°shouid brin^if. P^^o^gh '

Transparent^ Adhesive Mending Tissue
order; if charged, post

issiSssis

pay;t 1 trarhers"hold their old pupils by
Sjhow to collect«Nes'

PANEL CALENDARS
of above 10 c
paid, if c

COMBS BROAD STREET CONSERVATORY

Cami unTt,- By Hamette RussellS
N
v
U,MlShned
by $1.00.
HafPer & Broth¬
ers, New
York.
Price,

home U
NCW EnSIand villageHouse
the daughter of the
York Th
6 SCene chan§es t0 New
xork The temperamental war that goes

TE
NG
r‘kb<

Wn hr6 i3Ct that Ihe Publishers have
them hIged 1° get 0ut a new edi‘i°n of
them shows that they have met with the
appreciation they so well deserve

SEE OFFERS ON
PAGES 762 and 763

POST CARD CALENDARS^
w.th ease! on back. Dark gray, with decorations in green

GREAT COMPOSERS CALENDARS

J'humann. By J. A. Fuller Maitland.
Weber By Sir Julius Benedict. Both
published by Scribner’s Sons, New York.
Each, price, $1.00, net.

hal made himself familiar to
lent aftict! "2^ thro^h many excelsystem nf
^*.S eciectic and emulative
scribes 1> ;smUSIC teachir,g’” as he de¬
booklet h ,Very eomprehensive, and the

Seh4S„rp,w *—■

h£Sor7rrlZr7oZ 1712
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How Teachers Are Combating the Missed Lesson Evil

iglSSEb LESSONS

l^
a

Musicians of the country have
adopted The rule which requires
studervis to pay for all missed lessons
except in case of protracted illness.
Teachers are expected to conform to
this rule.
A Resolution. Passed by tke Philadelphia
the Signatures df Three

SrSSES?

AMERICAN

CONSERVATORY

KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, ILL.
Twentv-eiehth Season will begin Sept. 11th 1913. Offers modern courses in
Piano Voice, Organ, Violin, Public School Music, Theory, Orchestral Instruments,
Dramatic Art. Seventy Instructors Unsurpassed TradesTraining.School.
Many free advantages. Catalog sent free.
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, Presil.

"Etude” Music Club Buttons

One inch in diameter, each containing a por¬
trait of Beethoven, Mozart, Mendelssohn,
Chopin, Schumann^or^Liszt. ch^dPsind°“SSGr
coat lapel.
° Price, 30 cents per dozen

C

Theo. Presser Co., philadelpm1a?pa.
L SUCCESSFUL TEACHERS
heartily on the subject of
As a music scholar I always expected to
missed lessons, I gave up teaching myself pay for missed lessons If they were missed
just on accouii of that same thing. I am from trivial reasons. In case of absence from
„_ _ me has taken steps to stop unavoidable reasons, always notified teacher
very glad
-Frank W. Le Hoy.
at least one day in advance, in which case my
teacher would give me the lesson at his time.
REGARniNQ the rule of pupils paying for If absent without notice to teacher I think
lessons missed, I have them pay for all les- a pupil should pay for lesson.—L. A. Casey,
s missed (except In case of extended 111- Michigan.

A

MUTTRA HOUSE COSTS
WHAT AN °Pg& HOU

Chicago and Southern Schools (

MacBURNEY STUDIOS 1
Fine Arts Building

Chicago 1

A suite of studios designed to meet the
various needs of students of VOICE.
Special coaching under WILLIAM ^LESTER, coach-

Cosmopolitan School of Music and Dramatic Art

MRS. W. S. BRACKEN, President
Unsurpassed faculty of 60. Course of study based on best modern educational principles. Diplomas.

PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN,DDRAMATICnART,3PUBl!c'sCHOOL MUSIC, ETC.
Students may enter at any time.
Dormitory Facilities
Address the Registrar for catalog. Box 44
Auditorium Building, Chicago, Ill.

mm

Centralizing
sejoo; of

Privaite Teachers’

f

A
a German paper delx the Schaubit inj>
phases of stage
v(jted to *e me*
ein estimates the cost
wprk, Dr. Max
house abroad where
0{ a modern op secured at much lower
materials
America, and where labor
lauor
rates than. cheap Pthat there is no basis
... American
ameneflfi condiis;P«ftenm^riSon with
condifor c0 y
_
■
ti0rnS'Aescribing the Deutschen Opernhaus
jySSSS.ni Dr.Ep**snvo th.
rawing fiSures:
ThCL gTltCn0b
t^OOOOO since the Opera house
ST! one of the most desirable s«

ETUDE

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
MUSICAL PESSIMIST.

Lovers of Gilbert and Sullivan opera
will remember that the famous “little
list” kept by Koko, the Lord High Executioner, included among its possible
victims “the gentleman who praises with
enthusiastic tone all
“ centuries but this
and every C0Untry but his own.” It is
;nteresting
to find that
citizens of this
._
...
kind are not confined to o
_ _ Essay on
j an extract from
Ancient and Modern Learning, by Sir
William Temple, an English statesman
{ h seventeenth century, who was so
^ things Greek that he believed

nded by CLARA BAUR
cutty of International Reputation
i All Departments Open During the Summer

Elocution—MUSIC

For Catalogue and Summer C*

tions of Berlin.
Louse belongs to the counterpoint and harmony should be
SS000.00. The opera house belongs to tn^
favor of *e
^ple of Chaih’tten
* « * Jm of
arranged to gj
“ * of the opera,
$56,500.00 for th
PP ^ more than
Naturally tins
the expense. Wealthy
m f?r a
, ,irike individual contriAmericans o
^ ^ th;Sj however. The
butions grea <_
•
)kt>cp of the opera
dai y “ i/i'in
, aim. service,light, etc.,
hOU*ie’«nOO
('..mputing the interest on
1S|)$l,3Wm
American opera
u..
iiii.c.ica
uiics
#, invesT
glad indeed
, ■vy giau
ni'i^' ’■ to have
houses woiin
icnditurc
this as a
. as
-.“ daily
as slight an ex ,mal cost for the artists
outgo. The a , „inirg Opera (and some
.
in the Chariot
paid during vacaof the artist;
lion) is
°

.1

Languages

Detroit Conservatory
L. York,M.A.,President
of Music “
FINEST CONSERVA-

$10

melodies of ancient Hellas and. that the
violin and clavichord should give place
tQ the lyre and the shepherds pipe. It
js interesting to note, however, that Sir
William confessed to Hawkins, in
urging the superiority of Greek music,
his «utter incapacity to judge about it.
..what are become,” he asks, of the
charms of music, by which
.
beasts,
fishes, fowls and serpents were
^
so frequently
irequentiy enchanted,
enLucu.c-c, and their
. very
. naf|ir(>
nature rh,na*A
changed;■ u,
by which ^
the **“""*"■
passions
men are raised t0 the greatest height ,
^
vjolencei
and
then
so
suddenly
and violence, and then so suddenly apapa
SQ as they might be justly said

q.

TORY IN THE WEST

sent to EFFA ELLIS will
give.you the first 6 months
work in keyboard harmony
for children. This includes
simple modulation.

Effa Ellis Keyboard Harmony School
and Training School lor Teachers

JAMES hTbELL
1015 Woodward A.enu.
Detroit, Michigan

-205-206 Boston St.ro Bldg., OMAHA, NEB.
i. OHABU58M.

»„gS5!!“T!f.

u.jnt.s.

Sratoby^ani
the fX™

oundwa to .ROB.

tal Hall Beating M
Progressive, Saenhfic^ and Practical

Atlantic CtyConservatoireof Music

Results Positive
SEND FOR ART BOOKLET No. 8
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THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director

PIANO—VOICE—VIOLIN—THEORY—PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
IAS0F SPECIAL TRAINING DEPARTMENT FOR TEACHERS a??uS?ons
For Catalog and Programs Address J. B. HALL, Manager, 509 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO

mmmmm

Mr. and Mrs.Crosby Adams

Hahn Musk" School

Special Mid-winter Class

EARLE D. BEHRENDS
TEACHER OF VOICE

whereas the
two divine excellencies of
11 run "$1.25000." While the _ those
....
day* nights w
are grown m a ®
CrairlottenbiH . i )pera House has in many music and poetry
i: ftorent status from that of rier fr,
Uh-Ip mn
ways a very
,Ta
House
in
Berlin,
excelthe’Royal < >i
lent opera is -iven at extremely low rates.
G°,hs “
Hdwever, tl r,se familiar with operatic
introduced them among us.
conditions it , America realize at once
frtjjm the tal ,le of expenses given above
mat no American opera house of t
higher class could exist with such an out
EAR TRAINING THROUGH SCALE
lav Americans demand great singers
PRACTICE.
£t ST greatest singers. Of these there
arexbut;6 few and they naturally command
enormous fees. However, if we mu
by c. A. ehrenfechter.
haye Rubens’ Van Dykes Hals Corots
and Whistlers in our galleries we m
offers great advantage
Scale practice
f~for training
expect to pay for them.
Germans are content in many cases to
listen
to o„„......«
opera that is_ notroasts
besprinkled
-..
with stars like the firmament.
Th before producingit>,
ared for him;
American, however, does not g° to the finds the notes already P
ient, but it
opera so much to develop his musical ^ nQ doubt, is very c ^ ^ derived
taste as to gratify his senses and rest his renders the advantag
t0 the
outrageously overworked "1,n,? a!?
°d from
Pracear highly
biehlv problematical.
problematical.
-scaler the
training
of the ear,
?. be so> but then,
He wants the best and only the best an
is filling to pay for it—and pay he does.

zvS:

Studio, Bush Temple :: Dallas, Texas
'THE INTERPRETATION OF
BACH.

® PEABODY “SJ™8''
^€11^

-r—7 V Ti ArtI.ER
, ,_ntion. not ragUme meioai»»
^^•'-ervlces; for praise aim
responsive readings, a prelude by fid.

«,

•WEVg*.
study H 0>rmmy. ■ Up

a her Music

RAC* clavier writing, are arnon|«

sstt
rf tuS

HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

DANA’S

MC«CALhi.NST.TL2

^ PANA' R'A'M" FREST'-

BURRITT L. MARLOWE

Every reader of
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take

advantage ot

Teacher of Piano and Voice

Pupil of Leschetizky
E

cno F FERN AVE.

special offer on
pages 762-763
Special Low Rates for Beginners
Send for handsomeCa^aWue o

Beethoven Conservatory
One of the oldest

belt

Schools in the United Stiles

metronomes
names than any house
in the world.

“Jhanical defects.
THE STYLES ARE:

American Maelzel with door attached
American Maelzel with deUched lid

■

•

tamable.
no bell
•

•

’

2'.25
2.50

with bell
3.25
3-50

ms

becluse of their severely logical and con

the w ^ ^ whole attention

^

trapuntal or polyphonic style, as wj q{
becausc of the almost entire a
any interpretative suggestions by »
himself, they seem to us always to
in need of able interpreters. Many
earnest laborers have entered upon
rich field of study, and the ed,tl°nS °
many of Bach’s works which are
available leave no difficulties unexplorea,
and offer {6 the student valuable '
tions and suggestions on many P°,n
interest.—Touch Phrasing and Interp
'a fiim. .

whether one fing,er .C effect produced.”other, and to note t
“
J pianoforte
Tchnical Study *» the
placing.
_
Playing.
-

^ MUSIC STUDY
Versrnain|rmtructi'onPOna"

MMI
M. mo etude ....

*“ **'
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OW would you feel after payrnf?

THE IDEAL HOME MUSIC LIBRARY
IS THE WORLD’S GREATEST HOME MUSIC WORK

H

I

“The IDEAL HOME MUSIC LIBRARY”

1
only a very few different playing act
except the Kranlch ft Bach con tarn a sort

OW would you like to possess on your piano or music cabinet—responsive to your every
mood and gratifying your every whim—a convenient ten-volume Library of piano and
vocal music, containing every conceivable kind of music such as classic, modern,
standard, operatic, sacred and dance compositions arranged in such a way that you as an
average player could easily master them? If you desire your home piano to be the chief factor
in each evening’s enjoyment, if you are DISSATISFIED with the costliness of sheet music,
you will be MORE THAN SATISFIED with a work which has succeeded in pleasing every
one °f the many thousand music-lovers who are its proud possessors to-day

ready-made
^

S-t makes of pianos. Irrespective
I

of quality or individual requirements.

^

flatjcr-Fumoa

BuiU

With

CONTAIN a playing mechanism
IjM
that is too good to install in
any other than Kramch & Bach
If
pianos. It is designed ex¬
pressly and exclusively for
this instrument and cannot be had m

Made^Ordj.£ Qar

other

make of piano.
•
u net-feet—it is as mucri a part
Its relationship to the piano P
action, all of

How It CameTo Be— What It Is
NOT A “CUT AND DRIED” WORK
Most musical collections are “cut an
dried” in that they are bulky volumes of
difficult music put together without re¬
gard to their suitability for use in the
home. The method by which The Ideal
Home Music Library was compiled stands
out in sharp contrast.
HOW IT CAME TO BE
The idea of The Ideal Home Music
Library occured to the compiler about
twelve years ago, and over ten years were
spent in studying the home music field and
in gathering together the compositions
which comprise its contents, the challenge
for each number being the magic word

WHAT “THE IDEAL LIBRARY” IS
The Ideal Home Music Library is exactly
what its name implies, a perfect com¬
pilation of piano and of vocal music for
use in the home. It comprises ten (10)
convenient volumes of piano and of vocal
music with a Practical Guide to its use
the entire set housed in a substantial
case (illustrated on the left) which may
be placed on the piano or on the music
cabinet — a thing of beauty as well as
usefulness.
i i ii^

EVERY CONCEIVABLE KIND
OF MUSIC
Among the more than one thousand piano
and vocal numbers, specially arranged for
home use; contained in The Ideal Home
Music Library will be found every con¬
ceivable kind of music — classic, modern,
standard, operatic, sacred, sentimental,
dance — in fact every kind and class to
appeal to every taste.
THE “PRACTICAL GUIDE”
Here again is at once a remarkable and an
absolutely exclusive feature. The Practical
Guide leads you -through the 3,000 pages
of “The Ideal Home Music Library ” just
as a “ Baedeker ” conducts you through
Europe, bringing out the strong points of
each individual volume and rendering in¬
telligent use of the music possible from
the very start.
ITS SPHERE OF USEFULNESS
The usefulness of The Ideal Home Music
Library is absolutely without limit in every
home where music is a factor in the recrea¬
tional plan. Every member of the family
from the lover of classic music to the fiveyear-old nursery rhyme singer will find his
particular taste catered to by an abun¬
dance of just that kind of music he prefers,
arid he will further find that every number
is readily performed.
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New York City
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SELECTED'CZERNY'

STUDIES
Revised, Edited and Fingered with
CCopious
Animis Annotations,
AnnrttfltiOflS, by
DV

IN THREE BOOKS
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PRICE 90 CENTS EACH
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to t^e technical lit-

lone of the three great|
Ipianos of the World,

Actual Size 15x11x10 inches.

A memorable epoch in the history of music was inaugurated through the recent Dublicatinn hv
Chades ScnbueFs S°ns °f “The Ideal Home Music Library,” and thei^

opus numbers, together w th

ilebling’s editorial
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PRICES

which it has been received affords concrete evidence of timely issue. Conceived more than twelve years ago and gradnall^0^ 'f1™
as a labor of love, it fulfills far beyond the wildest expectations every enthusiast’s dream of an ideal home musical ually wo.rked

n--.- Styles from $SS0” to $1500^

For Catalogues and Information address

rtf"5»“ * information"
COUPON
SCRIBNER
MUSIC CLUB
599 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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Baker’s Cocoa
to be the most
durable and best made fountain pen.
Points and sizes that are adaptable to every hand and character
of writing. Self-Filling Pens that are filled instantly; Safety
Pens that can be carried in any position; and other types.

IS GOOD COCOA

I

Of fine quality, made from carefully selected
high-grade cocoa beans, skilfully blended, prepared by a perfect mechanical process, without
the use of chemicals or dyes. It contains no added
potash, possesses a delicious natural flavor, and
is of great food value.

|
1
1
I

Booklet of Choice Recipes sent free

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
L. E. Waterman Company

173 Broadway, New York

Established 1780

DORCHESTER. MASS.

m
The Final Touch

PIANOS
The Ideal Home Upright
is closely approached in this
beautiful hers y Pond. Its
graceful decoration and fine
lines have made it the choice
of many buyers. While de¬
signed for home use, its in¬
terior specifications are the
same as our most successful
Conservatory models — and
over 400 leading American
Educational Institutions now
use the hers & Pond.

Vanishing Cream

A new catalog describing Style 609 and all our grands, players
and uprights mailed free on request.

roughening and drying so damaging to the delicacies
your complexion and develops a healthy tone and spark¬
ling clearness which makes your complexion conspicuous
for its beauty in any assemblage.
Write us for dainty sample, or send 4c in stamps
igfes^
for generous trial tube. Pond’s Extract Co.,
Dept. K, 131 Hudson Street, New York City
POND’S EXTRACT
“The Stan,

HOW TO BUY
If we have no dealer near you, we can supply you from our factory as
safely and as satisfactorily as if you lived near by. We make expert selec¬
tion and guarantee the piano to please, or it returns at our expense for
freights. Liberal allowance for old pianos in exchange. Attractive easy
payment plans. For catalog, prices and full information, write us today.

'rial bottle ;

IVERS & POND PIANO COMPANY
141 Boylston Street

VOSG PIAN0S
’

vose

•••

BOSTON, MASS.

have been established 60 YEARS.
By our system of payments
every family in moderate circumstances can own a vose piano. We
take old instruments in exchange and deliver the new piano in your
home free oi expense. Write tor Catalogue D and explanations.

& sniM
SONS PIANO CO.. Boston. Mass.

|

